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Editorial

“Recalled to Life”: When Charles Dickens penned this phrase he was re-
ferring both to scientific advances of his day –ErasmusDarwin, LuigiGal-
vani, Alexander von Humboldt – and to his conviction that love and de-
votion can bring about individual and social (i. e. , French revolution)
transformation. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley explored the enviable and
deleterious aspects of these trends with the Frankensteinmyth. The essays
of this issue share with Dickens’s statement both its representation of sci-
entific advancements of the time (“the best” and “worst of”) and its gen-
erally hopeful application of regeneration, in this case, to ancient texts.

The issue begins with John S. Kloppenborg’s comparative historio-
graphical study entitled “Fiscal Aspects of Paul’sCollection for Jerusalem.”
Without detracting from their distinctiveness, Kloppenborg refutes sui
generis explanations of early Christian phenomena by engaging scientific
developments in papyrology and epigraphy to contextualize early Chris-
tian donative practices. He compares Paul’s collection for the poor in Je-
rusalem with the fiscal practices of ancient Greek cities and private asso-
ciations, demonstrating some level of commonality. The second essay,
likewise, participates in comparative historiography. Entitled “Paul and
Plutarch on Religion,” Ronald Charles’s study places the voice of Paul,
in his letter to the Romans, alongside the voice of Plutarch, in his treatise
De superstitione. In so doing, two topoi emerge: fear of God and true re-
ligion. In the essay entitled “1 Clement, Judaism, and the Jews,” James
Carleton Paget brings into association a few acknowledged data points
in order to establish a historical background for 1 Clement. Specifically,
he explores whether 1 Clement might belong to discussions of Jewish-
Christian relations in Rome during the late first and early second centu-
ries. According to Suetonius, Claudius expelled Jews from the city impul-
sore Chresto in 49 CE (Claud. 25.4), leaving a community once mixed,
with predominantly gentile Christians. Paul’s letter to the Romans (esp.
ch. 11) may also point to this status of gentile Christians in Rome. First
Clement, written to the church in Corinth by the church in Rome, treats
the ousting of one group of presbyters by usurpers. Exempla from Jewish
history comprise the grist of the argument – as if it goeswithout saying that
Christians are the rightful heirs of this heritage. Carleton Paget argues that
a context of gentile Christianity in Rome explains Clement’s unapologetic
cooptation of the Jewish scriptures for Christians. Similarly, Zachary B.
Smith’s essay “Of Firstfruits and Social Fixtures” argues that a broader
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Roman social context aids our understanding of the community behind
the Didache. According to Smith, provision for prophets in Did. 13 at-
tempts to reconcile the patronage system with certain Torah guidelines
on the topics of social hierarchy, community management, and leader-
ship. Returning to the theme of comparison, George M. Hollenback’s
brief piece entitled “An Overlooked Backdrop to the Coining of !qsemo-
jo¸tgr” examines the controversial meaning of this word in 1 Cor 6:9 and
1 Tim 1:10 in view of the similar expression in older legal contracts of
Roman Egypt. Peter J. Williams presents the Greek New Testament pro-
duced at Tyndale House and Jennifer Knust sets AnneMarie Luijendijk’s
Forbidden Oracles? The Gospel of the Lots ofMary in the context of discus-
sions about late antique divination, the history of the codex, developing
notions of scripture, and daily life in Christian Egypt.

Mary Shelley identified change as painful : “Nothing is so painful to the
human mind as a great and sudden change.” We might wonder whether
this is not an apt reminder for us today. Requiring that we remain open-
minded, change – based on reliable scientific advancement together with
hope – offers the possibility of “recalling to life.” The essays of this issue
make headway toward this goal. Sic iter ad astra (Vergil, Aen. 9.641).

Chicago Clare K. Rothschild
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John S. Kloppenborg

Fiscal Aspects of Paul’s Collection for Jerusalem

Die Kollekte des Paulus für „die Armenunter denHeiligen in Jerusalem“wird zumeist
ohne hinreichende Rücksicht auf die Abgabenpraxis in den Städten und kleinen Ver-
einen des griechischen Ostens betrachtet. Dieser Artikel trägt zusammen, was über
die Geldbeschaffung und -verwendung anderer Gruppen in dieser Zeit bekannt ist,
und stellt die damit verbundenen Probleme dar. Vor diesem Hintergrund erscheint
die Kollekte des Paulus in einem anderen Licht, in demdie besonderen Schwierigkei-
ten und Herausforderungen dieser Sammlung besser zu verstehen sind, wobei sich
Fragenergeben, diewohl diemeistenGriechengestellt hätten, die vondenExegeten
der paulinischen Literatur aber bislang übersehenwurden. Dabei zeigt sich, dass die
paulinische Kollekte am ehesten mit der 1p_dosir zu vergleichen ist, einer Praxis von
Städten und Vereinen zur Beschaffung von Geldmitteln für außerordentliche Projek-
te, die anders als das Patronatsverhältnis zur Beteiligung aller Mitglieder einer Bür-
gerschaft oder Vereinigung beitrug, indem von jedem Einzelnen nur kleine Beiträge
erwartet wurden.

Keywords: collection for the saints, associations, fiscal practices of Greek cities,
1pid|seir

One of the significant contributions that contemporary papyrology and
epigraphy can make to the study of the early Christ groups is to contex-
tualize or “normalize” some of their practices. Past scholarship has
shown a strong tendency to treat certain practices of early Christ groups
as though they were singular or unusual without paying attention to pos-
sible comparanda, or if comparandawere adduced at all, it was to demon-
strate precisely how different and “unique” were Christ groups. Such an
approach owes more to theological triumphalism than to sound histori-
ography and misses the critical point of comparative historiography
that well-chosen comparanda serve to illumine historical data without
thereby detracting from their particularity.

This paper will examine the collection “for the poor of the holy ones of
Jerusalem” from the perspective of the fiscal practices of bothGreek poleis
and the private associations – cult groups, occupational guilds, athletic
guilds, diasporic associations, neighborhood clubs, and collegia domesti-
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ca – which could be found in every city of the empire and in many towns
and villages.1Because we have an unusually large dossier of fiscal practices
relating both to cities and to associations, this paper will employ our
knowledge of those practices heuristically, to raise questions about the fis-
cal practices of early Christ groups.

1 Status Quaestionis

Most of the discussion of 1 Cor 16:1–4, Gal 2:10, 2 Cor 8–9 and Rom
15:25–28 to date has focused on the understandings of the collection, re-
spectively, by the Jerusalem group and by Paul. At least four rationales for
the collection have been offered:2

(1) Perhaps themost straightforward solution is that the collection was
to relieve the distress of poor in Jerusalem. After all, Paul refers to the col-
lection as a joimym_am […] eQr to»r ptywo»r t_m "c_ym t_m 1m Yeqousa-
k^l (Rom 15:26) and in 2 Cor 8:14 Paul depicts the collection as some-
thing that is a matter of “your present abundance and their need” so
that there might be Qs|tgr (8:14). In 2 Cor 9:12 he calls it B diajom_a
t/r keitouqc_ar which is intended to supply t± rsteq^lata t_m "c_ym
(9:12). Accordingly, David Horrell argues that Paul’s fundamental moti-
vation was to relieve poverty among the poor among the Christ followers
in Jerusalem and for this Paul appealed to the value of equality as God’s
ultimate purpose.3

While this viewhas advantage of simplicity, it sidesteps two issues: first,
the earliest mention of the collection in 1 Cor 16:1–4 says nothing of the
relief of poverty as the motivation for the collection and when this ration-
ale ismentioned in 2Cor 8 and 9, it is part of Paul’s impassioned andhighly
rhetorical attempts to revive the Corinthians’ flagging interests in the col-
lection. Second, this approach makes the collection Paul’s initiative and
leaves unexamined what understanding and interest, if any, the Jerusalem
group had in the collection, the relation of the collection to Gal 2:10, and

1 See now the outstanding survey of financial practices in associations by P.A. Harland,
“Associations and the Economics of Group Life: A Preliminary Case Study of Asia
Minor and the Aegean Islands,” SEÅ 80 (2015), 1–37.

2 D.J. Downs, The Offering of the Gentiles: Paul’s Collection for Jerusalem in Its Chronolog-
ical, Cultural, andCultic Contexts (WUNT2/248; Tübingen, 2008), 3–26, offers a helpful
schematic analysis, which is adapted considerably and expanded here.

3 D.G.Horrell, “Paul’s Collection: Resources for aMaterialistTheology,”EpRe 22.2 (1995),
74–83, here 76, 78.
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why in Rom 15:25–28 Paul seems anxious that the Jerusalem groupwould
accept the collection.

James Dunn and Bruce Longenecker expressly address some of these
issues. Dunn holds that Gal 2:10 is not directly related to the mention
of the collection in 1–2 Corinthians and Rom 15 but simply reflects
Paul’s long-standing concern for the poor in general.4 When Paul took
up the collection for the Jerusalem group, it was his strategy to “bridge
the gulf which evidently openedup between hismission and the Jerusalem
or Judean churches following his failure at Antioch.” He heeded the Jeru-
salem’s request to “remember the poor” (Gal 2:10), but a collection spe-
cifically for the “poor of the holy ones in Jerusalem” was his initiative.5

Longenecker also seeks to separate Gal 2:10 from the collection. He ar-
gues that the “poor” in Gal 2:10 referred not to the Jerusalem group at all,
but to all poor persons. The Jerusalem group was keen to ensure that the
gospel preserve the distinctively Judean element of care for the poor as an
essential component in the gospel, something that could not be taken for

4 J.D.G. Dunn, Christianity in the Making, vol. 2: Beginning from Jerusalem (Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., 2009), 934–935. So also A.J.M.Wedderburn, “Paul’s Collection: Chronology
and History,”NTS 48.1 (2002), 95–110, here 99, who argues that “nowhere in all his ex-
plicit mentions of the collection (if one does not count Gal 2.10 as such) does Paul con-
nect the project with the carrying out of an agreement reached between himself and the
Jerusalem church; nothing suggests that in the raising of the collection he saw himself as
carrying out his side of that particular bargain.” Yet his argument relies on the exclusion
of Gal 2:10, which does suggest an agreement, and helps to account for the anxiety that
Paul expresses about the reception of the collection in Rom 15:31. Wedderburn’s argu-
ment ismeant to address the tension created between the present first person plural sub-
junctive l|mom t_m ptyw_m Vma lmglome}ylem (“only thatwe continue to remember the
poor”) which suggests a continuous process, and Paul’s first person singular aorist,
1spo}dasa aqt¹ toOto poi/sai, could refer to action in the past. Wedderburn suggests
that the “council” occurred on the occasion of the “collection visit” (Acts 11:29–30)when
funds had already been delivered to Jerusalem, and that “even if there were no strings
attached to the aid brought, the aid had functioned as a carrot, a sweetener, a lever to
induce the Jerusalem church to look favourably upon the concerns of the Antioch
church” (100). Paul later realized that this strategy could be adapted in the collection
that he independently organized. This solution, however, puts too much faith in
Lukan chronology which on other grounds can be shown to be flawed. Moreover, if
Paul in Gal 2:10 were referring to a collection in which he had already participated,
we might well expect d 1spo}daja 1c½ Edg aqt¹ toOto poi/sai. Since it is obvious
from Galatians that Paul’s relation with the Galatian group has soured, the absence of
any reference to their (non-)participation in a collection is hardly surprising. As Wed-
derburn himself observes, “On the other hand, had theGalatians subsequently refused to
cooperate with the project and had they consequently refused to endorse this recogni-
tion, then it would perhaps have been wiser in retrospect to be silent about this aspect of
the agreement. To mention it would be counter-productive” (98).

5 J.D.G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1998), 706 n. 170;
id., Beginning from Jerusalem (see n. 4), 933–935.
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granted in pagan social practices and thus enjoined upon Paul to ensure
that the Judean complexion of the “gospel” be preserved.6 For their part,
the Jerusalem group was not interested in receiving money from gentiles:

[A] request to “sendmoney to the poor among us here in Jerusalem”may well have sent
out extremely confusing signals about patron-client relations between the Jesus-groups.
But the charge to “remember the poor” carried no such specificity, instead it replicated
an essential feature of Judeo-Christian identity – that of caring for the needy, without
geographical restriction.7

Paul’s collection, then, was “a single application of the more general prin-
ciple of caring for the poor, and perhaps even one of the most important
manifestations of that principle.”8 This leaves the collection as Paul’s ini-
tiative, even though he was mobilizing the more general wishes of the Je-
rusalem group – wishes that Longenecker insists were already integral to
Paul’s own missionary practice long before the “council.”9

The immediate question that is raised by Longenecker’s thesis is why
there are no other such translocal initiatives to benefit the poormentioned
in Paul’s letters, or, for that matter, encouragements to participate in local
poverty-reducing initiatives. And if it were true that the Jerusalem group
was uninterested in receiving money from gentiles, it renders curious the
fact that Paul would commit such efforts in arranging just such a collec-
tion.10Dunn’s suggestion, which acknowledges the political dimension of
the collection, makes better sense of Paul’s efforts and of the trepidations
he expresses in Rom 15:25–28.11

(2) Karl Holl emphasized the political and indeed legal aspects of the
collection, at least from the perspective of the Jerusalem group of Christ
followers. He conjectured that the collection was effectively a tax imposed

6 B.W. Longenecker, Remember the Poor: Paul, Poverty, and the Greco-Roman World
(Grand Rapids, Mich., 2011), 197.

7 Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 198.
8 Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 187.
9 Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 191–195, interprets d ja· 1spo}dasa aqt¹
toOto poi/sai (Gal 2:10) as “I had already been devoted to this cause” (emphasis
added).

10 Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 194 n. 35, concedes that the decree in Gal
2:10 might have contributed to Paul’s own strategy of using the collection to prove “the
theological legitimacy of gentile Jesus-groups in ways that bypass the stipulations of the
decree, with which he may not have been in full sympathy.”

11 V.D. Verbrugge, Paul’s Style of Church Leadership Illustrated by His Instructions to the
Corinthians on the Collection (San Francisco, 1992), 368, likewise argues that the col-
lection was Paul’s initiative (and not a tax imposed by Jerusalem), and that it was con-
ceived partly to aid the poor, and “especially to help bring about unity between the Jew-
ish and Gentile segments of the church.”
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by the leaders of the Jerusalemgroup,which had assumed a leadership and
supervisory role vis-à-vis all other Christ groups.12 Part of his argument
was predicated on the assumption that oR ptywo_ and oR ûcioi were mon-
ikers for the Jerusalem group itself and that, accordingly, the injunction to
“remember the poor” in Gal 2:10 amounted to a requirement of support
for the Jerusalem group imposed upon Paul. Holl also saw that there was
tension between Jerusalem’s view and Paul, who regarded the collection
not as a tax but as a free gift or reciprocation, flowing from the fact that
gentiles had received spiritual benefits (“geistliche Güter”) from them.13

Nevertheless, “as much as Paul emphasized the free nature of the under-
taking, and as much as the size of the contribution was left to each indi-
vidual, itwasnevertheless a rightful impositionmadeongentileChristians
by the ‘mother church’.”14

Holl’s suggestion that the Jerusalem group referred to themselves as oR
ptywo_ has generally been rejected15 and his juridical interpretation of the
collection has not met with wide acceptance. While rejecting Holl’s jurid-
ical interpretation, Bengt Holmberg nevertheless argued that the Jerusa-
lem group’s stipulation at the “council” was not simply the formalization
of an ethical norm of care for the poor, but flowed from their self-under-
standing as the elect and holy group within Israel “with an eschatological
task of witnessing to and expecting the second coming of the Risen Mes-
siah Jesus.”16 Paul understood the collection differently, however : its re-
ceipt by the Jerusalem group would be a validation of Paul’s work
among the gentiles, especially important in the wake of criticism of
Paul’s version of the gospel by some within the Jerusalem group. Never-
theless, Jerusalem was “in its own and Paul’s eyes entitled to support

12 K.Holl, “DerKirchenbegriff des Paulus in seinemVerhältnis zu demderUrgemeinde,”
SPAW (1921), 920–947, here 940–941: “Diese Gemeinde ist befugt und verpflichtet, ein
Aufsichts- und selbst ein gewisses Besteuerungsrecht über die ganze Kirche auszuüben.
Denn sie hält tatsächlich die Reinheit des Glaubens zuletzt allein aufrecht.”

13 Holl, “Kirchenbegriff” (see n. 12), 938.
14 Holl, “Kirchenbegriff” (seen. 12), 940: “Denn so sehr Paulus die Freiwilligkeit derÜber-

nahme betont und so gewiß das Maß des Beitrags jedem einzelnen überlassen war, es
handelt sich doch um eine richtige Auflage, die den Heidenchristen von der Mutter-
gemeinde gemacht wird.”

15 See L.E. Keck, “The Poor among the Saints in theNewTestament,”ZNW 56.1/2 (1965),
100–129; id., “ThePoor among the Saints in JewishChristianity andQumran,”ZNW57
(1966), 54–78.

16 B.Holmberg, Paul and Power: The Structure of Authority in the Primitive Church as Re-
flected in the Pauline Epistles (ConBNT 11; Lund, 1978; repr. Philadelphia, 1980), 39.
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fromotherChristian churches andnot primarily onmoral grounds but on
theological grounds, viz. its unique salvation historical role.”17

Knowing that this rationale would not easily be accepted by gentile
groups, Paul dressed itwith the secondary rationales of reciprocity brother
love, and joim~mia, althoughoccasionally the formality of the requirement
was betrayed by terms such as keitouqc_a.18

(3) JohannesMunck also objected toHoll’s juridical interpretation and
to the inference that Paul had fraudulently misrepresented a legally-man-
dated collection tohis gentile groups as a free offering.Munck insisted that
it was in fact a free offering, taking 2 Cor 8:7 and 9:7 at face value and not
as Paul’s desperate attempts to appeal to the Corinthians’generosity and to
continue the collection project.Munck’smain contribution, however, was
the suggestion that Paul’s motivation for the collection as “ecumenical,”19

evoking the idea of the eschatological pilgrimage of gentiles to Jerusalem
thatwould serve as a demonstration to the Jerusalemgroupof the impend-
ing eschatological age,20 and even as a “provocative” act to spark the con-
version of Israel.21

Munck was silent on Jerusalem’s understanding of the collection, even
though he cited Gal 2:10 in connection with the inauguration of the col-
lection. Hence, it is difficult to know whether he thought that the escha-
tological pilgrimage motif also informed the Jerusalem group’s thinking.
But there are good reasons to doubt that this rationale was actually deter-
minative for Paul. As Terence Donaldson has pointed out, 1–2 Corinthi-
ans andGalatians, where the earliest references to the collection occur, are
notorious devoid of pilgrimage texts.22And as David Downs observes, al-
though Rom 11:25 and citation of Isa 11:10 in Rom 15:12 might conceiv-
ably be connectedwith the constellation of gentile-pilgrimage texts, “those
who would find Paul evoking the pilgrimage tradition in Rom 11:25 and
15:12 are hard pressed to explain why, when Paul in Rom 15:25–32 writes

17 Holmberg, Paul and Power (see n. 16), 39–40.
18 Holmberg, Paul and Power (see n. 16), 40.
19 J. Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind (trans. F. Clarke; Richmond, Va., 1959),

290.
20 Munck, Paul (see n. 19), 299–308; K.F. Nickle,The Collection: A Study in Paul’s Strategy

(SBT 48; London, 1966), 138–139.
21 Munck, Paul (see n. 19), 301; D. Georgi, Remembering the Poor: The History of Paul’s

Collection for Jerusalem (Nashville, 1991), 118–119.
22 T.L. Donaldson, Paul and the Gentiles : Remapping the Apostle’s Convictional World

(Minneapolis, 1997), 194.
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about his impending trip to Jerusalem, […] he does not frame his journey
in terms of the eschatological pilgrimage of the nations.”23

Just as telling is Downs’s observation, that when Paul discusses the de-
livery and acceptance of the collection in Rom15:31 he represents the col-
lection as his service (B diajom_a lou), not the “wealth of nations” being
brought to Jerusalem.24

(4) Josef Hainz revived some aspects of Holl’s view, suggesting that dif-
ferences existed between the original agreementmentioned inGal 2:9–10,
the interpretation that the Jerusalem group put both upon the agreement
and on the collection, Paul’s understanding ofwhat had been agreed upon,
and the understandings of his gentile Christ groups. As to the original
agreement, “The covenant ratified by a handshake is therefore more pre-
cisely defined, that it relates to the mutual recognition of various expres-
sions of one gospel, and that it is expressed through the collection that
was agreed upon.”25

From his analysis of Rom 15:25–28, 31, Hainz also observed that there
was a tension latent between Paul’s understanding of the collection, and
that of the Jerusalem group.26 Paul’s formulation, eqd|jgsam c±q Laje-
dom_a ja· )wa@a joimym_am tim± poi^sashai, underscores that when writ-
ing to the Roman Christ groups, Paul depicted the collection as an initi-
ative that rested with his gentile groups, not with either himself or Jeru-
salem. The collection was a matter of a free decision of those groups,
not a legal imposition of the Jerusalem group. Moreover, joimym_a tir
in Rom 15:26 amounts, in Hainz’s view, to an intentional “restriction”
(“Einschränkung”) of possible claims of Jerusalem, limiting the warrants
of the collection to the “Bereich brüderlicher Solitarität” and removing it
from the “Sphäre rechtlicher Ansprüche Jerusalems oder der Heiligen
dort.”27 Hainz thus argues Paul’s careful presentation of the collection
in Rom 15 and his inclusion of the qualifications and restrictions suggests
that Jerusalem had a very different view: “The Pauline perspective on the
matter suggests that according to the intention of the Jerusalem authori-

23 Downs, Offering (see n. 2), 7.
24 Downs, Offering (see n. 2), 8.
25 J. Hainz, Koinonia: “Kirche” als Gemeinschaft bei Paulus (BU 16; Regensburg, 1982),

134: “Die durch Handschlag bekräftige Gemeinschaft wird dahingehend näher be-
stimmt, daß sie auf gegenseitiger Anerkennung der verschiedenartigen Ausprägungen
des einen Evangeliums beruht und daß sie durch die vereinbarte Kollekte ihren Aus-
druck findet” (emphasis original).

26 Hainz, Koinonia (see n. 25), 123–151 (“Die Kollekte der paulinischen Gemeinden für
Jerusalem”).

27 Hainz, Koinonia (see n. 25), 149.
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ties, the collection should be treated as a kind of legal recognition of the
preeminence of Jerusalem.”28

Thus Hainz did not fully endorse Holl’s thesis, but in effect argued that
both Paul’s gentile Christ groups and Paul himself wanted to make clear
that joimym_a with Jerusalem was not a matter of a legal obligation. In-
stead, for Paul itwas “aworkof love, and expressionof the interconnection
of his churches with Jerusalem.”29 Paul fully endorsed the preeminent po-
sition of Jerusalem, and was adamant that there must be a partnership or
joimym_a between his gentile groups and Jerusalem, based on an exchange
of gifts ; but preeminence was freely recognized, and exchange was not le-
gally enforceable. “The tendency that can be observed in Rom 15:25–28,
31, accordingly, is directed only against a possible misunderstanding of
the collection, not against the principle of the preeminence of Jerusa-
lem.”30

(5) In one of themost sophisticated treatments of the problem, Stephan
Joubert understands the dynamics between Paul, his Christ groups, and
the Jerusalemgroupwithin the framework of reciprocal exchange. The in-
itial agreement, described by Paul in Gal 2:9–10, involved recognition by
oR dojoOmter of Paul’s law-free gospel, a benefit that placed Paul in the debt
of the Jerusalem group and put him under an obligation to reciprocate.
The reciprocation asked of Paul and of theAntiochene groupwasmaterial
support for the poor members of the Jerusalem group.31 This is not a mat-
ter of a tax, but rather of the moral obligations created by benefaction.

28 Hainz,Koinonia (see n. 25), 150: “Die paulinische Sicht derDinge läßt vermuten, daß es
sich bei der Kollekte nach der Intention der Jerusalemer Autoritäten um eine Art von
rechtlicher Anerkennung des Vorrangs Jerusalems handeln sollte.”

29 Hainz, Koinonia (see n. 25), 150.
30 Hainz, Koinonia (see n. 25), 151: “Die in Röm 15,25–28.31 zu beobachtende Tendenz

richtet sich folglich einzig gegen ein mögliches Mißverständnis der Kollekte, nicht
gegen den prinzipiellen Vorrang Jerusalems.”

31 S. Joubert, Paul as Benefactor : Reciprocity, Strategy and Theological Reflection in Paul’s
Collection (WUNT2/124; Tübingen, 2000), 114–115: “(a) The ‘pillar apostles’ rendered
a rewarding service to Paul and Antioch, which in terms of status demarcations within
the reciprocal relationship, served as a claim to their own superior position as benefac-
tors of Paul and Antioch. (b) Paul gratefully accepted the benefit bestowed upon him,
thus confirming Jerusalem’s position as benefactor. At the same time Paul, in his posi-
tion as beneficiary, now became obliged to Jerusalem. (c) In return, the dokountes, who
were in need of specific services (=material assistance)made their ownneeds known to
Paul inparticular,whowasperceived as being in aposition toprovide these services.The
latter responded positively, thereby confirming the public expectations about his ability
to deliver the ministrations in question. (d) From then on the pressure was solely on
Paul, the would-be benefactor of Jerusalem, to make good his promises, by delivering
the collection to Jerusalem in order to secure his ownhonour.” See alsoG.W. Peterman,
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According to Joubert, the breakdown in Paul’s relationship with Anti-
och and Barnabas, and hostility to his cause from some factions in Jeru-
salem, led to a shift in his own representation of the collection. In appeal-
ing to the gentile groups inMacedonia and Achaea, he did not refer in the
first instance to the economic plight of believers in Jerusalem, still less to
an agreement with Jerusalem, “but rather the repayment of their own debts
to the mother church.”32 Since gentiles would not ordinarily have consid-
ered care for the poor as a moral priority, Paul emphasized balanced rec-
iprocity: “not only did they joyfully embrace their role as debtors, but their
generous contributions was also proof of their striving to surpass the gift
from their benefactors in Jerusalem in deed and spirit.”33 Paul even en-
couraged the agonistic nature of euergetism,whereby benefactor and ben-
eficiary would exchange roles in a continuing game of gift and counter-
gift.34 This presentation of the nature of the collection obscured entirely
the original rationale present in Gal 2:9–10 and any notion of subservi-
ence to the Jerusalem group, emphasizing instead the free nature of the
gentiles’ undertaking. In Rom 15:25–28, 31, however, when writing to
RomanChrist followers, Paul no longer represented his role in the delivery

“Romans 15.26: Make a Contribution or Establish Fellowship?”NTS 40.3 (1994), 457–
463, who emphasizes less any obligation imposed upon Paul by Jerusalem, and instead
notes that Paul’s language of obligation reflects the Greek and Roman norms of reci-
procity and appropriate acknowledgement of a benefit. “In 15.27 the Romans are in-
formed of the defining characteristics of this fellowship: it is an exchange of material
goods for spiritual goods. It is a fellowship which acknowledges the debt of the Gentiles
toward the Jews for the spiritual things they have enjoyed” (463).

32 Joubert, Paul as Benefactor (see n. 31), 132 (emphasis original). The term “mother
church” is rather unfortunate, since it seems rather doubtful that Paul regarded the Je-
rusalem group as a “mother church” given his comments in Gal 1 and even his some-
what disparaging references to oR dojoOmter stOkoi in Gal 2:6, 9. Nevertheless, Rom
15:25–30 indicates the Paul saw the importance of acknowledgement by the “pillars.”

33 Joubert, Paul as Benefactor (see n. 31), 139.
34 S.J. Friesen, “Paul and Economics: The Jerusalem Collection as an Alternative to Pa-

tronage,” in Paul Unbound (ed. M.D. Given; Peabody, Mass. , 2010), 24–54, here 48,
is critical of Joubert for holding that Paul and the Corinthians could be both benefactor
to, and beneficiary of, the Jerusalemgroup, arguing that this violates basic definitions of
patronage and benefaction. Joubert, however, is careful to distinguish patronage from
euergetism. It is not that the Corinthian group aims to become the “patron” of the Je-
rusalem groups, its erstwhile patron. Joubert’s point, moreover, might be explained
more clearly by observing that Paul does not represent the relationship with Jerusalem
in a single and consistent manner, and that the representation changes depending on
Paul’s correspondents. To the Corinthians in 2 Cor 8–9 he stresses the free initiative of
the Macedonians and thus casts to them an euergetic role. To the Romans he stresses
both free undertaking of gentile groups, and their balanced exchange with Jerusalem,
while constructing himself as an agent of diajom_a.
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of the collection as a fulfillment of his side of a reciprocal exchange, but
instead as flowing from his concern for the welfare of the poor in Jerusa-
lem, that is, as a formof euergetism.35ThusPaul refocused the collection: it
was no longer the offering of a return-gift, but an expression of his own
and his gentile groups’ “positive inner orientation, irrespective of the re-
action on the side of the recipients.”36

The sophistication of Joubert’s account lies not only in his use of an-
thropological theory of gift-exchange, but in the attention to the complex
and shiftingways inwhich Paul represents his relationshipwith Jerusalem
(and his gentile groups). In Galatians, he treated the relationship with oR
dojoOmter as one of the reception of a benefit, for which he and Barnabas
were obliged to reciprocate. In 2 Cor 8–9 it is not Paul’s own obligation to
Jerusalem that is mentioned, but the enthusiasm and, in fact, insistence of
theMacedonians to participate in a reciprocal exchange, and their free un-
dertaking in doing so. Amore complex picture is offered in Romans, since
Paul again underscores the initiative of the gentile groups in engaging in
the collection (15:26) and articulates the balanced reciprocal nature of the
exchange (15:27), ignoring entirely his own obligations. Nevertheless, he
also represents the collection as his diajom_a rather than as their gift.37The
anxiety he expressed about the reception of the collection nevertheless be-
trays the fact that his honor and standing is at stake in the exchange.38

There is little reason to followHoll’s suggestion that the collectionwas a
tax imposed by the Jerusalem group, but Joubert is likely correct in seeing
the collection at least initially as part of a reciprocal exchange towhichPaul
agreed, and which he felt more pressing in view of the tensions between
him and some factions in the Jerusalem group. At that point the collection
became a critical piece in the validation of Paul’s activities even if he did
not admit this in his correspondencewith his gentile groups and only con-
ceded it implicitly in Rom 15.

35 Joubert, Paul as Benefactor (see n. 31), 217.
36 Joubert, Paul as Benefactor (see n. 31), 217.
37 This ambivalence is also expressed in 2 Cor 8:19, 20, where he refers to the “gift that is

being administered by us” (s»m t0 w\qiti ta}t, t0 diajomoul]m, rv’ Bl_m) but also as
their w\qir (2 Cor 8:6, 7).

38 Downs (Offering [see n. 2], 35–36) argues that Paul’s trepidation about the reception of
the collection would be hard to explain if he were merely carrying out the wishes of the
Jerusalem group. Yet this ignores the profound difficulties that Paul encountered with
parts of the Jerusalemgroup in the subsequentAntioch incident and in his dealingswith
the Galatian Christ-group. Clearly the terrain had changed since Gal 2:10.
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2 Paul’s Collection in Context

With a few exceptions, the discussion of Paul’s collection has been con-
ducted without attention to the financial practices known from the
Greek and Roman world.39 If any analogy to other collections is drawn,
it is usually the didrachma tax imposed on Judean males, or collections
for the poor mentioned in later rabbinic literature.40 Yet the collection,
maintenance, and distribution of communal funds were extremely com-
mon throughout the ancient Mediterranean world and many of the prac-
tical issues that Paul’s groups had to face find close parallels in other small
groups and in the administration of Hellenistic poleis.

In what follows, I do not intend to propose that these “influenced” the
collection for the poor, or that either Paul or the Jerusalem group “bor-
rowed” practices from the Hellenistic world. It would be impossible to
demonstrate such a genealogical relationship in any case, short of Paul in-
dicating that he was imitating the financial practices of Corinth or Thes-
saloniki or the Temple Tax, which, of course, he does not. Moreover, the
notion of raising a collection is not conceptually very difficult to grasp: in
the twenty-first century all kinds of collections are taken up without us
having to suppose that they are all borrowed from a “common source,”
ancient or modern. My point, instead, is that we know much more
about Hellenistic fiscal practices than we do about the Pauline collection,
and knowledge of how other groups collected and disbursed funds, and
the problems that were involved in these practices, will help us to see
the Pauline collection in a different light, to understand better the
kinds of problems and challenges that his collection may have generated,
and to raise questions about the collection that would have occurred to
most Greeks, but have not occurred to exegetes of Pauline literature.
That is, my interests are heuristic, not genealogical, and I do not want
to fall into the apologetic trap of deciding where Paul’s primary “influenc-
es” lay.41

39 Exceptions are Verbrugge, Church Leadership (see n. 11); Joubert, Paul as Benefactor
(see n. 31); Downs,Offering (see n. 2); and Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6).

40 Nickle, Collection (see n. 20), 74–99.
41 D. Frankfurter, “Comparison and the Study of Religions of Late Antiquity,” in Compa-

rer en histoire des religions antiques: Controverses et propositions (ed. C. Calame and B.
Lincoln; Collection Religions 1; Liège, 2012), 83–98, here 93–94, helpfully describes the
role of comparison in the study of ancient religions “My procedure then largely follows
themethod that Smith laid out: (a) to understand that anomaly as part of a system, (b) to
describe it tentatively, (c) to ask of what phenomenon it might be an example, (d) to de-
scribe it according to some critical terminology, (e) to ask or seek out what might be a
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Four aspects of fiscal practice offer possible analogies to thePauline col-
lection: the management of common funds with special interest in secu-
rity; the according of due recognition for largesse; the description of com-
paranda of types of euergetic donations for public projects ; and ideology
at work in such collections.

2.1 Financial Administration: Security and Audit

It is mostly uncontroversial that the Corinthians wrote to Paul inquiring
about the collection and that 1 Cor 16:1–4 addressed their questions.42 It
has, unfortunately, been common to suppose that the Corinthians were
unpracticed in collecting funds and accordingly, they inquired as to
how to organize the collection. Thus Hans Conzelmann concludes,
“there is obviously as yet no organized system of finance. Not even a col-
lection at the service or worship is envisaged, if each is to ‘lay by him in
store’ his own contributions.”43Downs argues similarly: “In fact, Paul’s in-
structions regarding the organization of the contribution for Jerusalem in

fuller or richer example; (f) to articulate, on the basis of both proximate comparanda
with limited context and distant comparandawith richer context, a plausible social con-
text in which the datum makes sense, the anomaly familiarized – a context that may
require abandonment or adjustment with further primary data; and finally (g) to pro-
pose somebroader observations about the pattern, the phenomenon, on the basis of this
new data.” For the purposes of this essay, my procedure is similar : not genealogical (to
discover the “source” of Paul’s collection), but rather analytic: to propose Hellenistic
fiscal practices of which Paul’s collection might be an example ; to describe those prac-
tices using critical terminology (security, recognition, analogy, and ideology); andwith-
out seeking more distant comparanda, to articulate a social context for the collection.

42 This assumes that peq· d³ t/r koce_ar t/r eQr to»r "c_our in 1 Cor 16:1 is a letter re-
sponse formula, referring to the a question raised in the Corinthians’ letter to Paul.
See J.C. Hurd, The Origin of 1 Corinthians (London, 1965), 200–206. Hurd rightly ar-
gues that the Corinthians were likely concerned about the nature of the delivery of the
collection, but as will be clear from what follows they have additional concerns about
security and credit.

43 H. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians: A Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians
(Hermeneia; Philadelphia, 1975), 296. Similarly, J.M.G. Barclay, “Money and Meet-
ings: Group Formation among Diaspora Jews and Early Christians,” in Vereine, Syna-
gogen und Gemeinden im kairserzeitlichen Kleinasiens (ed. A. Gutsfeld andD.-A. Koch;
STAC 25; Tübingen, 2006), 113–128, here 102: Because there were no “institutional
structures – buildings to construct or maintain,” and without a membership fee or an-
nual dues to collect, “there is no reason for the earliest Christians to handle money on
any other than an ad hoc basis”; Downs, Offering (see n. 2), 101: “There is no evidence
that the members of Paul’s churches paid monthly or weekly membership dues, or that
community funds were used to subsidize the burial expenses of deceased members”;
Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 271: “There is little to suggest that urban
Jesus-groups, unlike other associations, had a membership fee that was paid to the as-
sociation’s treasurer to enhance the goals of the association.”
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1 Cor 16:1–4 seem to imply that the congregation of hismission inGalatia
and Corinth did not regularly administer funds.”44

Yet it infantilizes the Corinthians to suppose that they were somehow
so naive that they needed instructions on how to collect funds. We have
good epigraphical evidence from Achaea, the Isthmus, and the Pelopon-
nese that groups of handworkers and resident aliens (metics) – that is, pre-
cisely the kinds of persons who made up the majority of Pauline groups –
had been engaged in collecting funds for at least four hundred years before
Paul arrived in Corinth.45 Besides, the idea of collecting money for a com-
mon project is hardly a conceptually or practically challenging notion.

The issues for the Corinthians and which they expressed in their letter
to Paul was not about how to collect funds, but concerned collecting funds
for a non-local group – the 1jjkgs_a in Jerusalem–, how to ensure that such
funds collected for that purpose would be delivered to their intended recip-
ients, and how an accounting of the full amount would be guaranteed. That
is, the concern that theCorinthians expressed derived not fromnot know-
ing how to collectmoney, but from the anomalous nature of the collection
and the peculiar fiscal problems that such a collection presented.

One of the most commonly recurring elements in private association
inscriptions pertaining to the management of funds is the insistence on
adequate audit procedures. A single example will suffice. In early sec-
ond-century CE Attica, an association of Herakleiastai, whose activities
included sacrifices and banquets, was funded through an endowment,
the purchase of priesthoods, entrances fees, member contributions, and
various fines (SEG 31.122 = GRA 1.50). The treasurer was enjoined not
to expend more than 300 drachmae on dinners;46 if he did, he would
incur a fine of three times the sum in excess of 300 drachmae (ll. 13–
15). Likewise, a former treasurer, having been discovered though audits
to have purloined funds for his own use, would be subject to a similar
fine (ll. 15–16). Those deputed to purchase wine and meat for the ban-
quets who did not deliver the goods were to be fined twice the value of

44 Downs, Offering (see n. 2), 101.
45 See, inter alia, the collection of inscriptions in J.S. Kloppenborg and R.S. Ascough,

Greco-RomanAssociations: Texts, Translations, andCommentary, vol. 1:Attica, Central
Greece, Macedonia, Thrace (BZNW 181; Berlin, 2011), hereafter GRA 1.

46 Ata6%drawon the investment, thiswould represent an endowmentof 5000drachmae,
well within the typical range of endowments (see J. Sosin, “Perpetual Endowments in
theHellenisticWorld:ACase Study inEconomicRationalism,” PhDdissertation,Duke
University, 2000, passim).On investment returns, seeR.P.Duncan-Jones,TheEconomy
of the Roman Empire: Quantitative Studies (rev. ed.; Cambridge, 1982), 364–365. Sosin
uses the figure of 6–10%.
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what they were to supply. The treasurer was required to provide an ac-
count of his income and expenses, and auditors were appointed to scru-
tinize this :

blo_yr d³ ja· 1±m b tal_ar !podido? k|com !c-
30 oq÷r cemol]mgr jatast\meshai 1ckocist±r tqe?r ja· to»r 1ckocist±r al-

m}eim aqt|m te t¹m Jqajk/m ja· D^lgtqa ja[·] J|qgm
[…]

40 jatab\kkeshai d³ t¹m k|com ftam oR 1ckocista· al|samte[r]
!pod_si t` !qweqamist0 t¹m k|com ja· 1pid_nysi eU ti av_ki b ta-
l_ar.

Likewise, when the treasurer provides an accounting, after a meeting (30) has been
called, they shall appoint three auditors and the auditors shall swear by Herakles and
Demeter and Korē. […] (40) And let the account be closed when the auditors, having
taken an oath, return the accounts to the !qweqamist^r, and indicate whether the treas-
urer owes anything.

Each of these regulations points to a deep concern that the association’s
funds would be secured against theft and misuse. That careful auditing
of the work of the treasurers and secretaries and scrutiny of their accounts
were normal practices in associations is indicated by the frequency with
which former treasurers and secretaries are commended dijaios}mgr
6meja (“on account of their honesty”).47 Concern about the disposition
and integrity of common funds was simply a standard part of associative
life.

There is very little, if any, data on the precise mechanism by which pri-
vate associations assembled members’contributions, although in the case
of public subscriptions (1pid|seir, discussed below) more is known. Per-
haps our ignorance of associations is due to the fact that because the pro-
cedure for receiving contribution was self-evident (to them) and entirely

47 See the commendations in, e. g. , IG 22.1256.8 (GRA 1.5) (two members); IG 22.1263.22
(GRA 1.11) (a secretary); IG 22.1278.11–12 (GRA 1.17) (a treasurer, supervisor, secre-
tary, comptroller, and a record-keeper); IG 22.1284.30–31 (GRA 1.22) (secretary). D.
Whitehead, “Cardinal Virtues: The Language of Public Approbation in Democratic
Athens,”Classica etMediaevelia 44 (1993), 37–75, here 67–68, notes: “Rendered ‘right-
eousness’ by Cynthia Schwenk [Athens in the Age of Alexander : The Dated Laws and
Decrees of “the LykouranEra” 338–322B.C. (Chicago, 1985), 507 (SEG 35.239)] andoth-
ers, dikaiosynē is better understood in an epigraphic context as something like ‘honesty’,
the behavior – financial and otherwise – of someonewhohas been in a position to feath-
er his own nest but has not (detectably) done so. It was thus a virtue which, unlike some
of the ones we examined earlier (such as eunoia), was from the outset of its use regarded
as at least as suitable for Athenian citizen honorees as for noncitizens, and it was a com-
mon choice for both the demos as awhole and its subdivisions to apply to the conduct of
those who had discharged service in an official capacity.”
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unproblematic, the available inscriptions and papyri tell us nothing. Con-
tributions might have been made in some ritualized form, or simply de-
livered to the secretary or treasurer at each meeting, or at some specified
time during themonth. Or associations might have used the system of in-
itial pledges of an entire sum followed by periodic delivery of portions of
this, as in the case of 1pid|seir discussed below.48What is abundantly clear
is that associations kept careful records of contributions, endowments, ex-
traordinary gifts, fines and other income, as the following three inscrip-
tions illustrate:

IG 22.1298 (GRA 1.20): The hias_tai of Artemis

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa !macq\v-
eim d³ ja· t_m 1peisi|mtym sumhiasyt_m (vac.)
t± am|lata 1p±m jatab\kysim t¹ 1pib\kko-
[m] aqto?r toO rp\qwomtor !qcuq_ou jat± t¹-

20 [m m]|[lom] 1m t_i 1q\myi7 (vac.) 1mcqav]ty d³ 6jast-
or art¹m t_i artoO !mak~lati let± toO tal-
[_]ou ja· toO cqallat]yr.

And (be it resolved) also to inscribe the names of the associates (sumhias_tai) who join,
once they have contributed the (share) of the money that is their due in the “fund”
(5qamor), in accordance with the law. Each shall register himself and his dues with
the treasurer and the secretary.

SEG 31.122 (GRA 1.50): A synod of Herakleiastai

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa t±r d³ voq±r
jatav]qim t` tal_ô 1p\macjer Qr t±r 1cd|sir7 b d³ lµ jatem]mjar
!potim]ty t¹ dipkoOm * b d³ lµ do»r t¹ j\hokom 1n]qamor

45 5sty7

The dues (voq\) must be brought to the treasurer (so that) loans can bemade.Whoever
does not pay shall be fined adouble amount.Whoever does not pay at all shall be expelled
from the association (1n]qamor).

48 An inscription from Ionia lists the goods promised and delivered to a Dionysiac asso-
ciation: “… projvided (paq]neim) sufficient wine; j previously … he had j promised
(pqoepgcce_kato) [. .]metrētai. . . jj […]goras son of Protamachos j provided sufficient
wine; j he had promised 100metrētai ; jDionysios son ofDionysios provided j sufficient
wine and cooks jj and musicians j for banquet and [. .] choinikes of bread. j …” (SEG
31.983.3–11, Söke, Ionia). Because 100 letqgta_ (3,900 litres) is obviously far to much
for a single banquet, we should conclude that the alternation between pqoepgcce_kato
(promised) and paq]neim (to provide) indicates there was an initial subscription of 100
letqgta_ and that this was then divided among several banquets.
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IG 22.1368 (GRA 1.51): The Iobakchoi of Athens

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa lgdem·
1n]sty t_m 7Q7ob\jwym t_m lµ sumteke-
s\mtym eUr te t±r 1m\tar ja· !lvietgq_-

70 dar eQs]qweshai Qr tµm stib\da l]wqir #m
1pijqih0 aqt` rp¹ t_m 7R7eq]ym C !po-
doOmai aqt¹m C Qs]qweshai.

None of the Iobakchoi who has not paid (the contributions) for either the meetings on
the ninth (of the month) or the annual festival is permitted to enter into the gathering,
until it has been decided by the priests whether he should pay the fee or be allowed to
enter (anyway).

Although the precise procedure for payment of dues is not described, the
two-stage penal procedure of SEG 31.122 suggests that there was a point at
which paymentwas expected, and that after someperiodof grace, free-rid-
erswere expelled.49 IG 22.1368 suggests that in this case dueswere expected
prior to the monthly meetings and yearly festival, and that records were
kept so that free-riders could be identified and prohibited from participa-
tion.50 Papyri from Egypt containing club accounts – P.Petr. 3.136; SB
3.7182;P.Tebt. 3/2.894; 1.118, 177, 224, for example – illustrate the careful
bookkeeping practices of various associations, documenting income from
dues, members who had paid in full, members who were in arrears, mem-
bers who were dues-exempt (!s}lbokor) and the expenses incurred for
each banquet.

There is no reason to suppose that theCorinthianswere any less invest-
ed in the solvency of their group or themanagement and security of funds
which they collected. In the case of the funds used for normal operations –
the providing of monthly or weekly banquets –, there were presumably
procedures in place analogous to what are widely reported in other asso-
ciations.51 A more complicated situation existed in the management of
funds collected for a special project, such as the collection for the Jerusa-
lem group.

49 On disaffiliation in associations, see J.S. Kloppenborg, “Disaffiliation in Associations
and the !posumacyc|r of John,” HvTSt 67 (2011), 159–174.

50 See other examples of the recording of contributions: IG 22.1301.14–16 (GRA 1.30):
!macq\]jj[xai d³ t|d]e t¹ x^visla to»r [1pilekgt±r eQr tµm st^]j[kgm 1m eX to]»r 1pi-
dedyj|tar (“the supervisors shall inscribe this decree on a stele, on which [are listed]
those who have made contributions”); IG 22.1335 (GRA 1.43): a list of 51 contributors.

51 I haveargued elsewhere that the fundingof communalmeals inCorinthwas likely either
by a mechanism of member contributions or rotating liturgies. See J.S. Kloppenborg,
“Precedence at the Communal Meal in Corinth,” NovT 58 (2016), 167–203.
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There aremany epigraphical and papyrological examples of collections
taken up for special purposes. IEph 20 (GRA 2.127)52 lists 99–100 donors
who have contributed to the construction of a first-century toll-station in
the harbor of Ephesus. The donations included such high-cost items as the
cost of several columns and 100 cubits of paving stones, to smaller mon-
etary donations of sums ranging from 50 denarii to as low as 5 denarii.53

What is unspoken in this inscription is how the funds were amassed. Eph-
raim Lytle observes, “in fact the project appears not to have been centrally
budgeted; that is, donations seemnot to have simply been collected in cash
with the funds then dispersed as needed to vendors. Rather, individual do-
nors were found to pay ad hoc for many or perhaps even all of the costlier
items.”54

Since this inscription concerns a building project that extended over at
least several weeks, it is conceivable that the architectural elements and
funds were collected on an ad hoc basis throughout the duration of the
project, as Lytle suggests. Yet at some determinate point, the inscription
had to be cut, with the donors’ names and their contributions arranged in
descending order, according to the value of their contributions. Likewise,
an Attic 1p_dosir-inscription of some 358 lines (IG 22.2332, Athens, 183/2
BCE), lists several hundred contributors to anunnamedproject, with con-
tributions that ranged from 5 to 30 drachmae (the majority are 10 drach-
mae).55 Nothing is said of the way in which these funds were amassed,

52 P.A. Harland,Greco-Roman Associations: Texts, Translations, and Commentary, vol. 2:
North Coast of the Black Sea, Asia Minor (BZNW 204; Berlin, 2014), hereafter GRA 2.

53 See E. Lytle, “A Customs House of Our Own: Infrastructure, Duties and a Joint Asso-
ciation of Fishermen and Fishmongers (IK, 11.1-Ephesos, 20),” in Tout vendre, tout
acheter : Structures et équipements des marchés antiques; Actes du colloque d’Athènes,
16–19 juin 2009 (ed. V. Chankowski and P. Karvonis; Bordeaux, 2012), 213–224,
here 220, makes the point that while some of the donors are likely members of the fish-
ermen’s guild, not all are necessarily members. “Although the verb pqosjatav]qy is
nowhere else attested, the sense of oVde pqosjat^memjam in line 11 of our dedication
is quite certain: pqos- in compound prefixes such as pqosjata- almost always conveys
the sense of ‘in addition to’ or ‘besides’: individuals listed provided funds in addition to
the contributions of the association of fishermen and fishmongers. This point is ignored
by G.H.R. Horsley [‘A Fishing Cartel in First-Century Ephesus,’ in New Documents Il-
lustrating Early Christianity, vol. 5: Linguistic Essays (North Ryde, N.S.W., 1989), 95–
114]whomakes sociological claims about ancient fishermen and fishmongers based on
the prosopography of the recorded donors, none of whom need have been either. Like-
wise, there is no way of ascertaining how large the contribution of the association itself
will have been, although the associationwill obviously havewished to fund externally as
much of the project as possible.”

54 Lytle, “Customs House” (see n. 53), 220.
55 See L.Migeotte, Les souscriptions publiques dans les cités grecques (HEMGR17; Geneva,

1992) (hereafter Migeotte), no. 19, and also IG 22.2345 (Athens, 360–335 BCE), a list of
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whether the larger (or even more modest) sums were given all at once, or
were contributed in several stages over a period of time. At least by the
time of the cutting of the inscription, however, there was a full tally of
each contributor’s donation and, in this case, of the wives and minor per-
sons who associated with the donors.56 Likewise, P.Oslo 3.144 lists contri-
butions to a guild of sacred victors by members of other guilds – weavers,
perfumers, dyers, bakers, oilmerchants, etc. Again, irrespective of how the
funds were actually collected, at some point they had to be tallied and the
list of donors drawn up.

The situation that Paul addressed inCorinth in 1Cor 16:1–4was one of
a collectionwhich he assumedwould take severalmonths to complete, but
at least by the timeof his arrival inCorinth, itwas to be complete so that the
Corinthian funds could be added to those fromMacedonia (and as he sup-
posed when he wrote 1 Corinthians, Galatia). First Corinthians 16:2 im-
plies that Paul imagined that most would be unable to produce a full and
final contribution on the spot, but would have to accumulate smaller con-
tributions over a period of several months. Hence, his advice jat± l_am
sabb\tou 6jastor rl_m paq’ 2aut` tih]ty hgsauq_fym f ti 1±m eqo-
d_tai. That these presumably smallerweekly sums shouldnot immediate-
ly be given to the 1jjkgs_a but be kept individually (paq’ 2aut`) meant
only that the bookkeeping connected to the collection could be kept sep-
arate fromwhatever other funds the 1jjkgs_a administered. And it would
mean that upon Paul’s arrival, the full contribution of eachmemberwould
be known immediately. As in the other examples cited above, the final tal-
lieswere important if a donor list was to be created. Paul’smain concern, as
Vma lµ ftam 5khy t|te koce?ai c_mymtai indicates, however, is not in the
size of each donation, but rather that the collection not be started only
when Paul arrived. His recommendation about themechanism for collec-
tion is reasonable, given his belief about the financial resources of at least
some of the Corinthians Christ followers, and his interest having a final
collection when he arrived.

The other topics that Paul addresses in 1 Cor 16:1–4 concern the secu-
rity of the collection against theft and misappropriation, the delivery in-
structions, and the issue of due acknowledgement. Paul’s statement in

members of severalh_asoi, each consistingof 10–30members,with sumsbeside someof
the names. See S.D. Lambert, “IG II2 2345, Thiasoi of Herakles and the Salaminioi
Again,” ZPE 125 (1999), 93–130 (SEG 47.187 and 188).

56 IG 22.2332.133 names as one of the donors Diomusoc]mgr Diomus_ou Paiamie}r, who is
also listed as a member of a Dionysiac association: IG 22.1325.9 (GRA 1.33) (Piraeus,
185/4 BCE, Dionysiac association).
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1 Cor 16:3 addresses two critical topics (actually three, the third to be dis-
cussed below): first, it assures the Corinthians that the collection will be
delivered by otr 1±m dojil\sgte; and thenhe indicates that theywill travel
with a letter from Paul (di’ 1pistok_m to}tour p]lxy), presumably ex-
plaining the collection, its sources, and its intended recipients.

As is obvious in the case of funds that are being transported to a differ-
ent locale fromwhere they are raised, therewas always a danger of loss and
misappropriation. For this reason, envoys approved by the Corinthian
group would assume responsibility for the honest conveyance of the col-
lection. The term Paul uses, dojil\fy, is well-attested in both civic and
association contexts, signifying the vetting of prospective citizens, candi-
dates for office, and candidates for membership in an association.57 The
point for Paul is that honorable and reliable envoys of the Corinthians’
choosing will deliver the collection. Holmberg’s comment apropos of
the description of entourage in Acts 20:6, which included representatives
fromBeroea, Thessaloniki, Derbe, andAsia (and no doubt fromCorinth),
that “Paul’s churches, represented by an (unnecessarily) large delegation of
Gentile Christians”58 fundamentallymisses the point of such a delegation:
every Christ group that had contributed had a stake in guaranteeing their
funds would be secure from theft and fraud and would be delivered to the
intended recipients.59

57 See J.S. Kloppenborg, “TheMoralizing of Discourse in Greco-Roman Associations,” in
“The OneWho Sows Bountifully”: Essays in Honor of Stanley K. Stowers (ed. C. Johnson
Hodge et al. ; BJS 356; Providence, R.I. , 2013), 215–228, here 216–219, and more gen-
erally, T.E. Rihll, “Democracy Denied: Why Ephialtes Attacked the Areiopagus,” JHS
115 (1995), 87–98, here 93–97; C. Feyel, Dokimasia: La place et le rôle de l’examen pré-
liminaire dans les institutions des cités grecques (Études anciennes 36; Nancy, 2009) (on
the vetting of officials), and G. Adeleye, “The Purpose of the Dokimasia,” GRBS 24.4
(1983), 295–306 (on the vetting of prospective citizens).

58 Holmberg, Paul and Power (see n. 16), 38 (emphasis added).
59 Fraud and misappropriation were constant dangers. Thus in the third century BCE an

1p_dosir-decree fromChios warns that anyonewho attempts to alter the purpose of the
collection or to divert it to another usewill be fined 3,000 drachmae: [1±m d] tir c]q\xgi
C pq}tamir pqo[h]/i j [taOta eQr %k]ko ti letemecje?m C jataj[wq^sashai] C poi^sgi t_r
ti paq± t|de t¹ j [x^visla t|] te cqav³m C pqawh³m %juqom. j [5sty ja· ave]ik]ty t/i
p|kei dqawl±r WWW. (L. Robert, “Sur des inscriptions de Chios,” BCH 57 (1933), 505–
543, here 505–517 no. 1.5–9). Five centuries later as former stqatgc|r in Alexandria is
told by the emperor that the 1p_dosir that he proposed to offer relief of the farmers in
Oxyrhynchus who are suffering economically is approved, but its funds cannot be
turned to a different use (P.Oxy. 4.705.62–63 [Oxyrhynchus, 200–202 CE]: !lejt\-
stqeptom eQr 6teq|m ti dapam^s[es]hai t.µ.m w\qim). A little later, an official from Oxy-
rhynchus reports that the city treasurer has left the city and perhaps Egypt altogether,
and that only a portion of the 1p_dosir that was collected in support of the sacred Ca-
pitoline games is available (P.Oxy. 63.4357.12–13 [317 CE]: ja· tµm cemol]mgm
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An additional indication that the security of the collectionwas at stake,
both for the Corinthians and for Paul, is Paul’s comment in Rom 15:28 –
toOto owm 1pitek]sar ja· svqacis\lemor aqto?r t¹m jaqp¹m toOtom
(“having completed this [the collection] and having certified [or authen-
ticated] this ‘fruit’ for them”) –where the use of svqac_fy underscores the
importance of a formal authentication or “sealing” of the gift that Jerusa-
lem is to receive. The verb, found often in connection with the delivery of
letters or the production of copies of documents, carried it with a nuance
that care has been taken to guard against fraud and deception.60

This also implies that all of the funds collected would have to be ac-
counted for at some point. Commenting on the “unusually large”
group of envoys accompanying the collection (Acts 20:4),Munck assumes
that part of the collection would have been used to defray their travelling
expenses.61 This may be so, but if we were to assume the fiscal procedures
employed here were the same as those employed in the case of the move-
ment of other envoys, there would be a strict limit placed on howmuch of
the collection, if any, could be expended for travel. More likely, if we take
seriously analogous situation where envoys of one group or city travelled
tomake a petition or otherwise interactedwith authorities elsewhere, they
would have travelled 1j t_m Qd_ym (“at their own expense”).62 In this way
the full amount of the collection would reach Jerusalem and receive a
proper accounting when the envoys returned.

The other issue is both practical and rhetorical : Paul, at least at the time
of 1 Corinthians, underscores that he is diffident as towhether hewill even
go to Jerusalem. For this reason a letter of introduction would be essential
to ensure the delivery of the collection, for if Paul was to accompany the
collection, no such letter would be needed. But his conditional statement,
1±m d³ %niom × toO j!l³ poqe}eshai, s»m 1lo· poqe}somtai (1 Cor 16:4)

1p_jdos. i.m t_m. bouke.ut_m (tak\mtym) q$ l|mym, (t\kamta) n$). It is not clear from this
whether only 60 talents were collected from the 1p_dosir of the councillors, or whether
only 60 talents remain after the departure of the treasurer.

60 See J.A. Harrill, The Manumission of Slaves in Early Christianity (HUT 32; Tübingen,
1995), 133 (I am indebted to Bert Harrill for drawing this to my attention).

61 Munck, Paul (see n. 19), 303.
62 Ambassadors normally travelled 1j t_m Qd_ym: e. g. , TAM 5/2.1002 (Thyateira, Lydia,

undated): “The leather-cutters (sjutot|loi) honoured T. Flavius Alexandros son of
Metrophanes of the tribe of Quirine, who had served as agoranomos for six month
in a vigorous and extravagant manner, superintendent (curator) of the company (con-
ventus) of Romans, ambassador to the emperor in Rome three times acting as an advo-
cate at his ownexpense (dap\j[mair] Qd_air) in thematters thatwere brought concerning
Attaleians, and priest of Artemis in a manner displaying piety and love of honour […]”
(trans. Harland, GRA 2, pp. 224–225, modified slightly).
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and the diffidence he expresses are ways to signal that he would not be in a
position to misappropriate the collection, either because he might not be
going to Jerusalem at all, or because in any case he would be accompanied
by those whose task it was to ensure the proper delivery of the collection.

Hence, Paul’s comments in 1 Cor 16:1–4 have nothing to do with the
Corinthian’s inexperience in collectingmoney, either for themselves or for
some other purpose. Instead their questions reflect the typical concerns
that arose in virtually all associations concerning for financial propriety.
Paul’s statements are intended to assure the Corinthians that their contri-
butions will not fail to arrive in Jerusalem, and Paul himself, even though
he had initiated the collection, does not stand to benefit financially from
this enterprise.

2.2 Recognition of Largesse

Aconsistent feature of Greek donative inscriptions is that due recognition
of the benefactor or patron was essential. This was simply part of the na-
ture of exchange, whereby a patron or group of benefactors provided a
benefit to the polis or to an association and the polis or association in
turn recognized this largesse in some public form. This type of exchange
provided benefits to the polis or association, and symbolic capital to the
donor or donors.63

There is plenty of evidence that the recognition of largesse was critical.
A standard provision in an honorific decree was the requirement that the
supervisor or secretary of the association arrange for the crowningof those
who had demonstrated largesse, and that crowning be announced, usually
at the next meeting. For example, MDAI.A 66 (1941), 228 no. 4 (GRA
1.39):

Vma owm ja· oR aqce_mer va_mymt[ai til_mter to»r pq|r te]
heo»r vikotiloul]mour ja· eQr 2auto}r7 [ded|whai to?r aqce_sim 1paim]sai
Seqap_yma]
Poseidym_ou Jqajke~tgm ja· stevam_[sai aqt¹m hakkoO stev\]-

15 myi ja· kglm_sjyi ¨i p\tqi|m 1stim eqse[be_ar 6mejem t/r pq¹r to»r]
heo»r ja· !macoqe}eim ja· toOtom t[¹m st]vamom t¹m cqalla]-
t]a ja· t¹m 1pilekgtµm jah\peq ja· [to»r %kkour let± t±r spomd±r]
1m t_i Req_i, 1±m d³ lµ !macoqe}sy[sim C lµ stevam~sysim, !pote?sai]
[dq]a[wl]±r 3: Req±r t/i )vqod_te[i, !macq\xai d³ t|de t¹ x^visla]

20 [eQr st^kg]m kih_mgm ja[·] st[/sai 1m t_i Req_i]

63 On symbolic capital, see P. Bourdieu, “The Economy of Symbolic Goods,” in Practical
Reason: On the Theory of Action (Cambridge, 1998), 92–126.
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In order that the aqce_mer be seen to be honoring those who benefact the gods and
themselves, the aqce_mer have agreed to commend Sarapion son of Poseidonios of He-
rakleia, and to crown him with an olive wreath and a woolen fillet, which is in accord
with ancestral custom, on account of the piety that he has shown to the gods; and further,
that the secretary and the supervisor shall announce the crowning along with the other
(honors) following the libations in the temple. If they should fail to make the announce-
ment or to crown him, they will be fined 50 drachmae, sacred to Aphrodite. This decree
shall be inscribed on a stele and erected in the temple.64

ARoman benefactor of a group of Poseidoniastai onDelos in themid-sec-
ond century BCE was likewise honored and allowed to set up a bust with
the honorific inscription in the compound, “or in whatever other place he
may decide, except for the ma|r or the pronaos (pqost`om).”65The decree
then threatened anyonewho attempted to remove or otherwise change the
bust and decree with a large fine.66

The need for such proscriptions points both to the critical importance
that public recognition of benefactors played in the economy of benefac-
tion and to the agonistic culture of antiquity, where honors for one person
might be imagined as coming at the expense of a competitor. Even in the
case of 1pid|seir, where many donors contributed small sums to a com-
monprojectwere recorded, it was important that all donors be named and
thus receive credit for their contributions. The idea that a collection taken
up tobuild a toll station for fishermen inEphesus, or a collection inAthens
for some public good, or contributions to a guild of sacred victors would
come without the names of the donors, even if they had given only a few
denarii, was counterintuitive.67Hence we find lists of contributors like IG
22.2332 with its more than 400 names, each contributing 5 or 10 drach-
mae: largesse recorded is largesse recognized; unrecorded largesse was
pointless.

Given the normal expectations of some form of reciprocity in acts of
benefaction, I suggest that the point of Paul’s undertaking in 1 Cor

64 Similarly, IG 22.1263.43–45 (GRA 1.11) (Piraeus, 300/299 BCE); IG 22.1273AB.22–23
(GRA 1.18) (Piraeus, 265/4 BCE); IG 22.1292.16–17 (GRA 1.26) (Athens or Piraeus?,
215/4 BCE); IG 22.1297.17–18 (GRA 1.24) (Athens, 236/5 BCE).

65 P. Roussel and M. Launey (eds.), Inscriptions de Délos, vol. 5 (Paris, 1937) (hereafter
IDelos 5), no. 1520.24–26.

66 IDelos 5.1520.56–66.
67 On the public nature of the recognition of contributors to an 1p_dosir-collection, and

thepressure placedupon thosewho refused, seeA.Chaniotis, “Public Subscriptions and
Loans as Social Capital in the Hellenistic City: Reciprocity, Performance, Commemo-
ration,” in Epigraphical Approaches to the Postclassical Polis: Fourth Century BC to Sec-
ond Century AD (ed. P. Martzavou and N. Papazarkadas; Oxford Studies in Ancient
Documents; Oxford, 2013), 89–106.
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16:3, that he would send approved Corinthians to convey their gift (!pe-
mecje?m tµm w\qim rl_m eQr Yeqousak^l), not bemissed. The critical part of
this sentence is tµm w\qim rl_m (“your gift”). For from the point of view of
the Corinthian donors, it was as essential as it was for Ephesian, or Athe-
nian, or Egyptian contributors, that the source of their gift be acknowl-
edged. The presence of envoys from each Christ group would guarantee
that due credit for the gift would be recorded.

We should, therefore, imagine that the envoys, when they arrived in
Jerusalem, carried not only coin, but a parchment list of the names of
those who had contributed, or at the very least, the names of each of
the gentile groups involved, and perhaps even the amounts each contrib-
uted.68 Paul, as it would turn out, was also positioned to gain social capital
from B diajom_a lou, as he calls it in Rom 15:31, since he was acting as a
broker of a benefit and, at least as far as the Jerusalem group was con-
cerned, as a partner fulfilling his part of an agreement.69 But that should
not obscure the likelihood that each of the Christ groups represented by
the collection would expect to be credited as well.70

68 This is perhaps a shocking conclusion, and one that contradicts the supposition that
members of Christ-groups typically favored anonymous donations and cared little
for recognition. (Of course, Paul cared a great deal for recognition, as Rom 15:25–
28, 31 indicates). On the other hand, as Chaniotis observes, “In Greek antiquity
there is no such thing as the noble spenderwhowants to retain his anonymity. Financial
contributions for the citywere visible, transparent, and, above all, very loud” (Chaniotis,
“Public Subscriptions” [see n. 67], 91).

69 J.N. Collins, Diakonia: Re-Interpreting the Ancient Resources (Oxford, 1990), 220,
makes the important point that the term diajom_a here refers to Paul’s role as an
envoy: “Paul has used the words in this passage to indicate that he is acting in an official
capacity as the appointed courier of the churches. His responsibilities are primarily
technical and it is these that he urges in order to explain his delay in visiting Rome,
and the instances of the verb and abstract noun at [Rom] 15:25 and 31 speak directly
and exclusively of his commitment to this charge from the churches inMacedonia and
Achaia. This has an important bearing on the identity and role of ‘God’s people’ in the
earlier translation: ‘an errand to God’s people’, that is the people in Jerusalem. These are
rather to be understood as the people of the churches who have commissioned Paul so
that we should translate: ‘on a mission from God’s people’.”

70 Apossible objectionmight be that the thrust of Paul’s engagement with the Corinthians
in 1 Corinthians is to oppose the self-exertions of the so-called “strong” who have ex-
hibited status through displays of speech, elite eating, and virtuos performances of char-
ismatic speech. While it is true that Paul wishes to limit such performances, certain
forms of 1pid|seir in fact deliberately limited status displays by levelling contributions
or by setting amaximum gift (see below, p. 183) and thus focused on “communitarian”
values rather than individual self-assertion (see below, p. 183), values that are complete-
ly in agreement with Paul’s own views. This, however, did not obviate the need for rec-
ognition of those who had contributed to the collection.
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2.3 Extra-Civic Finances and Collections for Common Purposes

Various financial practices known from the Greek world offer points of
comparisonwith thePauline collection.To the extent that Paul’s collection
appears to reflect a hierarchical viewof earlyChrist groups,with Jerusalem
at the apex – which might have been the view of the Jerusalem group,
though hardly Paul’s view –, themost obvious analogies are the Greek fed-
eral states, called joim\, in which individual poleis paid taxes to a common
fund at their joim|m-headquarters.

OnmainlandGreece and the Peloponnese, about 40% of poleis (183 of
456) belonged to a joim|m.71 The cities of Lycia were likewise organized
into a joim|m that acted as a federal state issuing decrees and making al-
liances on behalf of member poleis.72 Some – probably all of the member
poleis of a joim|m paid taxes to support common military needs and per-
haps to maintain a central sanctuary.73

In spite of the possible analogy between the financial practices of Greek
joim\ and Paul’s collection, however, there are very significant differences.
In the first place, joim\ were constructed on the basis of cities that were
contiguous and where it made sense to foster interregional trade and to
have common military interests. Some joim\ looked to a common epon-
ymous ancestor – Ion in the case of the Ionian joim|m – andmaintained a
common central sanctuary. For these reasons, it is difficult to argue that
the joim|mmodel has much salience in our case, since the Greek cities in
Macedonia andAchaeawere scarcely contiguouswith Judea; they lacked a
common founding mythology; and they lacked significant economic and
military ties.74

71 E. Mackil, Creating a Common Polity: Religion, Economy, and Politics in the Making of
the Greek Koinon (HCS 55; Berkeley, 2013), 1; id. , “The Greek Koinon,” inThe Oxford
Handbook of the State in the Ancient Near East and Mediterranean (ed. P. Fibiger Bang
and W. Scheidel; Oxford, 2013), 305–323, here 305.

72 See Friesen’s discussion of Junia Theodora, a resident of Corinth, who had acted on be-
half of the Lycian joim|m: S.J. Friesen, “Junia Theodora of Corinth: Gendered Inequal-
ities in the Early Empire,” in Corinth in Contrast: Studies in Inequality (ed. S.J. Friesen,
S.A. James, and D.N. Schowalter; NovTSup 155; Leiden, 2014), 203–226.

73 The evidenceof taxation,whether routine or extraordinary, is not clear in all cases.Mac-
kil, “The Greek Koinon” (see n. 71), 317, notes, “when the western Achaian poleis of
Dyme, Pharai, and Tritaia seceded in 219, they did so by refusing to pay their eisphora
(Polybius 4.60.4), but because their secession was prompted by the failure of the koinon
to defend their territory from attack, it would be reasonable for them to refuse to pay a
tax (whether regular or exceptional), the revenues from which funded the Achaian
army.”

74 It could be added that at least in Greece, the advent of Roman rule had the effect of dis-
mantling many of the Greek joim\. The Achaean joim|mwas dismantled in the wake of
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The practice of Hellenistic synagogues collecting funds for the support
of the Herodian temple in Jerusalem could be seen as a variation on the
joim|m model.75 Indeed it provides a close analogy for diasporic groups
widely separated from a central sanctuary contributing to its operation
and upkeep.We know relatively little about the organization of theses col-
lections, apart from the facts that collections seem to have been organized
at the level of cities,76 and that imperial edicts tried to protect their trans-
port to Jerusalem.77 How the collection for each city was assembled is not
clearly known, but one of the available models is public subscription (dis-
cussed below).We have at least one example fromBerenikē of an 1p_dosir
takenupbymembers of a synagogue in support of the repair of their build-
ing (below, p. 184).

There is noway to knowwhether either Paul or the Jerusalem group (or
both) had the synagogue collections in mind in conceiving the collection
for the poor. The gentile groups that participated in Paul’s project would
likely know little or nothing of the practices of Hellenistic synagogues and
Paul never presented the collection to them in those terms. Moreover, the
Pauline collection was always presented as support, not for a central sanc-
tuary or for the provision of sacrifices, but as support for the ptywo_ in the
Jerusalem group.78

Instances of translocal munificence are also attested in Roman Lycia,
perhaps not coincidentally, a joim|m still in the Roman period. Several in-

the conquest of Greece and the destruction of Corinth in 146 BCE (Mackil, “The Greek
Koinon” [see n. 71], 319). Nevertheless,many joim\ continued. Arjan Zuiderhoek (per-
sonal communication) points out tome thatjoim\priesthoods had strong linkswith the
imperial cult and in that sense were politically “neutralized.”

75 See, e. g. , Philo, Leg. 156: “Therefore, [Gaius] knew that they had prayer houses (pqos-
euwa_), and that they gathered in them, especially on the sacred seventh days, when they
publicly taught their ancestral philosophy; and he knew also that they collected sacred
funds from their first fruits (wq^lata sum\comtar !p¹ t_m !paqw_m Reqa), sending
them to Jerusalem by the hands of those who were to offer the sacrifices.” See further,
M.P. Ben Zeev, Jewish Rights in the Roman World (TSAJ 74; Tübingen, 1998).

76 Cicero (Flac. 68) refers to gold destined for the Temple collected from Apamea, Laod-
icea, Adramyttium, and Pergamum, but says earlier that monies were collected ex om-
nibus nostris provinciis Hierosolymam exportari (67).

77 Josephus, A.J. 16.162–165 (Augustus), 166 (Augustus to Norbanus Flaccus), 167–168
(Marcus Agrippa to themagistrates of Ephesus), 169–179 (Marcus Agrippa concerning
the Judeans of Cyrene), 171 (Norbanus Flaccus to the magistrates of Sardis), 172–173
(Julius Antoninus to the magistrates of Ephesus).

78 J.A. Harrill, Paul the Apostle: His Life and Legacy inTheir Roman Context (Cambridge,
2012), 73, suggests that Paul’s collectionwas intended to purchase sacrifices for the tem-
ple and was provocative on Paul’s part since it was framed as the offering of “first fruits”
of uncircumcized gentiles. It was this act that caused the riot of which Acts speaks and
which eventually led to Paul’s arrest and execution.
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scriptions commemorate rich benefactors like Junia Theodora79 and such
super-rich patrons as Opramoas of Rhodiapolis,80 Iason of Kyaneai,81 the
Anonymous Benefactor of Letoon (near Xanthos),82 who gave huge sums
to multiple cities throughout the Lycian joim|m.83 Most of these benefac-
tions were building projects and hence not directly comparable to the
translocal collection Paul had in mind. Athanasios Rizakis has examined
similar extra-civic patronage by rich elites in the Peloponnese in the early
imperial period. It was cultic festivals that they tended to favor with their
wealth as a way of consolidating their power, influence and prestige.84

Steven Friesen is critical of the application of the notion of “patronage”
to the Pauline collection since the gift to the Jerusalem groupwas not from
a wealthy individual or even from a group of elite families, but instead
from groups of persons with very modest resources. Friesen proposes in-
stead that Paul’s practice was “redistributive,” aiming at gentile and Jewish
poor, and that it “contradicted the normal expectations of patronage and
replaced them with an economy of voluntary redistribution among the
saints.”85 This critique appears to confuse “patronage” with “euergetism”:

79 See Friesen, “Junia Theodora” (see n. 72), 223–226, for a convenient dossier of honorific
decrees from the Lycian joim|m, and frommember poleis,Myra, Patara and Telmessos.

80 C. Kokkinia,Die Opramoas-Inschrift von Rhodiapolis : Euergetismus und soziale Elite in
Lykien (Antiquitas 3/40; Bonn, 2000).

81 IGRR 3.704–706; L.G. Berling, “Das Iason-Monument von Kyaneai,” in Die Siedlung
Kyaneai in Zentrallykien, pt. 1: Öffentliche Bauten und Wohnareale (ed. F. Kolb; Lyki-
sche Studien 9/1; Bonn, 1993), 25–37.

82 See J.J. Coulton, “Opramoas and theAnonymousBenefactor,” JHS 107 (1987), 171–178.
83 See A.J. Zuiderhoek, The Politics of Munificence in the Roman Empire: Citizens, Elites,

and Benefactors in AsiaMinor (Greek Culture in the RomanWorld; Cambridge, 2009),
24–26. I am indebted to Zuiderhoek for the references to Opramoas, Iason and the
Anonymous Benefactor.

84 A.D. Rizakis, “Supra-Civic Landowning and Supra-Civic Euergetic Activities in Urban
Elites in the Imperial Peloponnese,” in Being Peloponnesian (Nottingham, 2007), 1–16,
here 4–5, andS.E.Alcock,GraeciaCapta: TheLandscapes ofRomanGreece (Cambridge,
1993), 210–211.

85 Friesen, “Paul and Economics” (see n. 34), 51. Friesen cites with approval Down’s con-
clusion that “Paul’s attempt to frame the collection as an act of corporateworshipoffered
in service of God functions to subvert the values of patronage and euergetism by depict-
ing an alternate mode of benefaction, one that brings glory, praise and thanksgiving to
God rather than to human benefactors” (Downs, Offering [see n. 2], 158, emphasis
added). Patronage and euergetism, however, were typically associated with the “theo-
logical” virtue of eqs]beia such that commendation of a patron was never seen to in-
fringe on reverence for the god and in some instances, it was seen as an imitation of
the gods (Seneca, Ben. 6.26–32). Moreover, since Paul never forbids acknowledgement
of benefactors or those engaged in euergetic activities (Paul himself included), it is dif-
ficult to see any “subversion” here (as if Paul were ever be in a position to subvert a dom-
inant cultural script). No outside observer would understand the Pauline collection to
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both involved benefactions, but patronage classically is a relationship be-
tween twopersons of unequal status (or apatron and a city). Friesen’smain
target, Joubert, does not in fact use the term “patronage” to describe the
Pauline collection.86 It could be added that the collection also lacked the
dissembling features of patronage, insofar as patronage and its attendant
honorific practices functioned to construct patrons with all the Aristote-
lian virtues of eumoia, dijaios}mg, and eqs]beia even though their bene-
factions were often not on the scale to effect real economic change, and
were usually oriented toward public buildings and games.87

It can readily be agreed that the model of patronage is not easily map-
ped onto the collection. If it were the case that this was the only possible
model for understanding Paul’s practice, it might be right to conclude that
Paulwas resisting or rejecting the practice of patronage. But it is not.Other

be the “subversion” of patronage or euergetism, since Paul’s practice had no potential
political impact nor did it conceivably represent a threat to the political interests of an-
yone.

86 Friesen, “Paul and Economics” (see n. 34), 49–50. Friesen’s main target is Joubert, who,
however, carefully distinguishes between “patronage” and “benefaction” (or euerget-
ism), and does not use the category of patronage at all in relation to Paul or the collec-
tion, except to argue that the privatemeetingwith the dojoOmter reported inGal 2:1–10
could be seen as amatter of “patron-friendship” (Joubert, Paul as Benefactor [see n. 31],
105) and that Paul presented himself to the Corinthians as a broker of heavenly patrons
(ibid., 126–127). Friesen’s characterization of patronage asmaking “it appear as though
the wealthy were giving to the poor even though it was the poor whomade this possible
by contributing to the wealthy on a daily basis through the normative structures of the
economy” (Friesen, “Paul and Economics”, 50) is a possible misconstrual of patronage,
whichwas rarely was directed at the poor. L.L.Welborn, “‘That ThereMay Be Equality’:
TheContexts andConsequences of a Pauline Ideal,”NTS 59.1 (2012), 73–90, is less crit-
ical of Joubert’s notion of “benefaction” (not patronage) but acknowledges the “funda-
mentally asymmetry” endemic even to benefaction, which renders problematic Jou-
bert’s view that the Corinthians and the Jerusalem group could exchange roles as ben-
efactor and recipient.Welborn instead suggests that the better cultural context inwhich
to interpret Paul’s appeals in 2 Cor 8–9 is that of “unequal friendship.” According to
Welborn, Paul’s appeal was to embrace the principle of Qs|tgr, which was basic to
the construction of friendship, even unequal friendship: “Paul is arguing implicitly
that the poor Jerusalem saints are in the position of the superior party, by virtue of spir-
itual wealth, which has alleviated the Corinthians’ deficiency; so now, as the benefici-
aries, theCorinthians are obliged, by the logic of inverse proportion, tomake anextraor-
dinary gift to the JerusalemChristians, in order to restore ‘equality’. This argument, ad-
vanced somewhat elliptically in 2 Cor 8:1–15 is articulated explicitly in Rom 15:26–26”
(ibid., 80–81).

87 Zuiderhoek, Politics of Munificence (see n. 83), 26, notes that although there are a few
staggeringly large benefactions in Lycia, most were relatively modest, with a mean of
16,500 denarii and a mode of 10,000 denarii. His conclusions, which concern the An-
tonine period, are probably valid also for the first century.
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redistributive practices are attested in the Greco-Roman culture, none of
them a matter of patronage in the sense that Friesen uses the term.

One example of funds sent between two groups is evidenced in an in-
scription fromPuteoli (174 CE), a letter from a group of Tyrian stationarii
in Puteoli to Tyre requesting financial assistance.88 The Tyrians from
Puteoli pleaded that their numbers had dwindled and that the city (Pute-
oli) had imposed liturgical costs on them for a yearly festival, with the re-
sult the they lacked the ability to pay the rent on the statio (of 250 denarii89)
and to continue the cult of their ancestral deities. Their appealwas success-
ful, with the bouk^ of Tyre deciding that the stationarii in Rome, who ben-
efitted from tariffs imposed on merchants and shippers (probably at
Ostia), would contribute (or continue to contribute) 250 denarii yearly
to the Puteolean group. This is not an example of patronage, but re-
source-sharing between two related groups, both invested in the cult of
their deity.

The precise source of the Roman contribution is unclear, but it likely is
a matter of tariffs taxes collected by the Roman stationarii being ear-
marked for the support of thePuteolean group, and thereforenot a terribly
close analogy to the Pauline collection. But there is an even closer analogy
to the Pauline collection, in the formof 1p_dosir-collections, widely attest-
ed in the Greek East.90

Public subscriptions are attested in Athens, other parts of Greece, the
Aegean islands, Asia Minor, Cyrenaica, Sicily and Egypt, and from the

88 CIG 3.5853 (IG 14.830 and IGRR 1.421).
89 Mommsen read CM$ as an abbrevation for c(entummilia) n(ummum), i. e. , 100,000 de-

narii (followedbyG. LaPiana, “ForeignGroups inRomeduring the FirstCentury of the
Empire,” HTR 20 [1927], 183–354, and others). This results in an absurdly high rent.
Dittenberger (OGIS 595) is surely correct that sm$ means 250 denarii (so recently
J. Sosin, “Tyrian Stationarii at Puteoli,” Tyche 14 [1999], 275–284 [SEG 49.1366]).

90 The only scholar to note the 1p_dosir in connection with the Pauline collection is, as far
as I know, Verbrugge, Church Leadership (see n. 11), 157–176. Curiously, although
Verbrugge concludes that the 1p_dosir “does serve as a true parallel to Paul’s notion
of raising money for the poor in Jerusalem” (157), and after (appropriately) acknowl-
edging that 1pid|seirwere typically raised for local needs, rather than those of another
group, he focuses his attention on the fact that 1p_dosir inscriptions “are never used for
the actual appeal tomake a pledge” (176). This is, of course, true, since these inscriptions
are all retrospective; the actual appeal was likely made orally in the assembly. He con-
cludes that “we haveuncoveredno example of a letter that asks for donations for a group
of needy people” (209) and even 1pid|seir “cannot really be compared to a fund-raising
letter seeking to motivate the people to give” (369). This seems both curious, insofar as
the infinitive-accusative construction with ded|whai in fact has an imperative function
in civic decrees, and obvious, in the sense that local 1pid|seir did not require a letter to
be sent to anyone.
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fourth century BCE towell into the imperial period.91Theywere used for a
wide variety of purposes: for the construction or repair of city walls ; the
construction or repair of sanctuaries; construction or repair of public
buildings; for the support of sacrifices and religious festivals ; support
for games; the purchase of grain; ransom for the return of prisoners
and victims of piracy; and the purchase of oil for the gymnasium.
These were normally not on-going collections but raised for special
needs: as Angelos Chaniotis observes, Greek cities had relatively sophis-
ticated fiscal systems in place to take care of routine expenses, but for
heterogeneous and less predictable expenses, they turned either to exter-
nal assistance (loans from foreign benefactors), or “the financial contribu-
tion of citizens and foreign residents in the form of extraordinary taxes
(eQsvoqa_), organized contributions (1pid|seir), and voluntary donations
(dyqea_, eqeqces_ai).”92 The (yearly?) collections undertaken by Hellen-
istic synagogues thus resembled in some respects the 1pid|seir of Greek
cities, but seem to be imagined as ongoing projects.

Although the point of 1pid|seirwas to raise funds for specific projects,
the administration of the contributions varied significantly. An inscrip-
tion from Cos (SEG 50.1050, 3rd cent. BCE) concerning funds for the re-
pair of a temple is unusually helpful for illuminating the mechanism for
the collection of funds:

A (front face)

1p· lom\qwou Vik~ta, lgm¹r Dak_ou tetq\di,
Heuc]mgr :jatod~qou eWpe7 2k]shai %mdqar
t]ssaqar fpyr poqish]mtym wqgl\tym
1m t\wei t± jat\koipa t_m 5qcym toO maoO

5 toO )p|kkymor jatasjeuash/i, ja· lµ jim-
dume}sgi t± sumtetekesl]ma 5qca t÷r
aqov÷r ja· toO huq~lator 1picemol]mou
wq|mou pke_omor jatavhaq/lem, t\m te sum-
amt_kalxim t÷r jatas<j>eu÷r toO maoO

91 Migeotte is the major collection of 1pid|seir but others are also attested. See Chaniotis,
“Public Subscriptions” (see n. 67); A. Ellis-Evans, “The Ideology of Public Subscrip-
tions,” inEpigraphicalApproaches to thePostclassical Polis: FourthCenturyBC toSecond
Century AD (ed. P. Martzavou and N. Papazarkadas; Oxford Studies in Ancient Doc-
uments; Oxford, 2013), 107–125. L. Migeotte, “Les souscriptions dans les associations
privées,” inGroupes et associations dans les cités grecques (IIIe siècle av. J.-C.–IIe siècle ap.
J.-C): Actes de la table ronde de Paris, INHA, 19–20 juin 2009 (ed. P. Fröhlich and P.
Hamon; HEMGR 49; Geneva, 2013), 113–127, discusses 1pid|seir in private associa-
tions and collects more than a dozen subscriptions, most for repairs to temples.

92 Chaniotis, “Public Subscriptions” (see n. 67), 91.
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10 lµ l|mom " p|kir va_mgtai pepoigl]ma, !kk±
ja· b he¹r !p¹ t_m rpaqw|mtym aqt_i wqg-
l\tym ja· to· dgk|lemoi 1pacce_ka{s}shai eQr
taOta, sumtekesh]mtor te toO maoO 1piva-
m]steqom t± jat± t¹ Req¹m 1n\cgtai, !cah÷i

15 t}wai, ded|whai t¹r l³m meypo_ar tek]sai to?r
aRqehe?sim !mdq\sim !p¹ t_m toO heoO wqgl\tym
dqawl±r %WW$, t_m d³ dalot÷m ja· t_m %kkym
pokit÷m ja· paqo_jym 1pacce_kashai t¹r dgko-
l]mor 1r t±m jatasjeu±m toO maoO 6jastom

20 lµ 1k\ssy dqawl÷m tqi\jomta, poie}lemoi t±m
l³m 1paccek_am 1m 1miaut_i 1m ta?r sum|doir
ta?r cimol]mair 1m t_i d\lyi %qwomtor Dak_ou
toO 1p·Vik~ta, t±m d³ jatabok±m toO !qcuq_ou po-
e?shai 1p· t¹r %mdqar t¹r aRqeh]mtar 1m tqis·

25 jataboka?r, did|mter t±<m> l³l pq\tam let± t¹
[t±]m. 1paccek_am cem]shai paqawq/la, t±m d³ 1-
[wol]]mam 1m 2nal^my. [i] j.a· t±m %kkam ¢sa}tyr7
[fpyr] d³ [j]a. · t_m 1 [! 9–10] ].mym rp\qw, r-
[p|lmala – – – – – – – – – – – –]
<lacuna>

B (back face)

1s|ja ta_ te 1paccek_ai p]tymti ja· 1j t÷r p|ki|r ti
xavish/i7 sumtekesh]mtym d³ t_m 5qcym aU. tim\ ja pe-
qi/i 1j t÷m 1pacceki÷m wq^lata !pod|mty to· %m-
dqer 1v’ ¨m ja p]t, map|air to?r 1m !qw÷i ewsim7 to· d³

5 mapo?ai did|mty eQr t±r vuk±r to?r 1pilgm_oir jah±
ja· pq|teqom 1d_doum eQr t±r d}o "l]qar7 t¹ d³ x\vis-
la t|de !macqax\mty to· %mdqer to· aRqgl]moi 1-
p· t¹ aqt¹ t_i pq|teqom juqyh]mti xav_slati 1p· lo-
m\qwou Vik~ta. (vac.)

(A)When Philotas wasmonarchos, on the fourth of themonth of Dalios, Theugenes son
of Hekatodoros proposed (the following motion). Four men shall be elected in order
that, money having been secured, the work that remains on the temple of Apollo
may be carried out quickly and the complete work on the roof and the door may not
be in danger of being spoiled through further delay; and in order that not only the
city may be seen to have been actively involved in construction of the temple, but
also the god, from the funds that he has, and individuals willing to make pledges for
this purpose, the rites in the shrine may be conducted withmore magnificence on com-
pletion of the temple; for good fortune, let it be decided that the neopoiai shall pay 2000
drachmae to themen elected from the funds of the god, and that individuals fromamong
members of the deme and the other citizens and resident alienswho arewilling to pledge
no less than30drachmae for the constructionof the temple; they shouldmake thepledge
within a year at the meetings which occur in the deme, beginning with the month of
Dalios in the term of Philotas, and they should make the payments of the money to
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the men elected in three installments, paying the first straightaway after the making of
the pledge, the next within six months, and the remaining one in the same way. And in
order that there may be a record …

(B) … until the sums pledged are paid and the decree is passed by the city. When the
works have been completed, if anymoney remains from the payments, it shall be handed
over by themen inwhose term they are paid to the napoiaiwho are in office. Thenapoiai
shall give the money to the epimenioi for the tribes, just as hitherto they used to give for
the two days. Themenwho have been elected shall inscribe this decree in the same place
as the decree previously passed with Philotas was monarchos.93

While the mechanism for collecting funds in associations is unknown, in
the case of this 1p_dosir the process is clear : prospective contributors
would announce (1pacce_kashai) amounts in the regular deme meeting,
and then pay that amount in three installments over the course of a year.
Theminimumcontributionwas set at 30 drachmae and nomaximumwas
prescribed.94 Robert Parker and Dirk Obbink note that 30 drachmae was
the price on Cos of a full-grown sheep and thus not beyond the means of
most contributors,95 who, as the inscription indicates, included not only
demesmen but other citizens and resident aliens (A, ll. 17–18).

In some instances the donor’s announced promise of a contribution
was an occasion for theatricality, affording wealthier donors the opportu-
nity to display their largesse (and for the miserly to be publicly heckled).96

Coupled with various epigraphical practices of highlighting the name of
the first to contribute,97 or arranging the contributions in descending

93 R. Parker and D. Obbink, “Aus der Arbeit der ‘Inscriptiones Graecae’ VIII: Three Fur-
ther Inscriptions concerning Coan Cults,” Chiron 31 (2001), 253–265. The English
translation is that of Parker and Obbink.

94 IG 22.791 (Migeotte, no. 17) (Athens, 244/3 BCE), sets the lower limit at 50 drachmae
and the upper limit at 200 drachmae. Migeotte, pp. 316–319, suggests that in the ab-
sence of specific limits on contributions, minimums and maximums can be derived
by from the donor list itself. 9p_dosir-lists attest ranges from 10–30 drachmae, 100–
300 drachmae, 50–500, 100–500 drachmae, but there are contributions to some 1pi-
d|seir as low as 4 drachmae and one list with no contribution greater than 10 drachmae
(IG 7.3191–3192; Orchomenos, Boeotia).

95 Parker and Obbink, “Three Further Inscriptions” (see n. 93), 262.
96 E.g., Plutarch’s description of Alcibiades’ contribution to an Athenian 1p_dosir

(Alc. 10.1); Ellis-Evans, “Ideology” (see n. 91), 109.
97 Migeotte, no. 34 (partially reproduced); Y. Béquignon, “Études Thessaliennes: VII. In-

scriptions de Thessalie”, BCH 59 (1935), 36–77, here 36–51 no. 1 face 2.32–38:
amcq\veilemjl± t¹r 1pa[c]cekkal]mor 1m j_oma kih_jmam 6jast.om aqtoOm patq|hem
jaho}r jj je 1pacc]kkoumhai, t¹m pqoOtom 1pa[c]j[c]ekkal]mom pqoOtom ja· t¹r
%kkor 5j[peita] ja[tt¹] pke?hor t¹r 1paccekkaj[l]mor (“they will inscribe on a
stone stele the names of everyone who has promised [a contribution], along with
their patronym, according to what they promised, the first to promise first, and then
the others according to the amount”).
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order by the amount contributed, or by flushing the amounts to the right
margin of the inscription, making it easy to compare one donor with an-
other,98 this type of collection allowed donors to gain considerable sym-
bolic capital.

Yet other practices are attested that had the effect of rendering status
less visible. Some 1pid|seir set aminimum and amaximum contribution,
thus preventing the super-rich from entirely outshining those with more
modest resources.99 The arranging of the list simply in the order in which
the contributions arrived100 or listing of names in alphabetical order101 had
a slight levelling effect. Other 1pid|seir had contributors all give the
same – usually quite small – amounts.102 An 1p_dosir-inscription from
Tanagra (Boeotia) raised in order to relocate the sanctuary of Demeter
and Kore has 95 donors – all women –, all but the last six contributing
5 drachmae.103 Eleven of the eighteen contributors to the renovation of
a synagogue in Berenikē (Cyrenaica) in 56 CE contributed 10 drachmae,
and a further four (including two women) gave 5 drachmae.104 In contrast
to the practice of variable contributions which made visible status differ-
ences, these more communitarian practices, as Aneurin Ellis-Evans ob-

98 Ellis-Evans, “Ideology” (seen. 91), 119, citing SEG44.1219a; 48.1343;Migeotte, no. 70.
99 E.g., IG 22.791.19–20 (Athens, 243 BCE) sets the minimum contribution at 50 drach-

mae and themaximum at 200: lµ 1n]sty d³ lghem· 1pidoOma[i pk]omGG dqawl_m] jj
lgd’ 5kattom (vac.) 50 (vac.).Migeotte, pp. 316–317, observes apropos of IG 22.791 “les
83 montants encore lisible zur la pierre confirment non seulement que les donateurs
ont respecté la directive, mais que la plupart ont donné le maximum.” He also points
out that in the case of IG 22.2332 (Athens, 183/2 BCE) all of the contributions are either
5 or 10 drachmae (presumably the minimum and the maximum, respectively), and
that in IG 22.2334 (Athens, 2nd cent. BCE), an 1p_dosir for the building of a theatre
in Piraeus, the contributions are all between 5 and 20 drachmae.

100 E.g., M. Segre, “Tituli Calymnii,” Annuario della scuola archeologica di Atene 22–23
(n.s. 6–7) (1944/45), 1–248, here 122–127 no. 85 (late 3rd cent. BCE): contributions
in the range of 15 (N = 66), 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 drachmae. Chaniotis, “Public Sub-
scriptions” (see n. 66), 94–95, suggests that the list was simply determined by the order
in which the donations arrived.

101 SEG 48.1103 (Cos, ca. 200 BCE).
102 W.R. Paton and E.L. Hicks (eds.), The Inscriptions of Cos (Oxford, 1891) (hereafter

ICos), no. 387 (late 3rd cent. BCE): contributions to a temple of Aphrodite; 40 donors
each contributing 5 drachmae; ICos 404 (ca. 200 BCE): 42 donors to an unknown
cause, each giving 23 drachmae.

103 SEG43.212A=F. Sokolowski,Lois sacrées des cités grecques (Ecole française d’Athènes:
Travaux et mémoires 18; Paris, 1969), no. 72 (SEG 25.67, 159, 160, 167, 173–175, 197)
(Tanagra, end 3rd/early 2nd cent. BCE) (the last six contributed less than 5 drachmae).
Other examples of all-female 1pid|seir are discussed by Ellis-Evans, “Ideology” (see n.
91), 111.

104 G. Lüderitz and J.M. Reynolds,Corpus jüdischer Zeugnisse aus der Cyrenaika (BTAVO
53; Wiesbaden, 1983), no. 72.
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serves, rendered less visible “the vast disparities of wealth and power that
characterized polis life […] and the succession of similar sounding sums
suggested to the audience that the act of giving, rather than the amount
given, was what mattered.”105

It was not only from citizens that contributions were elicited, but res-
ident aliens and even foreigners. An 1p_dosir-inscription from Cos calls
on contributions from all :

Aaaaaaaaaa ded|whai7 1-
[p]acc]kkeshai t¹r dgko-
l. ]mor t_m te pokit÷m ja·

10 p.okit_dym ja· m|hym ja· pa-
[q]o_jym ja· n]mym7

It was resolved that those who so wish shall contribute, citizens, women citizens, bas-
tards, resident aliens, and foreigners.106

In the early second century CE, a project to beautify Erythrai (or perhaps
Smyrna) attracted contributions not only from citizens, but a group called
oV pote Youda?oi (“those formerly of Judea”) evidently not citizens, who
had collectively raised 1000 drachmae.107

As noted in connection with SEG 50.1050 cited above, the use of the
verb 1pacc]kkolai is noteworthy since it points to the practice of the con-
tributor ‘announcing’ or ‘promising’ the value of his or her contribution,
and at some point in the future delivering it. The gap betweenpromise and
fulfilment – marked with sumtek]y – accounts for the repeated phrases
such as one finds in an 1p_dosir-inscription from Lindos:

[1]pacce_kamto [dy]se?m dyqe±m wq^lata […] [ja· s]umet]kesam t±m 1paccek_am jah’
$ 1pacce_kamto.

They promised to give freely of their money […] and they kept their promise according
to what they had promised.108

105 Ellis-Evans, “Ideology” (see n. 91), 111.
106 ICos 10 (Migeotte, no. 50) (202/1 BCE). Similarly, Ioulis: Migeotte, no. 56.1–4: [t_m

pok]it_m ja· t_m pokit[_dym ja· t_m %kkym t_]m 1m te? p|kei ja. [toijo}mtym] (late
4th/early 3rd cent. BCE); IG 12/4.94A.17–18 (Halasarna, 250–225 BCE): t_m d³ dalo-
t÷m ja· t_m %kkym pokit÷m ja· paqo_jym; IG 12/4.314.2 (3rd cent. BCE); 320.11–12
(late 2nd cent. BCE); SEG 48.1111A.48–9; IG 22.791.15–17 (Athens, 248/7 BCE): to»r
boukol]mour t_[m pokit_m ja· t_m %k]jkym t_m oQjo}mtym 1m t/i p|kei 1pidid|[mai
eQr tµm sytgq_a]jm t/r p|keyr ja· tµm vukajµm t/r w~qar 1[pacce_kashai.

107 IGRR 4.1431 (ISmyrna 697 andGRA 2.139). On the interpretation of this term, see the
discussion in GRA 2, pp. 314–415.

108 C. Blinkenberg, Lindos: Fouilles et recherches, 1902–1913, vol. 2: Inscriptions (Berlin,
1941) (hereafter ILindos 2), no. 252.3, 6 (Migeotte, no. 40).
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Those who reneged on their promises were remembered and, as a speech
in Isaeus shows, their names were inscribed on a list of defaulters.109 Both
the public display of contributor lists, and the display of defaulters, point
to the importance of the social capital that was generated from contribu-
tions.

Although many of the known 1pid|seir were used in order to fund
building projects, or in times of military need, there is good evidence
that 1pid|seir were also collected for the purchase of grain in times of
shortages, which is presumably what was intended in Paul’s collection
for the “poor.”110 A particularly interesting example comes from Iasos,
a fragmentary 1p_dosir that shows relatively small contributions with
the intent of creating a permanent endowment to supply grain in times
of shortage:

[oVde 2j|mt]er bouk|lemo[i 1p· pke?]-
[om auneim tµ]m dglojqat_[am 1j t_m Qd_]-
[ym 1p]dyj]am !qc}qiom [eQr sitym_]-
[am, fpyr #m] b d/lor !e· eqd[ail|myr]

5 [f/i 1m dax]ike_ai s_tou cim[|lemor]
[rpaqwo}]sgr p÷si to?r p[ok_tair 1j]
[t_m joi]m_m sitoletq_a[r jat± t¹m m|]-
[lom. Le]meshe»r Jk]amt.[or rp³q]
[aqtoO j]a· toO uRoO Jke\m[ajtor?]

10 [dqawl±r 2najos_ar7 V\mu[kkor]
[– r]p³q aqtoO ja· to[O uRoO]
[– d]qawl±r dia[jos_ar7]
[– Mgl]]qteyr [–]
[–]iko[–.]

109 Isaeus 5.37–38 (On the Succession of Dicaeogenes): “Though so many extraordinary
contributions for the cost of the war and the safety of the city have beenmade by all the
citizens, Dicaeogenes has never contributed anything, except that after the capture of
Lechaeum, at the request of another citizen, he promised in the public assembly a sub-
scription of 300 drachmas, a smaller sum than Cleonymus the Cretan. This sum he
promised but did not pay, and his name was posted on a list of defaulters in front
of the statues of the Eponymous Heroes, which was headed: ‘These are they who vol-
untarily promised the people to contribute money for the salvation of the city and
failed to pay the amounts promised’” (trans. E.S. Forster, LCL 202).

110 IG 22.360.8–12 (Migeotte, no. 8) (Athens, 328/7 BCE); IG 7.1719 + 1744 (Migeotte,
no. 29) (Thespies, Boeotia, 191–172 BCE); IG 12/5.135 (Migeotte, no. 55) (Paros,
early 1st cent. BCE); IG 12/6. 1. 172 (Migeotte, no. 62) (Samos, 260 BCE); IIasos
244 (E.L. Hicks, “Iasos,” JHS 8 [1887], 83–118, here 100–101) (Iasos, mid-2nd cent.
BCE); IG 14.427–430 (Migeotte, no. 87) (Tauromenion, Cyrene, between 110–90
and 46–36 BCE).
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These, wishing from their own free will to reinforce democracy from their own resourc-
es, have contributed funds for the purchase of grain so that the demos will always live
happily, having an abundance of grain, with all the citizens having a supply of grain from
the common fund, in accordance with decree. Menesthenes son of Klean, on his own
and for his son Kleanax gave 600 drachmae; Phanyllos … on his own and for his son
… 200 drachmae; … son of Nemertes …111

Klean and Kleanax, who contributed 600 drachmae, likely were afforded
first place on the list but after that the contributions are smaller. Since it is
impossible to know the original dimensions of the stone, it is impossible to
ascertain how many contributors were listed and whether this Iasean
1p_dosir achieved sufficient funds so that the interest could supply
grain to the city.

An 1p_dosir from the early third century CEwas organized byAurelius
Horion the former stqatgc|r in Alexandria for villagers in the Oxyrhyn-
chite nome who, Horion declares, “are completely exhausted from dis-
tressing demands of the yearly liturgies of both the treasury and the
taxes for the guarding of the nome.” The funds were to be used eQr
tqov±r ja· j d. [ap\]mar t_m jat’ 5tor keitouqcgs|mtym (“food and the
expenses for the yearly liturgies,” P.Oxy. 4.705.78–79). This is an
1p_dosir for villagers in Upper Egypt, but initiated by Horion, who
lives in Alexandria in the Delta. Yet since, as he declares, he and his
son owned property in the Oxyrhynchite nome and he feared that should
the farms fail, both he and the imperial treasury would suffer,112 the case is
not a close parallel to Paul’s collection, since neither theMacedonians nor
the Corinthians likely had a financial stake in properties in Jerusalem.

2.4 The Ideology of Public Subscriptions

9pid|seir were powerful instruments of social formation because they
called not only upon the wealthy but upon all residents – citizens, metics
and even foreigners – to contribute to a common project and thus to “per-
form” their membership in the polis.113

111 IIasos 244 (Hicks, “Iasos” [see n. 110], 100–101) (Iasos, mid-2nd cent. BCE).
112 P.Oxy. 4.705.73–74: jimdume}ous_ te t` l³m tale_\ paqapok]jshai tµm d³ rlet]qam

c/m !ce~qcgtom jatakipe?m (“there is a danger both they will be ruined as far as the
treasury is concerned, and your [sic! our?] land will be left uncultivated”).

113 The role of contributions, even small contributions, in the formation of a social im-
aginary is documented by anthropologists such as M. Lambek, The Weight of the
Past: Living with History in Mahajanga, Madagascar (Contemporary Anthropology
of Religion; New York, 2002), who observes of the Sakalava (Malagasy), “It is here
that ordinary people most directly experience their own participation (their will, in-
tentionality, and agency) and identificationwith the ancestral system,which can thrive
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The ideological construction of identity in Greek cities has been dis-
cussed extensively, in part in connection with Greek tragedy and the fes-
tival of theGreatDionysia.114The festival included, dramatic performanc-
es, but began with several initial elements: a procession; the display of war
booty to demonstrate to visitors the power of Athens; the naming of those
who had benefited the city in some way; and the particular honors
(crowns, garlands) that hadbeengiven them.115CitingDemosthenes’com-
ment that the awardingof the crown is asmuch for the benefit of thosewho
do the crowning as it is for the person crowned (Cor. 120), SimonGoldhill
notes, “The proclamation of the names of thosewho had benefited the city
is another way of asserting the ties, connections and duties between indi-
viduals and the city. Above all it stresses themoral and social imperative of
doing good for the city as a key way of defining behaviour in the demo-
cratic polis.”116

Although the degree to which Greek drama evinced a “democratic ide-
ology” rather than “civic/polis ideology” has been contested,117what is im-
portant for our purposes is the valorizationof benefitting the polis as a crit-
ical part of the construction of civic identity.

The benefactions of individual civic elites were certainly celebrated as
expressions of polis ideology. This ideology in part mobilized the heroic
tradition of the individual warrior, competing for honor in the defense of
himself, his family, and his property. But the invention and eventual dom-
inance of the hoplite phalanx introduced a new value, since military suc-
cess now depended on cooperative action, not the prowess of the individ-
ual warrior. Athens celebrated such collective sacrifice in its erection of
casualty lists of those who had fallen. The civic commemoration of
those who had died in battle indeed allowed for individual rites. But the

only through their commitment to service” (143). “Each act of giving is formally re-
ceived with thanks, clapping, speeches, and the like, and the reception constitutes a
form of recognition. Acts of giving take place in a sociable context, with music,
drink and warm fellowship. Everyone appears to have a stake in the maintenance
and reproduction of the politico-religious system; they are proud to have the honor
to participate” (162). See also J. Comaroff, Body of Power, Spirit of Resistance: The Cul-
ture and History of a South African People (Chicago, 1985), 235–236.

114 We are, of course, better informed about Athens than Corinth, and especially Corinth
after its Romanization when it was rebuilt.

115 See S. Goldhill, “The Great Dionysia and Civic Ideology,” JHS 107 (1987), 58–76, here
66.

116 Goldhill, “Great Dionysia” (see n. 115), 63.
117 P.J.Rhodes, “Nothing toDowithDemocracy:AthenianDramaand thePolis,” JHS 123

(2003), 104–119.
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“main event” was the 1pit\vior k|cor which focused not on individual
heroism, but on the glories of the city itself :

For nowmen are said to fight not for individual jk]or [fame] nor for the perpetuation of
their names through the retelling of acts of individual prowess. Now fighting is for the
city. One may fight to free a land, to protect homes, women, children, as in Homer, but
success is measured in terms of the city’s fortunes, and each individual’s success is sub-
sumed to the t}wg of the city. So in the Funeral Speech it is the city that is discussed and a
citizen’s role in democracy.118

It is not difficult to see how the cooperative value built into polis ideology
could bemobilized in support of collective actions onbehalf of the polis, in
particular in the practice of the 1p_dosir as a performance of citizenship.
Insofar as metics and foreigners were also called upon to support the city,
the 1p_dosirwas also a performance of those virtues intimately connected
to civic identity. Ellis-Evans puts it this way:

Public subscriptions sought to encouragemembers of the polis community to reproduce
civic values by publicly acting them out. Through the serialization of communitarian
acts of generosity, both the initial performance and the subsequent epigraphic monu-
mentalization promoted a specific set of values as normative for the inhabitants of a
polis. Since, in the political imaginary of the polis of Tanagra, the women of Tanagra
should be particularly concerned for the temple of Demeter and Kore, the polis
makes them act out this ideal when it holds a public subscription. Because polis ideology
imagines that all parts of the population, citizen or otherwise, wouldwant to defend their
home, at the Koan war subscription we witness otherwise politically disfranchised in-
dividuals, who would usually be passive observers or altogether absent from a subscrip-
tion, making contributions alongside citizens. The reverential place allotted to the man
who promises first romantically imagines the surge of emotion a wealthy patriot feels
when a subscription is announced.119

9pid|seir, insofar as they frequently received contributions fromnon-cit-
izens and in some instances solicited contributions exclusively form non-
citizens,120 served as ways for metics and n]moi to demonstrate their com-
mitment to the polis. Such service brought with it the reasonable expec-
tation that the poliswould reciprocate, sometimeswith the conferral of the
title eqeqc]tgr, or grants of the status of Qsot]keia (i. e. , exempt frommetic
taxes) or pq|nemor, or even with a grant of citizenship.121

Public subscriptions, then, mobilized simultaneously the value of co-
operation and civic pride that had become part of Greek society and
the competitive instinct for honor. An example of both cooperation

118 Goldhill, “Great Dionysia” (see n. 115), 66.
119 Ellis-Evans, “Ideology” (see n. 91), 112.
120 See Migeotte, p. 402 (index, s.v. “étrangers”).
121 Chaniotis, “Public Subscriptions” (see n. 67), 99–104.
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and competition functioning together is provided by such Athenian
1p_dosir-inscriptions as IG 22.835 (SEG 19.80). The inscription is a com-
mendation of Apollas son of Tharrhymon, a non-citizen from Sikyon (in
the northern Peloponnese) for having contributed to an Athenian
1p_dosir “without having been asked,” for having contributed first. He
also gave the most that was allowed by the terms of the 1p_dosir ([1m
pq~]toir 1.p]dyjem … fsom pke?stom [Gm 1m]jj[dew|]le[m]o[m, ll. 3–5).
Thus Apollas is said to have “competed with the citizens” (to?r pok_tair
1m\likko[m, l. 12).122 The function of the inscription is obvious: both to
commend a foreigner for exemplary behavior, but also to stir Athenians
to action, provoked by civic pride and competition for honor.123

Public subscriptions served multiple functions: first, to afford those
without sufficient financial resources to function as single eqeqc]tai the
chance to participate collectively in acts that benefitted their cities. In
many cases contributions were very small. 9pid|seir allowed contribu-
tors, whether citizens or non-resident aliens, to “perform” their loyalty
to the polis and in the case of non-residents, to achieve through reciprocity
closer affiliation with the polis. These subscriptions simultaneously en-
gaged cooperation and competition, and allowed for a spectrum of prac-
tices, from those that blatantly encouraged agonistic, even “heroic” com-
petition among the wealthy and powerful, to other forms that deliberately
masked status differences and created a model in which communal ideals
took precedence over competition for honors. Yet even in the latter form,
competition resides not in how much one contributed, but in whether or
not one contributed, since it was immediately known those who did, and
those who did not. “Extraordinary” contributions by metics and foreign-
ers stood out in particular.

3 The Pauline Collection and the Fiscal Practices of Greek
Poleis

What have these fiscal practices to do with the Pauline collection? There
are some obvious differences between the 1pid|seir discussed above and

122 See the comments ofChaniotis, “Public Subscriptions” (see n. 67), 103–104. Because of
his largesse, Apollas was granted pq|nemor status and the right to buy property (5cjtg-
sir).

123 A similar instance of a foreigner from Salamis in Cyprus contributing to an Athenian
1p_dosir is attested in IG 22.283, onwhich seeM.B.Walbank, “Notes onAtticDecrees,”
ZPE 139 (2002), 61–65, here 63 (no. 5).
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Paul’s collection. The Pauline collection, although it resembled in signif-
icant ways Greek 1pid|seir, was novel in at least three important respects.
First, we have no evidence of any 1p_dosir organized for the benefit of
members of a community other than that of the donors themselves,
with the possible exception of the collections that occurred in Hellenistic
synagogues, to the extent that these can be regarded as instances of 1pi-
d|seir. There is, however, occasional evidence of noncitizens supporting
a civic project, as in the case of the “former residents of Judea” contribut-
ing to a civic project in Erythrai (above, p. 185) or, Apollas of Sikyon con-
tributing to an Athenian 1p_dosir (above, p. 190).

Second, it is also true that 1pid|seirwere not normally framed as relief
for “the poor.” It is widely acknowledged that support for the poor qua
poor is likely the result of transformations that occurred in Late Antiqui-
ty.124 Indeed, the idea of a special collection for the ptywo_would probably
have struck many Greeks as a curiously counterintuitive undertaking.125

9pid|seir were typically framed more abstractly, with the formulae
1p]dyjam … eQr tµm sytgq_am/1pisjeu^m/jatasjeu^m/sitoletq_am, al-
though a few inscriptions expressly name the demos as the recipient of
the funds.126 The “poor” as such were rarely the express object of such un-
dertakings, even if the demos in times of need was.

The letter of Pliny toTrajan (ep. 10.92–93)might seem an exception. In
that correspondence, Pliny informs the emperor of the desire of the Ami-

124 P. Brown, Poverty and Leadership in the Later Roman Empire (Hanover, N.H., 2002);
G. Woolf, “Writing Poverty in Rome,” in Poverty in the RomanWorld (ed. M. Atkins
and R. Osborne; Cambridge, 2006), 83–99, here 84; P. Brown, Through the Eye of a
Needle: Wealth, the Fall of Rome, and the Making of Christianity in the West, 350–
550 AD (Princeton, 2012); I.F. Silber, “Neither Mauss, nor Veyne: Peter Brown’s In-
terpretative Path to the Gift,” inThe Gift in Antiquity (ed.M.L. Satlow;Malden,Mass. ,
2013), 202–220; L. Cecchet, “Gift-Giving to the Poor in theGreekWorld,” inGift-Giv-
ing and the “Embedded” Economy in the AncientWorld (ed. F. Carlà andM.Gori; Hei-
delberg, 2014), 157–179; L. Cracco Ruggini, “From Pagan to Christian Euergetism,”
ibid., 203–212.

125 See K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle (Oxford,
1974), 177; A. Gottesman, “The Beggar and the Clod: The Mythic Notion of Poverty
in Ancient Greece,” TAPA 140.2 (2010), 287–322, and Aristotle, Eth. nic. 4.2 (1122a):
“the termlecakopq]peia is not applied to onewho spends adequate sumsonobjects of
only small ormoderate importance, like themanwho said ‘Oft gave I alms to homeless
wayfarers’ [Hom. Od. 17.420]; it denotes someone who spends suitably on great ob-
jects, for though the munificent man is liberal, the liberal man is not necessarily mu-
nificent” (trans. H. Rackham, LCL 73). But see A. Parkin, “‘You Do Him No Service’:
AnExploration of PaganAlmsgiving,” in Poverty in the RomanWorld (see n. 124), 60–
82, for a balanced account of charity.

126 E.g., IG 12/5.135 (Paros, early 1st cent. BCE): 1p· )pekkoOr Haqcgki_mor [rs]t]qou j
tetq\di R[s]tal]mou j oVde 1p]dyjam t_i d^j[l]yi eQr tµm sitoletq_am.
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seni, a civitas libera et foederata and therefore not directly under Roman
control, to form an 5qamor. Trajan agreed, but on the condition that “these
contributions are employed, not for the purpose of riot and faction, but for
the support of the indigent” (sed ad sustinendam tenuiorum inopiamutun-
tur). It is difficult to knowwhether tenuiores heremeant the urban poor in
general or members of the 5qamor who were in need. If the latter, this
would be unexceptional in Greek eranistic practice. There are plenty of
examples of Greek associations coming to the aid of members who were
in need.127A few years after Pliny’s time, a collegiumofDiana andAntino-
üs formed a club, citing in their lex a senatusconsultum that permitted
groups to meet (only) monthly and only for the purpose of collecting
funds for the burial of the dead.128 The lex makes it clear that it was the
collegium’s members – mostly freedmen and slaves – that were the ben-
eficiaries of this collection and not the poor more generally. Moreover,
contrary to the plain sense of the senatusconsultum, the club met more
than monthly and not simply to collect funds for the funus. The gap be-
tween what the senatusconsultum imagined as the proper function of a
collegium and what the collegium actually did may not be very different
from a gap between what Trajan assumed apropos of the Amiseni and the
actual purposes of their 5qamor.129 In the end, it remains unlikely that
Greek (or Roman) clubs ever collected money to be disbursed to the
poor in general.130 By the same token, it is not at all clear, despite claims

127 See Harland, “Associations” (see n. 1).
128 CIL 14.2112.12–14: quib[us permissum est co]nvenire collegiumq(ue) habere liceat qui

stipemmenstruam conferre vojlen[t ad facienda sa]cra in it(!) collegium coeant neq(ue)
sub specie eius collegi nisi semel in menjse c[onveniant con]ferendi causa unde defuncti
sepeliantur. The corrected text is that of A. Bendlin, “Associations, Funerals, Sociality,
and Roman Law: The Collegium of Diana and Antinous in Lanuvium (CIL 14.2112)
Reconsidered,” in Aposteldekret und antikes Vereinswesen (ed. M. Öhler; WUNT 280;
Tübingen, 2011), 207–296.

129 Later jurists invented the idea of the collegium tenuiorum (e. g., Aelius Marcianus,Di-
gesta 47.22.3.2), but it is not clear that this was not a legal fiction to allow for the con-
tinued existence of collegia under legal fiction that they were only for the support of
poorer members.

130 J.P. Waltzing, “Les corporations de l’ancienne Rome et charité,” in Compte rendu du
troisième congrès scientifique international des Catholiques (Brussels, 1895), 165–190
(repr. as “The Roman Guilds and Charity,” Charities Review 4.7 [1895], 345–362), ar-
gued that while Roman occupational guilds provided for the burial of members – his
primary evidence was CIL 14.2112 – they did not offer aid to members who had suf-
fered hardship and in this they were distinguished from Christian churches. It may be
the case for Roman collegia but the provision of assistance was a common feature of
Egyptian associations: seeHarland, “Associations” (see n. 1), 26–31, and the texts cited
there.
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by Longenecker, that Pauline groups benefited the poor outside the groups
of Christ followers.131

Third, Paul’s collection was framed not only as a collection for the
“poor,” but as a collection for members of a different ethnic group. As
Larry Welborn has aptly observed, “it must be emphasized how anoma-
lous Paul’s appeal to the principle of ‘equality’ between Jews and Greeks
would have seemed. A careful examination of edicts and petitions, togeth-
er with the relevant passages in Philo and Josephus, provides no grounds
for thinking that Jews enjoyed equal rights identified with citizens in any
of the Greek cities of the Roman east.”132

In 2 Cor 8 and 9, Paul grounds the appeal for the collection in the no-
tion of Qs|tgr (“equality”). This should be seen in the context of other at-
tempts at the articulation of equality, in particular the failed struggle, only
a decade before, for Qsopokite_a between Judeans and Greeks in Alexan-
dria, and the periodic eruptions of conflict between Judeans and gentiles
in Caesarea over the same issue that would become one of the events lead-
ing to the First Revolt. Paul’s notion of equality in 2 Cor 8:14 is not one of
equal civic rights133 but of Greeks sharing economic resources with Jude-
ans.

131 Longenecker, Remember the Poor (see n. 6), 292: “although Jesus-followers had to re-
strict their primary efforts to the offsetting of the needs of the poor within their own
communities, that focus did not exclude the possibility of extending care to others be-
yond the community, at least if thePaulinedata is anything to goby.His texts fall across
a continuum of emphases. In Rom 12:13–16, he identifies care for the needy as an in-
tegral feature of intra-corporate love. In Gal 6:10, he speaks of doing good ‘to all’, but
adds ‘especially to those of the household of faith.’ Yet, in 1 Thess 5:15 he endorses
‘pursuing the good’ (t¹ !cah¹m di~jete) in relation to both the corporate community
(eQr !kk^kour) and broader society in general (eQr p\mtar). And in 1 Thess 5:14 he ex-
tols helping the weak in general, without qualifiers of any kind. Paul seems to have im-
agined that, while alleviating the needs of the poor within communities of Jesus-fol-
lowers was never to be compromised, neither was that practice to be set in opposition
to caring for those beyond Jesus-communities.”

132 Welborn, “Equality” (see n. 86), 83.
133 The meaning of Qsopokite_a itself is disputed. J. Mélèze-Modrzejewski, The Jews of

Egypt: From Rameses II to Emperor Hadrian (trans. R. Cornman, with a foreword
by S.J.D. Cohen; Princeton, 1997), argued that in Alexandria it was a quest for citizen-
ship, but A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt: The Struggle for Equal
Rights (rev. Eng. ed.; TSAJ 7; Tübingen, 1985), and Jews and Hellenistic Cities in Eretz
Israel: Relations of the Jews in Eretz-Israel with the Hellenistic Cities During the Second
Temple Period (332BCE–70CE) (TSAJ21; Tübingen, 1990), 256, thinks that Judeans in
Alexandria were pursuing the status of a pok_teula, a separate and autonomous po-
litical body, with rights equal to the polis but not dependent upon it. The goal of Qso-
pokite_a is even less clear in Caesarea, but the simmering conflict between the Judean
and gentile populations of the city was longstanding (see J.S. Kloppenborg, “Ethnic
and Political Rivalry at Caesarea Maritima,” in Religious Rivalries and the Struggle
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As I have indicated above, my goal is not to seek the “source” of Paul’s
practice or to argue that hewas “imitated” orwas “influenced” by the prac-
tices of Greek cities, but instead to use the practices about which we know
quite a lot to raise heuristic questions about Paul’s collection (about which
we know little) and to understand better the appeal of a collection and the
challenges it raised.

Themain issue fromwhich the concerns of the Corinthian group flow-
ed had to do with the fact that a collection was being assembled, not to
serve the needs of Corinthian Christ-followers, but the Jerusalem
group.Although none of the 1pid|seir that are attested provides close par-
allels to this situation, a number of dynamics integral to those collections
do have a bearing on the Pauline collection.

First, the 1p_dosir offers an analogy for a community-based fund-rais-
ing project rather than a model based on reliance on the largesse of the
elite. While some 1pid|seir imposed no upper limit on contributions
and allowed for theatrical offers by the elite – thus making these 1pid|seir
a site of the performance of status –, others limited the contributions and
even restricted them to a given – usually very modest – sum, thus taking
the focus from status-display and placing it on communal benefaction.
Since Paul evidently could not rely on elite benefactors to contribute
large sums, the more “democratic” practice like that of the 1p_dosir com-
mended itself as a viable model. Moreover, the 1p_dosir of SEG 50.1050
allowed for amortized contributions, dividing even the relatively modest
sum of 30 drachmae into three installments spread over a year (above, p.
183). Paul clearly has something like this in mind in 1 Cor 16:2.

Second, the gap between promise and delivery is something that trou-
bled Paul as it did the organizers of public subscriptions. Nothing in the
tone of Paul’s letter in 1 Cor 16:1–4 suggests that the Corinthians rejected
the proposal for a collection out of hand; theywere concerned, on the con-
trary,with thedetails of its security anddelivery.Whether theyhad already
“promised” certain sums prior to 1 Corinthians is unknowable. But by the
time of 2 Cor 8 it appears that the collection had broken down; hence, the
rhetoric of Paul in this letter is to encourage the collection, which was also
the point of sending Titus and “the brother” to Corinth to complete it.134

for Success in CaesareaMaritima [ed. T.L.Donaldson; SCJud 8;Waterloo,Ont., 2000],
227–248).

134 M. Mitchell, “Paul’s Letters to Corinth: The Interpretive Intertwining of Literary and
Historical Reconstruction,” inUrbanReligion in RomanCorinth: InterdisciplinaryAp-
proaches (ed. D.N. Schowalter and S.J. Friesen; HTS 53; Cambridge, Mass. , 2005),
306–338, here 327–333, building on a sensitive reading of rhetorical echoes between
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Even later, in 2 Cor 9,135 Paul says that he has boasted that the Corinthian
collection was complete !p¹ p]qusi, but it is clear from his anxiety that he
is unsure that he believed this to be the case.

Given the fact that 1pid|seir employed peer-pressure and the possibil-
ity of the public shaming of thosewho refused to contribute asmotivations
for action,136Paul’s statement in 2 Cor 9:4 is unexceptional : he threatens in
a not-too-subtleway that the imminent arrival ofMacedonians inCorinth
who have contributed will put to shame Corinthians who have not. Paul
here is relying on the agonistic instincts of his addressees and an appeal
to their civic pride.137 While 1p_dosir-practices could avail themselves
of the threat of the public shaming of non-contributors by placing the
names of dead-beats on a public list (above, p. 186), Paul did not have
this option open to him. Instead he imagines a scenario of humiliation
of himself andCorinthiannon-contributors upon theMacedonians’arriv-
al in Corinth. No public inscription would be cut, but in the small face-to-
face world of associations and 1jjkgs_ai all would knowwho had contrib-
uted and who had not.

Third, although the Pauline collection for the “poor” is anomalous in
the context of Greek 1pid|seir in the sense that it was a collection for a
group in a locale far removed from that of the contributors, a similar ide-
ology undergirds both kinds of projects. In a culture in which honor was a
key and critical value,138 euergetism was a powerful tool in the construc-

1 Cor 16 and 2 Cor 8, has suggested that Paul in 2 Cor 8:22 (sumep]lxalem d³ aqto?r
t¹m !dekv¹m Bl_m dm 1dojil\salem 1m pokko?r pokk\jir spouda?om emta) is going
back on this undertaking in 1 Cor 16:3 that the Corinthians will be responsible for
choosing envoys to accompany the collection. She suggests, further, that this change
of heart was the cause of anger and distrust reflected in Paul’s defense of himself that he
was not “peddling the word of God” (2 Cor 2:17) and that he was in fact behaving in a
guiltless way (2 Cor 4:2) (assuming that 2 Cor 2:14–7:4minus 6:14–7:1 follows 2 Cor
8). Such a change of heart would undoubtedly have cause consternation and distrust,
but it is difficult to see how Paul could have blundered into such a counterproductive
suggestion given the general anxiety that all had about the security of communally col-
lected funds.

135 I followH.-D. Betz, 2 Corinthians 8 and 9: ACommentary onTwo Administrative Let-
ters of the Apostle Paul (Hermeneia; Philadelphia, 1985) in thinking that 2 Cor 8 and 9
are separate letters.

136 See Chaniotis, “Public Subscriptions” (see n. 67).
137 R.S. Ascough, “The Completion of a Religious Duty: The Background of Cor 8:1–15,”

NTS 42.4 (1996), 584–599, has shown that Paul’s use of 1pitek]y in 2 Cor 8:1–15 (three
times: 8:6, 11[bis]) is used in connectionwith the completion of a cultic duty. Since the
verb is frequently connected with the completion of hus_ai and lust^qia, it would ap-
pear that Paul is attempting to link the collection with a cultic duty.

138 J.E. Lendon, Empire of Honour: The Art of Government in the RomanWorld (Oxford,
1997); C.A. Barton, Roman Honor: The Fire in the Bones (Berkeley, 2001).
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tion of personal and corporate self-esteem. The providing of benefits to
the polis or to the group was, to be sure, an important way to address
real hardships and challenges that faced the polis and to demonstrate
the loyalty of citizens (and non-citizens) to the polis ; but the quid pro
quo in this exchange was the public recognition of largesse, demonstrated
by lists of donors that could be read out and inscribed in public space. It
was a performance of citizenship. This is true whether the contribution
was large or a mere 5 drachmae. And as I have mentioned above, some
of the 1pid|seir were even structured to level status differences and
focus on the communitarian aspects of the contribution. Participation
in an 1p_dosirdidnot constitute the donor as a patron, but it did constitute
him or her as a true citizen.

Paul’s appeal employs an analogous logic: he begins in 2 Cor 8 by citing
theMacedonians’ insistence on their participation in this collective event,
thus appealing to competitive urges among the Corinthians: if “poor”
Macedonianswere eager to demonstrate their largesse, then better-off Co-
rinthians should do even more. He then swiftly turns to praising the Co-
rinthians for an array of virtues : p_stir, k|cor, cm_sir, spoud^, and
!c\pg, expressing the hope that they will add w\qir to their accomplish-
ments (2 Cor 8:7). This is plainly an appeal to something analogous to the
civic virtues that were celebrated in public decrees and to competitive out-
lay characteristic of polis ideology.139 So too is Paul’smention of his “boast-
ing” about the eagerness (pqohul_a) of the Corinthians in 2 Cor 9:2 an
appeal to civic pride. In these instances, it is to the needs of the polis of
Corinth to which the Corinthians were expected to contribute, but t¹
1je_mym rst]qgla of the Jerusalem group (2 Cor 8:14). In making this
contribution, they would constitute themselves as a group that existed
within a larger political network or fictive translocal polity.

Finally, I have suggested above that the role of the envoys of the gentile
Christ groupswas not only to ensure that the collectionwas delivered to its
intended recipients and not diverted to other uses, but also to ensure that
credit was given to those who had contributed. This would be entirely in
accordwith donative practices in theGreek world: anonymous donations
had not yet become a cultural practice. Whether credit took the form of a
list of the names of individual contributors, comparable to many of the

139 D.Whitehead, “CompetitiveOutlay andCommunity Profit:Vikotil_a InDemocratic
Athens,” Classica et Mediaevelia 34 (1983), 55–74.
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1p_dosir-lists thatwe have, or a list of the 1jjkgs_ai that had contributed is
a matter of speculation; both forms of lists are attested.140

We should not end without commenting on the novel aspects of Paul’s
project. As I have noted above, his collection was for a non-local cause; it
was for the ptywo_ – not the poor generally but for a specific group of
ptywo_ in Judea; and itwas a collection takenup inGreek cities for persons
who in the first century (and evenmuch later) did not enjoy Qsopokite_a in
most Greek cities. It is an exaggeration to call Paul’s project “subversive,”
as somehave claimed. Subversionwas simply beyondPaul’s reach, since he
lacked the political power and influence to bring about significant change.
He lacked the ability to offer an effective challenge to prevailing forms of
power and domination either by lampoon and satire that was sufficiently
effective to destabilize the power of the elite, or by mobilizing a critical
mass of persons to engage in a counter-practice that would offer a real al-
ternative to civic patronage. It is doubtful that Paul’s collection would be
noticed by those outside the narrow circle of Christ followers. If it were, it
is hard to imagine that a Romanprefectwould consider Paul’s collection as
anything other than a quaint and benighted practice by an insignificant
artisan.141 Certainly nothing to worry or threaten the status quo, since it
challenged no one’s power or interests.

140 ILindos 2.252 (115 BCE) is an 1p_dosir-list of persons who had both promised to con-
tribute, and did contribute to a collection to provide crowns for Athena Lindia, Zeus
Polieus and Nike. The list is mainly the names of individuals, sometimes mentioning
wives and sons as associated contributors, but also lists seven joim\, all associated with
a citizen, Timapolis : (225) !qwieqoh}ta ja· Qeq]ym j ja· Qeqohut÷m ja· )hamazst÷[m] j
Tilapoke_ym joim¹m … (250–258) [T]i[l]\pokir ja· T. ilapoke_ym jo[im]¹m [–] j
Til\poki[r] ja· )cahodailo[miast÷m joi]m¹m i$ j Til\pokir ja· )ces[tq]a[te_y]m j
ja· Keujaqe_y[m] jo[im¹m –] j Til\pokir [ja· – – – – – – –] jj ja· )pokky[m]ia[st÷m
jo]i[m¹m –] j [T]il\[pokir] j[a·] )qsi[moe_ym? ja·] j )vqod. [isiast÷m – – – –]e_ym
j[o]im¹m i$ j Til\po[kir ja· S]y[tg]q[i]ast÷m. Similar lists from Rhodes that combine
individual donors and associations (joim\) are found in G. Pugliese Carratelli, “Per la
storia delle associazioni in Rodi antica,” Annuario della scuola archeologica di Atene
17–18 (n.s. 1–2) (1939/40), 147–200, here 149–150no. 4 (Segre andPuglieseCarratelli,
“Tituli Camirenses” [see n. 100], 264no. 159a, andG. PuglieseCarratelli, “Tituli Cami-
renses, Supplementum,” Annuario della scuola archeologica di Atene 30–32 (n.s. 14–
16) [1952–1954], 211–246, here 220–223 no. 157b).

141 Compare Pliny’s report of his interrogation of Christians sixty years later (ep. 10.96):
by that time Christian numbers in Bithynia-Pontus had grown to the level that their
nonparticipation in local temples had economic impact; hence one might claim that
Christ-followers were engaging in a “subversive” practice vis-à-vis local temples and
their priestly apparatus. Yet Pliny seemed to treat Christian nonparticipation in the
imperial cult not as a clear and present danger to the empire, but only as a test to de-
termine who was a Christian. The Christians, in his view, were largely harmless, if be-
nighted: nihil aliud inveni quiam superstitionem pravam et immodicam.
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A better characterization of Paul’s project is “transgressive.”142 His ra-
tionale for the collection transgressed the boundaries of several kinds of
cultural practices current in the Greek world, in particular the promotion
of an 1p_dosir-like collection for an extra-local, non-Greek group. At the
same time, as this essay has shown, the project was deeply committed to
themechanisms and ideology ofGreek 1pid|seir: the broad appeal to gen-
tile groups to maximize participation operated by the same logic as Greek
1pid|seir, and Paul’s collection, at least as he presented it, functioned as a
way for individuals and individual groups to “perform membership” in a
broader identity. This is hardly subversion, since it threatened no one, all
themore so if the results of the collectionwere paltry, as Paul seems to have
feared in his comments about the prospects that the collection would be
“acceptable” in Jerusalem. Only two or three centuries later, when eccle-
siastical powers took control of almsgiving and directed it towards the
urban poor can one begin to imagine a practice that subverted the earlier
practices of civic patronage by the elite. But such was far beyond Paul’s
means to effect or, likely, even to imagine.

Without arguing that Pauline Christ groups borrowed from, or were
“influenced by” the practices of the many small face-to-face associations
that dotted the Mediterranean city-scape, or the practices of cities them-
selves, this paper has shown how a knowledge of those practices can throw
into sharper relief the issues that faced Paul’s collection and how it would
have been viewed by its participants and others.143

John S. Kloppenborg
University of Toronto
Department for the Study of Religion
Jackman Humanities Bldg.
170 St. George Street
Toronto, ON M5R 2M8
Canada
john.kloppenborg@utoronto.ca

142 See especially J.A. Harrill, “Paul and Empire: Studying Roman Identity after the Cul-
tural Turn,” EC 2.3 (2011), 281–311, for a compelling critique of the notion that Paul
was engaged in a “subversion” of Roman imperialism. “Transgressivemeans violating
the cultural norms or rules, whereas subversive means actually changing the cultural
norms and rules” (292, emphasis original).

143 I would like to thank R. Ascough, G. Bazzana, P. Harland, J.A. Harrill, and A. Zuider-
hoek for suggestions and critiques of this paper.
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Ronald Charles

Paul and Plutarch on Religion1

Dieser Artikel ist eine religionsgeschichtliche Vergleichsübung. Die Haltung des Pau-
lus im Römerbrief wird mit Plutarchs vermittelnder Position im Blick auf Religion in
dessen Traktat De superstitione verglichen. Zunächst werden die unterschiedlichen
Leseeindrücke analysiert, die sich bei der Lektüre der beiden Texte einstellen, um
auf dieser Grundlage die Tonlage zu bestimmen,mit der die beiden Autoren ihre ge-
genläufigen Konzepte entwickeln und sich auf Gegenbilder beziehenbzw. bestimm-
te Zitattechniken anwenden, mit denen sie ihre Ansichten zur Praxis der wahren Re-
ligion stützen.Dabeiwerden schließlich einigeAussagendes Paulus zurGottesfurcht
im Römerbrief im Licht von Plutarchs Analyse der religiös irregeleiteten Person hin-
terfragt.

Keywords: Paul, Romans, Plutarch, superstition, religion, comparison, voice

1 Introduction

The practice of comparing the apostle Paul to other ancient figures has
been undertaken for years.2 This kind of comparative practice has usually
been done to show how Paul is similar to the other individuals being an-
alyzed, or how his philosophy or religious thoughts are similar to those of
others. There is a lot to learn from this way of understanding the biblical
writer, not as a particular or unique figure in the religious interpretation of
ancient writings, but as one similar to others in his rhetorical practices,

1 Iwould like to thankFrederickE. Brenk,TimothyE.Duff, andRainerHirsch-Luipold for
their valuable comments and helpful suggestions on earlier drafts of this paper.

2 For example, he has been compared to the Stoic philosophers, to Philo, and to other rab-
binic teachers. In fact, when one understands the ways in which the rabbinic teachers of
Paul’s time used the Hebrew Scriptures to understand a contemporary problem, then it
becomes easier to approach Paul. Looking at Paul through the lenses of the Stoic philo-
sophers, or seeing him as a first-century mystic, opens up layers of understanding that
could otherwise escape more than one reader. See, among countless others, T. Engberg-
Pedersen,Paul and the Stoics (Westminster, 2000);W.D.Davies,Paul andRabbinic Juda-
ism: SomeRabbinic Elements in PaulineTheology (London, 1962); E.P. Sanders,Paul and
Palestinian Judaism: A Comparison of Patterns of Religion (Minneapolis, 1977); R.N.
Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1999).
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and in his philosophy; in sum as one human being trying tomake sense of
his religious experience and theology.What has been less explored, in this
respect, is the appropriation and meanings of the category “religion” in
Paul when compared to other Greek and Roman figures.

The scope of this paper is to compare and contrast Paul (as we can un-
derstand him from his letter to the Romans) and Plutarch (in his treatyDe
superstitione, Peq· deisidailom¸ar) to determine, not if the works being
surveyed occupy any specific literary genre, but if there is a relationship
between the voices that speak in each text.3 This paper will attempt to
look at (1) what the texts assert, and (2) how each text goes about making
these assertions. The comparative task at hand is to find out how these dif-
ferent authors express their views on the fear of God and the practice of
true religion. This exercise is ultimately a comparative discourse that is not
concerned directly with Paul and Plutarch. The goal here is to engage in a
scholarly practice that allows relationships between the works to come to
light through a process of simultaneous analysis.

As we embark on a comparative exercise involving Paul, one cannot
ignore the extensive research presuming the apostle’s dependence on
the canons of Greco-Roman rhetoric. Though there is certainly value in
this kind of inquiry,4 and it is likely that Paul had some acquaintance
with rhetorical methods,5 I want to distance myself from such endeavors
simply because there has been a lot written on it already.6 My emphasis is
on the voice of the text; that is, on the specific ways in which each author
articulates his understandings of the fear of God. This way of engaging the
text opens up more possibilities than just looking at the genre of the text.7

3 Deisideilom_a does not, literally, mean superstition, but a damaging and theologically
wrong fear of the divine.

4 I completely agree with George A. Kennedy that “there is need for some knowledge of
classical rhetoric in reading the New Testament.” See G.A. Kennedy,New Testament In-
terpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1984), 57–60.

5 Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation (see n. 4), 9–10.
6 Avery good reference to contemporary issues in rhetorical interpretation isM.D. Nanos
(ed.), The Galatians Debate: Contemporary Issues in Rhetorical and Historical Interpre-
tation (Peabody, Mass., 2002). The definitive challenge to scholarly opinion that Gala-
tians is cast in themold of the rhetorical handbooks is provided by P. Kern, Rhetoric and
Galatians: Assessing an Approach to Paul’s Epistle (SNTSMS 101; Cambridge, 1998).

7 Let me illustrate briefly by taking the rigid taxonomic approach as an example. In this
approach some of the questions asked are: what the text is and how one should read
it. In this taxonomic approach we can look at the works of some formalists imposing
a certain form or structure to a particular piece as, say, considering Romans as a diatribe
in the work of S. Changwon, Reading Romans as a Diatribe (StBibLit 59; New York,
2004). Though this approach has some value in helping one to analyze the genre of a
text – I am thinking here of the structural analysis à la Vladimir Propp and other struc-
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This openness can enchant, puzzle, and even annoyus. Looking at the tone
of voice of a text, instead of its genre, seems to bemore interesting.8Again,
the goal is not to ask whether the texts under consideration are in con-
formity to a specific literary genre, but why it is that the act of reading
one author seems, at least to amodern reader, to be stranger andmore dif-
ficult than reading the other, or why it is that the experience of reading one
is boring, irritating and the other pleasurable. The hope is that the texts
may surprise us as readers as we journey in putting them one alongside
the other in dialogue in an exercise of intellectual imagination, so that
one can discover, in humility, the fresh and surprising perspectives they
may reveal on thepractice of this fascinating cultural categorywemoderns
call, problematically, “religion.”

2 Reading Paul and Plutarch

First of all, it is harder to translate Plutarch than it is to translate Paul. Plut-
arch – born from a wealthy Greek family near Delphi (in Chaeroneia) in
the 40s – exercised his literary abilities in the context of a position of priv-
ilege and power. He died probably around 120 CE and has left to posterity
an impressive body of work in biography and philosophy. Although his
adult life was spent as a priest of the Delphic temple, as a philosopher,
and as a magistrate, Plutarch seems to have had time to spare. He is not
pressured by any burgeoning community in dire need of instructions
in order to grow in their religious understanding.Hehas a certainmaterial
ease which gives him comfort to hone his craft, and to present his case in a
polished and leisurely way.9 Plutarch is overall very elegant in his style of
writing. His use of vocabulary is well assorted and rich. His examples are
taken from different spheres of human activities, such as: war, slavery,

turalists – it does not help in the ability to assess voice(s) in a given corpus. Also one rea-
son I am not prone to focus on the issue of genre in my analysis is that Plutarch is less
engaged with questions related to genre in this particular text than in his later religious
writings. Consider, for example, his Pythian dialogues.

8 See U. Eco, The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts (Bloomington,
Ind., 1979). In this watershed exposition, Eco approaches his subject from the angle of
the reader and tries to articulate the transaction between reader and text. One important
concept developed by Eco, which is related to the kind of analysis I am doing here, is that
of the open text. For more on this see P. Bondanella, Umberto Eco and the Open Text:
Semiotics, Fiction, Popular Culture (Cambridge, 1997).

9 See, among others, D.A. Russell, Plutarch (New York, 1973); the translation used for the
purpose of this paper is the one done by F.C. Babbitt (LCL 222).
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dreams, friendship, family, and medicine. Plutarch’s syntax, at least in De
superstitione, is not too difficult. Paul’s syntax in Romans, on the other
hand, is very difficult to follow and his arguments dense, or confusing
to some degree. Discursively, Plutarch is more sophisticated than Paul.
Each author has a particular rhetorical art; they share a repertoire of dis-
cursive habits, but they do not deploy them to the same effect. They ask
rhetorical questions with the expectation of a negative response; they
both use the interrogative form to involve the audience in their reflection
(T_ owm 1qoOlem), and they both use pathos (in different ways and to dif-
ferent degrees) to persuade their audience.

Plutarch’s concern inDe superstitione is mainly of his fellow citizens to
whom he feels that he can share the dangers of atheism and superstition.10

He takes leisure to write as a very skilled rhetorician and his writings have
the potential to appeal to amore contemporary,Western type of audience.
We can read Plutarch without having a sense of urgency to do any intro-
spection because he seems to be a very logical fellow with whomwe could
have an easy discussion over tea.However, that is not quite true all the time
because Plutarch, too, at times, seems to argue with some commitment
and passion, as though something more than poetical pleasure was at
stake. Plutarch portrays a vivid image of the atheist and, even more so,
of the superstitious person, who attributes all circumstances of life to
God. The images Plutarch offers of these character types seem intent on
dissuading some unwelcome ways of being and living. Plutarch not
only uses the power of emotion for dissuasion, he also makes great use
of the power of reason to articulate his views on the atheist and on the su-
perstitious. In sum, Plutarch’s rhetorical style and strategies are those of a
meticulous artist at work.

Paul, in Romans, seems to be very similar to Plutarch in De superstiti-
one, although the language is rather different. Paul begins his epistle to the
Romans by giving clues about how he is going to develop his thoughts
throughout. Plutarch is very similar to Paul in the way his treatise is struc-
tured. He devotes all the power of rhetorical means at his disposal tomake

10 De superstitionehas always been very problematic, because neither the style nor the con-
tent fits in well with Plutarch’s major and later writings. For this reason scholars have
attributed it to the early Plutarch, possibly even as a rhetorical exercisewritten in school.
M. Smith, “De Superstitione (Moralia 164E–171F),” in Plutarch’s Theological Writings
and Early Christian Literature (ed. H.-D. Betz; Leiden, 1975), 1–36, raised many ques-
tions regarding its authenticity, though he did not definitely say that he thought it was
not authentic. His doubt was based on comparison with the rest of Plutarch’s work. The
piece looks like an apodeictic showpiece such as done by a Greek Sophist on the theme
“Why superstition is worse than atheism.”
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his arguments more persuasive. He appeals to ethos, to logos, and to pa-
thos from start to finish. The document relies on the reputation of the au-
thor as a priest and as a moderate man in the Greek polis to admonish the
citizens to choose a middle way in the practice of religion.

Paul is more difficult to pin down. His position in time and space, his
sense of vocation as one called byGod for a specific purpose, his passion as
a pastor and as a missionary wrestling with the theological and ethical
questions the different Christ-communities he is in contact with were fac-
ing, all make him a fascinating figure in the history of religious interpre-
tation.11 He was born Jewish, growing up to become a very zealous Jew
with the expectation that God was going to redeem the people of Israel
from its enemies, and sort things out. He had no children, as far as we
know, and he was a persecutor of the burgeoning communities of
Christ-followers. From his call and conversion he had an itinerant life
full of hardships and challenges. In the course of founding different
Christ-assemblies and trying to communicate to them what he thought
was the message of the resurrected Jesus, he wrote several letters that
have been passed on to different 1jjkgs_ai, and to the world, over history.
Paul seems to have written (or dictated a rough draft) of the letter to the
Romans while in Corinth in the winter of 56–57.12He died as a martyr for
his faith in Jesus whom he saw as the awaited Jewish Messiah, approxi-
mately at the time of the Neronian persecution in 64.13

Paul had a life full of movements before and after his call/conversion.
From his undisputed letters one can observe how he presents himself as a
very passionate person. He is assertive, outspoken – sometimes going
overboard – driven to lead, and prone to be over-zealous, or so it may ap-
pear to some readers, for a cause that he might believe in. His passion for
Christ would, or might, earn him the label of fundamentalist in modern

11 There is somemissionary spirit in Plutarch as well when, especially in his later years, he
writes as a priest of Apollo at Delphi. See R. Feldmeier, “Philosoph und Priester : Plu-
tarch als Theologe,” in Mousopolos Stephanos: Festschrift für Herwig Görgemanns (ed.
M.M. Baumbach, H. Köhler, and A.M. Ritter; Heidelberg, 1998), 412–425.

12 It is possible that after writing his draft, a skilled, educated writer of Greek put Paul’s
letters into their final polished and highly sophisticated form. See R. Jewett, Romans
(Hermeneia; Minneapolis, 2007), 21–22; E.R. Richards, The Secretary in the Letters
of Paul (WUNT 2/42; Tübingen, 1991), 15–26.

13 See, for different biographical issues on Paul, S. Kim,TheOrigin of Paul’s Gospel (Grand
Rapids, Mich., 1982); J. Knox, Chapters in a Life of Paul (2nd ed.; Macon, Ga., 1987);
A.F. Segal, Paul the Convert (NewHaven, 1990); B.R. Gaventa, FromDarkness to Light:
Aspects of Conversion in the New Testament (Philadelphia, 1986); D. Boyarin,ARadical
Jew: Paul and the Politics of Identity (Berkeley, 1994); J. Murphy-O’Connor, Paul: A
Critical Life (Oxford, 1996).
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parlance. In sum, he was a compelling and complex personality. He was
motivated by a single vision: to preachChrist crucified, and him alone.He
operates from a post-Easter perspective and he feels that his vocation is to
gather the gentiles to share in the eschatological harvest with the believing
remnant of the people of Israel. He does seem to think that he is living at
the beginning of something grandiose, and, at the same time, that there is
not much time to spare. He is giving his all to his mission and there is no
time towaste, to flounder in stylistic details thatmight please rhetoricians.

All in all, the information provided above seems to indicate that the
socio-political contexts of both thinkers and their life experiences had
an influence in shaping how they perceived their role, the world, God,
and how one should approach the divine. Let us move on in considering
how one can experience the art of reading Paul in Romans and Plutarch
(De superstitione) in order to journey through the world of the texts, ex-
periencing them anew.

3 On Setting the Tone of Voice in Both Works

The introduction to Romans tells us a great deal about its whole purpose
and Paul’s unique voice in Romans. Paul sees himself as one called/chosen
as an apostle (jkgt¹r !p|stokor) and set apart (!vyqisl]mor) for a par-
ticular task, that is to preach the gospel of God (eQr eqacc]kiom heoO, Rom
1:1). According to him, he is called to proclaim the good news to those
outside of the covenant, those with no claim to grace in the eyes of Juda-
ism.Godhas granted him the eschatologicalmission to proclaim salvation
inChrist (1:5).Whatmatters to him is “Christic-faith,” and it is his under-
standing of the savior figure Jesus that drives his hermeneutics. Paul seems
to be totally subsumed byChrist.14At times, the readermight have the im-
pression that Paul is experiencing something that is not quite easy for him
to explain, as if his religious experiencewas directing, challenging, and in-
terrupting his religious language. His arguments are lengthy, and, on dif-
ferent occasions, the language is terse and cumbersome.

Plutarch, on the other hand, does not see himself as one who has a par-
ticular grandiose or eschatological mission in his introduction to De su-
perstitione.His purpose is quite simple: exposing the danger of both athe-
ism and superstition by propagating myths instilling fear of the gods,

14 See G.D. Fee, Pauline Christology: An Exegetical-Theological Study (Peabody, Mass.,
2007).
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choosing a middle ground in the exercise of true religion. Plutarch ap-
proaches his topic with a lot of candor and precision. Based on the preci-
sion seen in his work, it seems that Plutarch’s style would be considered
very calculated, to some, when compared to Paul. Plutarch has a Platonic
view of god, and he wants to demonstrate respect for the religious ances-
tral traditions wherever hemight be.15There is in Plutarch – at least in the
text under consideration – an abstract notion of divinity,16 whereas, for
Paul, it is a personal and universal deity, a creator and sovereign Lord
over the whole world; one who has made himself known in Jesus,
whom Paul proclaims as the Christ.

The differences are not the only thing to notice when doing a compar-
ison. Sometimes it is helpful to see how the texts are similar.17 In the case of
the two authors under ourmicroscope,we see that they are both interested
in the subject ofGod – or the divine – and howone should position oneself
in the practice of true religion. They share a wealth of similar ideas about
God and the universe. Similarities in language, subject and style allow for
opposing content to stand out, while the use of similar discursive tech-
niques make the comparative exercise much more intriguing and telling.

For the apostle to the gentiles, the nature of idolatry serves to confuse
the Creator with created things. The motif of the universal unrighteous-
ness of human beings in the sight ofGod is evident throughout Romans. It
is not so for Plutarch. For theGreek philosopher, the problem does not lay
with idolatry as such, but with superstition. It is the superstitious person
who practices idolatry by making objects such as wood or stones the very
focal points of their devotion (Superst. 167D–F). Paul, in the eyes of Plut-
arch, would be in the category of a superstitious person, who puts too
much emphasis on the fear of the divine to humiliate and to crush his fel-
low human beings.18

15 Formore on the religious themes inPlutarch’sworks see F.E. Brenk,Relighting the Souls:
Studies in Plutarch, in Greek Literature, Religion, and Philosophy, and in the New Testa-
ment (Stuttgart, 1998), and id. , With Unperfumed Voice: Studies in Plutarch, in Greek
Literature, Religion and Philosophy, and in the New Testament Background (Stuttgart,
2007).

16 Plutarch discusses the worship of idols extensively later in De Iside et Osiride.
17 Jonathan Z. Smith reminds us that similarity and difference are not “given.” They are

mental exercises on the part of the researcher to find out what the similarities and the
differences are. For Smith, “it is the scholar whomakes their cohabitation – their ‘same-
ness’ – possible, not ‘natural’ affinities or processes of history.” And this is what renders
the comparative task challenging and interesting. See J.Z. Smith, Drudgery Divine: On
the Comparison of Early Christianities and the Religions of Late Antiquity (Chicago,
1990), 51.

18 I will develop this a bit more later in this paper.
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Plutarch is trying to avoid two dangerous poles: atheism and supersti-
tion. He condemns atheism, which he considers a “sorry judgement that
there is nothing blessed” (B l³m !he|tgr jq_sir owsa va}kg toO lgd³m
eWmai laj\qiom, Superst. 165B), alongside superstition for its colossal dam-
age. For Plutarch, “atheism is falsified reason, and superstition is an emo-
tion engendered from false reason” (fhem B l³m !he|tgr k|cor 1st· die-
xeusl]mor, B d³ deisidailom_a p\hor 1j k|cou xeudoOr 1ccecemgl]mom,
Superst. 165C). Paul’s language inRom2 seems to be exactlywhat Plutarch
is condemning, written with a seemingly superstitious voice. For Paul, “to
those who act from selfish ambition and who disobey the truth, but who
obey unrighteousness, wrath and anger, therewill be affliction anddistress
for every human being who does evil, of the Jew first and the Greek” (to?r
d³ 1n 1qihe_ar ja· !peihoOsi t0 !kghe_ô peihol]moir d³ t0 !dij_ô aqcµ ja·
hul|r, hk?xir ja· stemowyq_a, 1p· p÷sam xuwµm !mhq~pou toO jateqca-
fol]mou t¹ jaj|m, Youda_ou te pq_tom ja· þkkgmor, Rom 2:8–9). The se-
mantic range of thewords used byPaul here is one of fear. To this, Plutarch
would be staunchly opposed. While Paul is referring to the fear of God,
implying that all (Jews and gentiles) are in need of God’s new creation
in Christ, Plutarch does not see any need for such a discursive device.
In fact, for Plutarch, the very recourse to such language could be fatal
toPaul’s owngoal since “Of all kinds of fear themost impotent andhelpless
is superstitious fear” (V|bom d³ p\mtym !pqajt|tator ja· !poq~tator b
t/r deisidailom_ar, Superst. 165D).

When one looks at Paul’s language in light of Plutarch’s critique of the
superstitious person, onemight be tempted to deduce that Paul’s language
is effectively one of threats to instill fear in his readers, and eventually gain
them to his cause. A look at what constitutes the thrust of the third chapter
of Romans could give this impression.

There, Paul’s polemic is clear : the Jews are no better off than the gen-
tiles. Here, Paul’s gospel seems to contradict the Hebrew Scriptures be-
cause the gentiles, who had no regard for the law, would be admitted
into God’s new covenant without circumcision, or a commitment to
Torah.19 Paul saw the incorporation of the gentiles as the logical extension

19 This was debated within Judaism, especially in the Herodian period. See B.J.L. Peer-
bolte, “Jewish Monotheism and Christian Origins,” in Empsychoi Logoi: Religious In-
novations in Antiquity; Studies in Honour of Pieter Willem van der Horst (ed. A. Hout-
man, A. de Jong, and M. Misset-van de Weg; Leiden, 2008), 227–246; W. Horbury,
“Jewish andChristianMonotheism in theHerodianAge,” in Early Jewish andChristian
Monotheism (ed. L.T. Stuckenbruck and W.E.S. North; JSNTSup 263; London, 2004),
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of his commitment to Christ, whom Paul came to see as the one bringing
the redemption of Israel.20 For the apostle to the 5hmg, the crucified/vin-
dicatedMessiah is the dividing line between the accepted and the excluded
ones inGod’s newhumanity, and his visions of eschatological punishment
are forced on the readers so that they are compelled to make a choice for
Christ.

What would be Plutarch’s response to Paul’s understanding? He would
probably show the correlation that exists between an excessive fear of the
divine to a life of paranoia in fearing everything, and not being able to
enjoy the pleasurable and the simplest things in life, such as a good
laugh, or a good night of sleep: “Dear soothing balm of sleep to help
my ill, How sweet thy coming in mine hour of need” (Superst. 165E).
In Plutarch’s words: toOt’ oq d_dysim eQpe?m B deisidalom_a· l|mg c±q
oq sp]mdetai pq¹r t¹m vpmom oqd³ t0 xuw0 pote coOm d_dysim !mapmeO-
sai ja· !mahaqq/sai t±r pijq±r ja· baqe_ar peq· toO heoO d|nar !pysa-
l]m, (“Superstition does not give one a right to say this ; for superstition
alone makes no truce with sleep, and never gives the soul a chance to re-
cover its breath and courage by putting aside its bitter and despondent no-
tions regardingGod,” ibid.). The sleep of the superstitious “calls up fearful
images, and horrible apparitions and diverse forms of punishment” (Su-
perst. 165F). In other words, it is possible that for Plutarch there is exag-
geration in what Paul is telling the Romans,21 and they would be better off
by not taking Paul too seriously in the way he is pushing them to have an
excessive fear of the divine. By saying that, Plutarch would not mean to
discard the divine altogether. In fact, in his attempt to give a moderate
voice to the sphere of religious discourse, Plutarch still finds a place for
a certain respectful disposition towards the divine. He requires that one
should “pray to the gods with the mouth straight and aright” (pqosjum^-
seir dija_\ t` st|lati, Superst. 166B), and he considers that “themajesty
of God is associated with goodness, magnanimity, kindliness, and solici-
tude” (tµm toO heoO selm|tgta let± wqgst|tgtor ja· lecakovqos}mgr

1–16, and id., Herodian Judaism and New Testament Study (WUNT 193; Tübingen,
2006), 2–33.

20 SeeT.L. Donaldson,Paul andTheGentiles: Remapping theApostle’s ConvictionalWorld
(Minneapolis, 1997).

21 A very good reference on the relationship between superstition and godly fear in the
contexts of the New Testament and the Greco-Roman milieu is the book by P. Gray,
Godly Fear: The Epistle to the Hebrews and Greco-Roman Critiques of Superstition (At-
lanta, 2003), and another very good reference,which is highly relevant to the topic treat-
ed here, is Dale Martin’s book Inventing Superstition from the Hippocratics to the Chris-
tians (Cambridge, Mass. , 2004).
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ja· eqleme_ar ja· jgdelom_ar, Superst. 167E). Thus, it is not that Plutarch
does not have an elevated view of God, but that he does not believe that his
devotion to the divine should prevent him from enjoying life through
being caught up in absurd and outlandish worries. Thus, “religion”
needs to be under control for Plutarch.

By placing Paul in front of a moderate religious thinker such as Plut-
arch, it becomes possible to consider Paul as onewho is truly exaggerating
his religious claims; one who corresponds somewhat to Plutarch’s super-
stitious person. Paul seems to be constantly controlled by his religiousmo-
tives. He cannot make any judgment without referring to his theological
agenda and vision. Paul’s reference to the divine’s wrath on man’s unrigh-
teousness (Rom 1:18–3:20), his insistence on faith in Jesus as the sole so-
lution to humanity’s problem regarding the divine, and his language of sin
and death – even when one is not aware of having offended the divine –
would seem to confirm Plutarch’s critique (again, in the sense of consid-
ering the type of intellectual imagination undertaken here) of Paul as a su-
perstitious man. Paul is seen as preoccupied, not by changing the social
status quo and contributing to alleviate the plight of the person inhabiting
the social landscape, but as one caught up in his religious wonderings; his
articulation of a discourse of fear, of divine’s wrath, and of inherited sin.

For Paul to state that sin is inherited fromAdam (Rom 5:12–17) would
mean to Plutarch that the religious practitioner does not have to assume
any responsibility; that understanding would illustrate perfectly how re-
ligious superstitions can lead topassivity. Theproposition byPaul, that the
sins of the Christ-followers are transposed to Jesus, would seem to assume
that they do not have to take any responsibility for their own actions. Plut-
arch’s critique of Paul would probably be that his language is so imbued
with religious connotations that it becomes strange and hermetic. Paul,
in this sense, would be the superstitious man par excellence who sees sal-
vation in throwing himself at themercy of the divine, and forwhommercy
for his readers is found only in their acceptance of his message. Thus,
Paul’s message would be the sole avenue for salvation, for he did not
leave room for anything else.

Now as far as Paul’s critique regarding the Greek philosopher is con-
cerned, Plutarch is clearly doomed, and in need of grace and repentance.
Plutarch, to Paul, would be the superstitiousman that Plutarch himself re-
ferred to. Since Plutarch finds grounds for his religious beliefs in the tra-
ditional “religion” (p²tqior p¸stir) he grew up with, which might include
the Dionysiac mysteries and which were widely accepted in his time, Paul
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would refer him to a greater mystery, that of Christ.22 Paul might respond
to Plutarch that devotion is not the same as superstition, and if God is per-
sonal and knowable, as Plutarch seems in places to believe, then Plutarch’s
idea of duty to the gods borders on atheism. Paul would admit that the
Greek philosopher has some vague, unarticulated knowledge, awareness,
and experience of God (Rom 1:18–23), but that Plutarch cannot see God
properly, nor knowhimadequately. For Paul, the gods of Plutarch are false
gods. Plutarch is one who is not worshipping the true creator. Paul would
not be ashamed to preach this gospel of Christ to the gentile philosopher,
since for him it is the power of God to provide salvation for everyone who
believes (d}malir c±q heoO eQr sytgq_am pamt· t` piste}omti, Rom 1:16),
that is of primary importance.

Paul’s stance, in regards to other religions, was rooted in his Jewish tra-
dition as seeing the god of Israel as the unique creator God. Paul could not
find any room in his thinking to legitimize any of the polytheism that was
so rampant in other religions, not even in the name of tolerance or accep-
tation. For Paul, the Shema (Deut 6:4) sets forth who God is in contradis-
tinction to all other gods. Paul’s God in this sense is unique and demands
total love and obedience from his people. He is the covenant God who
speaks, acts, and asks for complete obedience on the part of his people re-
deemed in Christ. It is through the election/choosing of a people for Him-
self that God’s truth can be transmitted to other peoples. In Rom 8:15 Paul
assures his readers that they have not received a spirit of slavery to fall back
into fear because fear is incompatible to the new life in the Spirit.23

As we are concluding this section we can ask the following question to
help in placing Paul and Plutarchmore explicitly in dialogue with one an-
other :What would be required of Paul to persuade Plutarch to change his
taxonomy of good religion? It is certainly not a discourse of overconfi-
dence, but one of open dialogue, humility, and a profound desire to listen
to and understandwhat the Greek philosopher is actually saying about his

22 In fact, both Plutarch andPaulmake a claim to knowledgewhich can be gained from the
religious tradition. See R. Hirsch-Luipold, “Religion and Myth,” in A Companion to
Plutarch (ed. M. Beck; Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World 98; Chichester,
2014), 163–176; id., “The Most Ennobling Gift of the Gods”: Religious Traditions as
theBasis for Philosophical Interpretation inPlutarch,” inPlutarch’sWritings: Transmis-
sion, Translation, Reception, Commentary (ed.G. Pace and P. VolpeCacciatore; Naples,
2013), 203–217; id., “Die religiös-philosophische Literatur der frühen Kaiserzeit und
das Neue Testament,” in Religiöse Philosophie und philosophische Religion der frühen
Kaiserzeit (STAC 51, Tübingen 2009), 117–146.

23 See H.-J. Klauck, “Religion without Fear : Plutarch on Superstition and Early Christian
Literature,” SK 18 (1997), 111–126.
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own faith. Thatwould enable Paul to find away to share and communicate
what he considers to be the truth of the Gospel for the salvation of anyone
who believes to hisGreek counterpart, and fellowhumanbeing. This leads
us to consider how both Plutarch and Paul envisage the practice of true
religion.

4 The Practice of True Religion

Plutarch does not use soft criticism on the superstitious person. For him,
there is no limit to the troubles perceived by the superstitious person. Not
even death is a limit to superstition. The superstitious one attaches “to
death the apprehension of undying ills, and when it ceases from troubles,
it thinks to enter upon troubles which never cease” (Superst. 166F–167A).
It is interesting that Plutarch’s superstitious individual carries his/her fear
with him/her even beyond death. The afterlife is marred with more judg-
ments and fears that loom over the shoulder of the superstitious, and that
informs us about how the superstitious person lives life in a constant state
of fear.24One thing that the superstitious persondoes not have is peace and
joy, for he/she is never sure of the caprice of the divine.

As we have seen before, Plutarch is also very critical against atheism.
For him, “its ignorance is distressing (B l³m %cmoia wakep^), and to see
amiss or not to see at all inmatters of such importance is a greatmisfortune
for the soul ; for it is as if the soul had suffered the extinctionof the brightest
and most dominant of its many eyes, the conception of God (ja· t¹ paq-
oq÷m ja· tuvk~tteim peq· tgkijaOta sulvoq± lec\kg xuw/r, ¦speq
all\tym pokk_m t¹ vam|tatom ja· juqi~tatom !pesbesl]mgr tµm toO
heoO m|gsim)” (Superst. 167B). Paul does not deal with atheism. For
him, “What can be known about God is plain (t¹ cmyst¹m toO heoOvame-
q|m 1stim). […] Ever since the creation of the world his eternal power and
divine nature, invisible though they are, have been understood and seen
through the things he has made. So they are without excuse” (Rom 1:19–
21). The question Paul raises in the context of Rom 1 is that of rebelling
against the authority ofGod andnot acknowledginghimas creator in spite
of the fact that what can be known about him ismade plain. Paul and Plut-
arch approach the relationship one has withGod differently. As alluded to

24 Plutarch does discuss the afterlife, and even uses the fear connected to a judgement after
death in De sera numinis vindicta.
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before, the problem between the two lies elsewhere, namely in how they
define God and the practice of true religion.

InRom5–8, Paul speaks of howGod has solved theAdamproblem and
therefore the problem of the world. He demonstrates how Jesus’s faithful
act of obedience, by taking the form of a servant and by dying on the cross,
solved Adam’s and the world’s problem. The result is a new creation
through the covenant renewed in Jesus. Plutarch alsomaintains his search
for balance in the religious life throughout chapters 5 to 8 of his work (Su-
perst. 167B–169C). Unlike Paul, however, he is not dealing with categor-
ical representatives such as Adam and Jesus. Plutarch is interested in one’s
social and existential reality in the present. His work does not address the
world’s problem, but the trap of ordinary people as they try to relate to the
divine. Plutarch does not see or propose a savior figure to mankind. For
him, thewayof freedom isnot by being arrogant in pretending that there is
no God as the atheists advocate. Nor is it in being so infatuated with the
divine that everything that happens in reality ultimately refers back to the
divine, as Paul would seem to argue. What Plutarch is aiming for is a re-
sponsible life here and now, while acknowledging the reality of a life be-
yond the observable and the palpable. The following excerpt from Plut-
arch is worth quoting at length:

The atheist, when he is ill, takes into account and calls to mind the times when he has
eaten toomuch or drunk too much wine, also irregularities in his daily life, or instances
of over-fatigue or unaccustomed changes of air or locality; and again when he has given
offence in administering office, and has encountered disrepute with the masses or cal-
umnywith a ruler, he looks to find the reason in himself and his own surroundings. […]
But in the estimation of the superstitious man, every indisposition of his body, loss of
property, deaths of children, or mishaps and failures in public life are classed as “afflic-
tions of God” or “attacks of an evil spirit.” For this reason he has no heart to relieve the
situation or undo its effects, or to find some remedy for it or to take a strong stand against
it, lest he seem to fight against God and to rebel at his punishment. (Superst. 168B–C).

Thus, the view that emerges fromanunderstanding of Plutarch is that he is
a very calculated thinker who is not somuch interested in cosmological or
categorical arguments when approaching the subject of religion.25

In summary, the practice of true religion for Paul finds its expression in
living a life according toChrist,whohas been crucified and raised from the
dead. The picture one has of Paul from the epistle to the Romans is that he
can no longer live for the old creation, for the sake of the Torah, but for the
sake of the one who called him to preach the good news of Christ to the

25 This comment applies particularly to the texts under consideration but does not nec-
essarily apply to other texts.
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5hmg. For Plutarch inDe superstitione, the practice of true religion is in the
interstice between atheism and superstition. Life lived at this delicate bal-
ance is enjoyable and pleasing to the divine.

5 The Citation Techniques

At this point in this comparative exercise it is important to have a brief
look at how Paul and Plutarch use the techniques of citation in order to
have a better understanding of the voices that we are analyzing.26 The an-
ticipated result would be that the reader is journeying through theworldof
the texts and is experiencing them afresh. By comparing how Paul and
Plutarch made use of quoted materials, I will attempt to show a pattern
of ancient ways of writing that could elucidate the materials at hand.
First of all, before plunging into the question of quoted materials in Ro-
mans,we need to remember that there are echoes, or allusions, that are not
directly quotedmaterials.27Thatmeans there is not a clean-cut way to give
a definition to the ancient way of making citations. Secondly, the scope of
this study limits any pretension to any exhaustive study. What is feasible
here is to look at one or two clearly identifiable quoted references in Ro-
mans, and look at how Plutarch manages the usage of citation in De su-
perstitione.

Paul uses theHebrewScriptures extensively throughout the letter to the
Romans and the ways he uses it can be difficult to assess if one is not aware
of his hermeneutical premises.28 In Rom 3:9–12, for example, Paul cites
either Eccl 7:20 or rephrases Ps 14:3 and inserts the word d_jaior in
Rom 3:10 to introduce, at the outset, a distinctive element in his gospel.
In Eccl 7:20 one reads, “There is not a righteous person on the earth,
who will do good and will not sin.” Psalm 14:3 (13:1 LXX) states

26 Oncitation techniques used by Paul in light of Greco-Romanpractices see, particularly,
C.D. Stanley, “Paul and Homer: Greco-Roman Citation; Practice in the First-Century
CE,”NovT 32 (1990), 48–56, and id., Paul and the Language of Scripture: CitationTech-
nique in the Pauline Epistles and Contemporary Literature (SNTSMS 74; Cambridge,
1992). This is an area of research where further and thorough study is needed.

27 R.B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New Haven, 1989).
28 Regarding the use of Septuagint quotes, see amongothers S.Moyise, “Does PaulRespect

the Context of His Quotations? Hosea as Test Case,” in “What does the scripture say?”
Studies in the Function of Scripture in Early Judaism and Christianity, vol. 2: The Letters
and Liturgical Traditions (ed. C.A. Evans, and H.D. Zacharias; LNTS 470; London,
1012), 39–50; W. Kraus, “The Role of the Septuagint in the New Testament: Amos
9:11–12 as a Test Case,” in “Translation Is Required”: The Septuagint in Retrospect
and Prospect (ed. R.J.V. Hiebert; Leiden, 2011), 171–189.
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“There is no onewho does good; there is not even one.” The “all” (p\mtar)
of Rom3:9 is in parallel with the “not one” (oqd³ eXr) of 3:10. Verses 11–12
develop the first line with a series of five generally synonymous echoes or
allusions to the theme “there is no one righteous.” The pattern in verses
10–12 is: “there is none righteous, none that understands, and all have
turned away.” What Paul has done here is to take the potential meaning
of the text in its original context and apply it to suit his own contextual
significance.29 Paul’s use of his ancestral scriptures needs to be understood
from his post-Easter perspective.30 Otherwise, his hermeneutics is irra-
tional and fanciful at best.

The second example of howPaul uses quotedmaterials is how he uses a
word (p~qysir), which is usually read as referring to hardened non-Isra-
elites, and how he applies it to Jews. The text in question is Hos 2:1 as it is
applied in Rom 9:25–26: “I will call my people the one who was not my
people and the one who has not been loved, and it will be in the place
where it was said to them, you are not my people, they shall be called
sons of the living God.” Paul, in light of the revelation of the mystery of
God he believed to have received, equates non-believing Israel (belief in
Jesus, understood) with the enemy of God and his people. Therefore he
reduces non-believing Israel to the level of paganism, in a way analogous
to Plutarch. For Paul, there is a striking role reversal that has taken place
with the advent of Christ. He goes to the authoritative writings of his Jew-
ish background to make his point, and he did so, not because he thought
there was a fuller meaning in the Old Testament texts,31 but because it was
what people did then when trying to convince their audience of a partic-
ular line of reasoning.

In the case of the Greek rhetorician32 in De Superstitione, he, like Paul,
adjusts his text in a variety of ways and for a variety of reasons.33 Plutarch’s

29 For a good development of the inevitability of multiple interpretations of the biblical
text see particularly B.K. Blount, Cultural Interpretation: Reorienting New Testament
Criticism (Minneapolis, 1995).

30 See R.N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period (2nd ed.; Grand Rapids,
Mich., 1999); E.E. Ellis, Paul’s Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh, 1957).

31 This applies very well from a biblical theology standpoint, but my point is to focus the
attention to a larger perspective that needs to be taken into account as well.

32 For a wealth of information on different aspects of Greek rhetorical practices see S.E.
Porter,Handbook of Classical Rhetoric in the Hellenistic Period, 330 B.C.–A.D. 400 (Lei-
den, 1997).

33 On Plutarch’s use of citations, Luc Van der Stockt gave a paper at the Corpus Hellen-
isticum session of the SBL in San Diego in November of 2014: “‘Don’t waste old filing
cards!’ Plutarch’s Technique of Hypomnematic Composition.” In this paper, Van der
Stockt sees Plutarch working with “clusters,” not only the citation, but also parts of
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quotations are frequent (more than twenty in fourteen short chapters).
They are taken from the great ancient Greek dramatists and philosophers
(e. g. , Pythagoras, Pindar, Demosthenes, and Plato). By quotations and by
allusions to a sharedmatrix ofmyths, experiences, and literary resonances,
Plutarch was able to drive his arguments home to his readers. In other
words, he adapted and placed his quotations at appropriate places in
his work in a way to construct a particular case. The modern reader
who is not aware of the social, cultural, and hermeneutical universe of
Plutarch’s audience may have some difficulty in understanding some of
the arguments that are being forged. However, an awareness of the famil-
iarity of Plutarch’s readers with the great authors of the past, even if only as
echoes or allusions,mayhelp tounderstand the function of the quotations.
Accordingly, particularly through their awareness of Plutarch’s thought
world and sources, his readers would have had a general idea of what to
look for in his arguments. References to the past authors would alert Plut-
arch’s readers to consider the excess and futility of both atheism and su-
perstition.

In sum, it seems that, though Paul has a differentmatrix of texts to refer
to, he, likePlutarch, goes to the shared stories and authors tomakehis case.
Such active and playful comparison allows us to observe that when fea-
tures of Greco-Roman citation techniques are considered, they seem to
indicate that Paul is not far from Plutarch in the ways he uses some dis-
cursive techniques to convey his views on the fear of God and on true re-
ligion.

6 The Designated “Other”

This section is a little bit trickier to assess for the simple reason that it is
more elusive. The goal here is to test how the different authors under con-
sideration explain what they consider to be bad examples. In other words,
how do they consider people from outside their own culture, and where is
the example of the good thing coming from? Aswasmentioned previous-
ly, there is, in the Paul of Romans, the idea that none (Jew or gentile) is
righteous. According to Paul, “all have sinned and come short of the
glory of God” (p\mter c±q Flaqtom ja· rsteqoOmtai t/r d|ngr toO
heoO, Rom 3:23). But in spite of that, it seems that there is, in his mind,

other contexts, which then he inserts at will in different kinds of works. Here is not the
place to engage the arguments of the paper.
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a certain graduation as to the level of moral understanding between the
Jews, on the one hand, and the gentiles on the other. The following state-
ments seem to corroborate this point: “If those who are uncircumcised
keep the requirements of the law, will not their uncircumcision be regard-
ed as circumcision? Then those who are physically uncircumcised but
keep the law will condemn you that have the written code and circumci-
sion but break the law” (2:26–27). It seems that Paul wants to elevate the
term “Jew” (b Youda?or) to a status that it did not have before: “A person is
a Jew who is one inwardly (b 1m t` jqupt` Youda?or), and real circumci-
sion is a matter of the heart – it is spiritual and not literal. Such a person
receives praise not from others but from God” (2:29). By doing that, Paul
saves the term “Jew” and redefines it for his own purpose. Now those who
are not receiving his message are not true Jews because, otherwise, they
would have jumped on the theological wagon that he is conducting.
The question then is: are they becoming gentiles? Paul does not answer.

Let us look briefly at Plutarch’s view of “the other.”34 From the start, it
seems that he did not quite understand the religious customs of the Jews.
This is what he had to say concerning them: “For God is brave hope, not
cowardly excuse. But the Jews (oR Youda?oi), because it was the Sabbath
day, sat down in their places immovable, while the enemy were planting
ladders against the walls and capturing the defences, and they did not get
up, but remained there, fast bound in the toils of superstition as in one
great net” (Superst. 169C). Clearly for Plutarch in this specific text, the
Jews (all included and taking the term at face value without having to re-
define it as did Paul in Romans) are poltroons, superstitious people with
strange ways of being and living. Plutarch does not mute his words for the
Greeks either. The following quotation, which he endorses, is far from in-
nocent: “Greeks from barbarians finding evil ways!” (§ b\qbaq’ 1neuq|m-
ter þkkgmer jaj\, Superst. 166A). However, most of Plutarch’s references
to the “other” seem to be reflecting a view that his anchoring position of
analyzing is better than the other being referred to. He seems to be func-
tioning as a champion interpreting his nationalistic themes and visions in
face of the oddness of the “other.” The examples of the superstitious ones
are taken from the outsiders so that his kinsmen can see the foolishness in
following the ways of the barbarians.35

34 See G. Roskam, “Plutarch on Self and Others,” AncSoc 34 (2004), 245–273.
35 See the excellent treatment of the construction of Greek self-definition in E. Hall, In-

venting the Barbarian: Greek Self-Definition through Tragedy (Oxford, 1989).
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What one can observe, thus far, is that Paul and Plutarch operate from
slightly similar, but different angles in this junction. For Paul, there is no
guarantee in holding on to a certain nationalistic way of condemning the
other, unless the nationalistic terms – in his case “Jews” and probably “Is-
rael,” if one takes the view of “Israel” as being a generic term for the elect
including Jews and gentiles – are redefined. For Plutarch, in this specific
text, though hemight recognize some evils in his kinsmen, the uncivilized
ones are clearly the others. The Jews are particularly one of the targeted
groups that serve himwell to illustratewhere superstition can lead to. Plut-
arch is very concerned to indicate to his fellow citizens where not to go in
order to find a balance between atheism and superstition.

7 Conclusion

This study has endeavored to explore howPaul in Romans andPlutarch in
his treatiseDe superstitione express their views on the fear of God, and on
the practice of true religion. By placing Paul in Romans and Plutarch inDe
superstitione in a dialogue with one another, the goal was not only to un-
derstand how different authors express their views on the fear of God and
on the practice of true religion, but to also render both texts a bit more
intriguing and to destabilize some uncritical views of Paul by placing
his text alongside a contemporary, who is now much less well known.

Paul’s passion and vigor, and Plutarch’s calculated reasoning – and pas-
sion as well – present challenges that we cannot dismiss easily. The apostle
to the 5hmg operates from a post-Easter perspective with a cosmic under-
standing of what it is to be living in between two creations. His theological
standpoint takes hold of his language and his life. His arguments are dense
and fascinating. The reader is taken for an adventurous (and bumpy) ride.
Plutarch’s questions and concerns, though at some level similar to those of
Paul, are nonetheless different and particular. Plutarch is not interested in
a savior figure for man, or in cosmological arguments (at least not in this
text). His reflections aremainly concernedwith the here and now for peo-
ple trying to make sense of the nitty-gritty of their religious impulses.
Though Plutarch was very much interested in true religion like Paul,
his answers are quite different. His questions, placed in front of Paul,
may render one uncomfortable. One of the reasons for such plausiblema-
laise is that to read Paulwith Plutarch’s questions (and answers) on the fear
of God and on the practice of true religion might interrupt one’s habitual
reading of Paul, and might appear, at least to certain readers, to be out of
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place or out-rightly spurious. To even ask if Paul is not exaggerated in his
view of God and of sin, in light of Plutarch’s moderate view of the divine,
could be a shock to any reader of Paul who has never dared to think of
(Saint) Paul as one human being struggling to make sense of his faith
and theology in themidst of social and political difficulties and challenges.

Now that we arrive at the end of this comparative endeavor, the hope is
to let the texts enter into uncharted territories with one another, and with
us. This will be for our own benefit to continue to enjoy them, to be puz-
zled by the very pieceswemay thoughtwehave possessed, andwatch them
slip through our fingers. If this exercise stimulatesmore curiosity in open-
ing the different ways one can approach Paul and Plutarch, or any other
religious thinker, then this paper has served its purpose.
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James Carleton Paget

1 Clement, Judaism, and the Jews1

Der Aufsatz untersucht erneut die Bewertung des 1. Clemensbriefes in der For-
schungsdiskussion um das Thema der judenchristlichen Beziehungen im Rom des
1. Jahrhunderts. Gegen die mehrheitliche Auffassung, dass Clemens eine negative
Einstellung gegenüber der jüdischen Gemeinschaft erkennen lasse, argumentiert
der Artikel, dass der Verfasser des Briefes eine durchaus positive Haltung einnimmt.
Auf diese Weise wird unter anderem die verbreitete These einer sehr frühen Tren-
nung von Juden und Christen in Rom infrage gestellt.

Keywords: Jews, Christians, Rome, Clement, Bible, biblical interpretation,
presupposition

1 Introduction

In discussions of ancient Jewish-Christian relations in Rome, a consensus
has been arrived at, namely that from a relatively early stage the two com-
munities came to be distinguished from each other.2 The supporting pil-
lars of such a theory are easily described. In 49CE Jewswere expelled from
Rome impulsore Chresto according to Suetonius (Claud. 25.4).3This led, it
is argued, to the disappearance from Rome not only of Jews but so-called

1 I wish to thank Simon Gathercole, William Horbury, Judith Lieu, Larry Welborn and
members of the SNTS seminar group on 1Clement (SNTSmeeting 2015 at Amsterdam)
for making suggestions for the improvement of this article.

2 See W. Wiefel, “The Jewish Community in Ancient Rome and the Origins of Roman
Christianity,” in The Romans Debate (ed. K.P. Donfried; Peabody, Mass., 1991), 95–
101; J.C. Walters, “Romans, Jews and Christians: The Impact of the Romans on Jew-
ish/Christian Relations in First Century Rome,” in Judaism andChristianity in First Cen-
tury Rome (ed. K.P. Donfried and P. Richardson; Grand Rapids, Mass., 1998), 175–195;
S. Spence,The Parting of theWays: The RomanChurch as aCase Study (Leuven, 2004); B.
Green, Christianity in Ancient Rome: The First Three Centuries (London, 2010), 57–59;
M.Williams, “Jews and Christians at Rome: An Early Parting of theWays,” in Partings:
How Judaism and Christianity Became Two (ed. H. Shanks; Washington, D.C., 2013),
151–178. See also J.M.G. Barclay, Paul and the Gift (Grand Rapids, Mass. , 2015), 455–
456, with up-to-date bibliography.

3 On the dating issue, see Spence, Parting (see n. 2), 107–111; Williams, “Jews and Chris-
tians” (see n. 2), 154–155.
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Christian Jews (the original dispute impulsore Chresto reflects clashes be-
tween believing and non-believing Jews), leaving a community of Chris-
tians inRomewith a largely gentile profile, inclined to distance themselves
from Jews because of the latter’s diminished reputation. In spite of the re-
turn of Christian Jews to Rome (after 54), Paul’s epistle to the Romans
gives voice to the possibly over-weaning status and position of gentile
Christians in the city as indicated in Paul’s discussion of the relationship
of Jews to gentiles in Rom 11, where he seeks to defend the position of the
Jews in God’s scheme of salvation; and in Rom 14, where the so-called
“weak,” with their apparently scrupulous attitude to their diet, and so
often identified with Christian Jews, appear to be a minority, whose po-
sition is less than vigorously defended by Paul.4 The sense of Christians
as loosened from their identification with Jews is further supported by
the fact that in 64 CE Nero could initiate a persecution of the Christians
without effecting non-Christian Jews. This event, so it is argued, would
have led to a further distancing on the part of the non-Christian
Roman Jewish community from the Christians.5 At the endpoint of this
narrative, at least as it relates to the first century, stands 1 Clement.6

This epistle, written to the Corinthian church in the wake of a specific
problem concerning governance, probably precipitated by the ousting
of an established group of presbyters or leaders in favor of another
group, argues its case in such away as to assume a considerable Jewish her-
itage, seen not least in the interpretation of the scriptures, but can do so
with no sense of a non-Christian Jewish opposition in his own city. So, for
instance, the author can assume that the scriptures point to Christ, that
their primary referent is apparently a Christian referent, that Christians
are now God’s chosen portion, without any sense that there may be
those who object to that view, a position which in broad terms reflects
what we find in 1 Peter, also thought to be a Roman text.7 Its author

4 J.M.G. Barclay, “‘DoWeUndermine the Law?’A Study of Romans 14.1–15.6,” inPauline
Churches and Diaspora Jews (WUNT 275; Tübingen, 2011), 37–60.

5 Walters, “Romans” (see n. 2), 183, sees this process of non-Christian Jewish distancing as
already beginning in the period following 49 CE: “However, it is clear that in the Julio-Clau-
dian period non-Christian Jews hadmuch to gain by distancing themselves from the Chris-
tians andmaking their autonomyasclear aspossible.By64CEthedistancewas considerable,
and Nero’s attack on the Christians added no new incentives for interaction.”

6 See Spence, Parting (see n. 2), 335–340; Green, Christianity (see n. 2), 56. Strangely,
1 Clement is not discussed by Williams, “Jews and Christians” (see n. 2), even though
she endorses the standard position.

7 See Walters, “Romans” (see n. 2), 189. For similar comments on 1 Peter, see P.J. Achte-
meier, 1 Peter (Hermeneia; Minneapolis, 1996), 166–167; and Spence, Parting (see n. 2),
334–335.
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can do this because in the Rome of the late first century, if this is the period
in which the epistle was written,8 Jews and Christians barely interacted.

Two further supports to such a thesis can be presented. The first draws on
the view that early Roman writers whichmentioned Christians, such as Tac-
itus, Suetonius, and Pliny, failed explicitly to associate themwith Jews, an ob-
servation which would support the view that Jews and Christians were, from
an early date, thought of as separate by individuals with an association with
Rome.9 The second argues that Flavian Rome, for a variety of reasons, was a
place hostile to Jews in theperiod following70, and thiswouldhaveprovoked
Christians into further distancing themselves from the former, entrenching a
sense of the distinction between the two communities.10

It is the aim of this paper to look again at 1 Clement’s position in what
some take to be a historically tenuous narrative of early Christian history
in Rome11 by studying its implied attitude both to Jews and Judaism. An

8 This controvertedmatter cannotbe discussed at lengthhere.The epistle’s terminus a quo
is after the death of Peter and Paul, traditionally thought to have taken place in 64CE. In
spite of arguments to the contrary (see T.J. Herron, Clement and the Early Church of
Rome [Steubenville, Ohio, 2007], 31–35), their death seems like an event, whose trau-
matic character has been softened by the passing of time, and so should not be thought
to be a very recent experience.A terminus ad quemof around about 150 is securedby the
fact that the epistle seems to have been known toHegesippus (Eusebius,Hist. eccl. 3.16;
4.22.1) and that it is quotedbyDionysius ofCorinth (Eusebius,Hist. eccl. 4.23.11). In the
end a post-70 date seemsmost likely. Relevant is the pointmade about Peter and Paul as
well references to apostles as people of the past, whose successors seem to be prominent,
points in that direction (see 1 Clem. 44:2–3). An instinctive sense that the church be-
trays post-70 developments also informs my decision. A date somewhere between 80
and 140, seems reasonable. See further H.E. Lona,Der erste Clemensbrief (KAV 2; Göt-
tingen, 1998), 75–78; and for a classic discussion, dismissing some previously assumed
“facts” in the debate, see L.L. Welborn, “The Date of 1 Clement,” BR 29 (1985), 34–54;
repr. in Encounters with Hellenism: Studies on the First Letter of Clement (ed. C. Brey-
tenbach and L.L. Welborn; AGJU 53; Leiden, 2003), 197–216.

9 See Spence, Parting (see n. 2), 155–160; and J.M.G. Barclay, “‘Jews’ and ‘Christians’ in
the Eyes of Roman Authorities c. 100 C.E.,” in Jews and Christians in the First and Sec-
ondCenturies: How toWrite TheirHistory (ed. P.J. Tomson and J. Schwartz; CRINT13;
Leiden, 2014), 313–326, without drawing conclusions pertinent to the subject under
discussion.

10 See M. Goodman, Rome and Jerusalem: The Clash of Ancient Civilizations (London,
2007), 445–468.

11 For one of themost recent and detailed attempts to decimate what has come to be called
the “Wiefel hypothesis” (see n. 2), see J.M.G. Barclay, “Is It Good News that God Is Im-
partial? A Response to Robert Jewett, Romans: A Commentary,” JSNT 31 (2008), 91–94,
which are broadly repeated in id.,Gift (see n. 2), 456, esp. n. 16. He notes that our knowl-
edge forRoman Jews in the 40s is at bestminimal; thatwhileCassiusDio (60.6.6) suggests
some sort of clamp down on Jewish synagogue meetings, he gives no hint that this had
anything to dowithChristians; that reference in Suetonius,Claud. 25, to the expulsion of
the Jews impulsore Chresto cannot be so easily linked with Christians (Chrestus is a very
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interest in this subject can be traced back to members of the Tübingen
school,12 a youngWilliamWrede,13 Adolf von Harnack,14 and even occu-
pied the latter’s pupil, a still teenage Dietrich Bonhoeffer.15 In more recent
times it has continued to attract interest fromavariety of quarters, though,
aswill be seen,withwidely divergent conclusions.16 Such scholarly interest
in this subject might seem strange. After all, 1 Clement does not directly
address a context which might be pertinent to a discussion of Jews and
Judaism.17 It is a parenetic work, written to persuade a body of Christians,

common name and atNero 16.2, Suetonius is clear that there are people calledChristiani
[not Chrestiani]); that while reference to Prisca and Aquila being expelled from Rome
(Acts 18:2) is valuable evidence for the date of the expulsion, it is not clear that they
were Christians before the expulsion, and we cannot know how quickly they returned
to Rome (Rom 16:3–5). Finally, there is no evidence that the expulsion of Jews from
Rome in 49 CE had any effect upon the Christian churches in Rome, and if it had
done so, why Paul would not have referred to this matter in Romans. My article could
be taken indirectly to support Barclay’s well-founded skepticism by another route, al-
though it does not depend for its validity upon the falsity of the thesis Barclay opposes.

12 F.C. Baur, The History of the Church in the First Three Centuries (London, 1878), 140–
141; A. Schwegler, Das nachapostolische Zeitalter in den Hauptmomenten seiner Ent-
wicklung (Tübingen, 1846), 129; and L. Lemme, “Das JudenchristenthumderUrkirche
und der Brief des Clemens Romanus,” NJDTh 1 (1892), 325–480.

13 W. Wrede, Untersuchungen zum ersten Klemensbrief (Göttingen, 1891).
14 A. von Harnack, Einführung in die alte Kirchengeschichte: Das Schreiben der römischen

Kirche an die korinthische aus der Zeit Domitians (I. Clemensbrief) (Leipzig, 1929); repr.
in Encounters with Hellenism (see n. 8), 1–103 (pagination in this article according to
repr.).

15 D. Bonhoeffer, “Seminar Paper on 1 Clement,” in Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Works: The
Young Bonhoeffer 1918–1927 (ed. P.D. Matheny, C.J. Green, and M.D. Johnson; Min-
neapolis, 2003), 216–256.

16 See, amongst others, R.Wilde, The Treatment of the Jews in the Greek ChristianWriters
in the First Three Centuries (Washington, D.C., 1949), 81. Also note P. Richardson, Is-
rael in theApostolic Church (Cambridge, 1969);A. Jaubert,Clément deRome: Épître aux
Corinthiens (SC 167; Paris, 1971), 30–31; G.W.H. Lampe, “‘Grievous Wolves’ (Acts
20:29),” in Christ and the Spirit in the New Testament (ed. C.F.D. Moule and S.S. Smal-
ley; Cambridge, 1973), 253–268, here 265–266; H. Schreckenberg,Die christlichen Ad-
versus-Judaeos-Texte und ihr literarisches und historischesUmfeld (1.–11. Jh.) (Frankfurt
amMain, 1990); P.J. Tomson, “TheCentrality of Jerusalemand ItsTemple asViewedby
Clement of Rome, Luke and Jesus,”AnBrux 5 (2000), 97–112; and id. ,The Centrality of
Jerusalem and Its Temple in Earliest Christianity (International Rennert Guest Lecture
Series 11; Bar IlanUniversity, 2002); Spence,Partings (see n. 2), 335–340; P. Lanfranchi
and J. Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau: Who Are They? The Use of Romans 9:10–13 in
Anti-Jewish Literature in the First Centuries,” in Ancient Perspectives on Paul (ed. T.
Nicklas, A. Merkt, and J. Verheyden; Göttingen, 2013), 297–316, here 303–305,
esp. 305; and J. Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate in the Apostolic Fathers: The Case of 1 Clem-
ent and the Epistle of Barnabas,” in The Separation between the Just and the Unjust in
Early Judaism and in the Sayings Source (ed. M. Tiwald; Bonn, 2015), 237–262.

17 In this respect we might note the almost complete absence of mention of the law, jus-
tification and related matters in Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians when compared
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in Corinth, not in Rome, that they should revert to a form of self-govern-
ance, which some have sought to overthrow. Insofar as the subject of Jews
and Judaism is concerned, this is never directly discussed. Thismeans that
any conclusion reached about 1 Clement’s relationship to Jews and Juda-
ism is going to be inductive, based on things implied rather than things
stated. Nevertheless, this need not be grounds for abandoning the subject.
First Clement is nothing if it is not a work of exegesis, where citation of
scripture or allusion to it is the dominant mode of argumentation.
Prima facie this may imply certain things about the author’s attitude to
Jews and Judaism. Of course, the implied attitude is precisely that and
it cannot be knownwhether in a different context, one in which questions
relating directly to the relationship of Christians to non-Christian Jews,
the matter would not have been dealt with differently by the author.18

To some extent it is this situation which I am seeking to second guess
with all the caveats involved. In the process I hope to open up new
ways of looking at this text and through it, at the history of early
Roman Christianity.

2 Scripture, Identity, and Covenant in 1 Clement

In the history of the interpretation of 1 Clement much has been written
about the Jewish character of the epistle. In this context particular impor-
tance has been attached to the author’s knowledge of non-biblical Jewish
traditions,19 apocryphal Jewish texts,20 Jewish prayer21 and Levitical/cultic
traditions.22 The Christian community is seen as originating with Abra-

with Romans or Galatians or even 2 Corinthians. On this see P. Richardson, “On the
Absence of ‘Anti-Judaism’ in 1 Corinthians,” in Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity
(ed. P. Richardson and D. Granskou; Waterloo, Ont., 1986), 58–74.

18 In this context seeWrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 87: “In derThatmachtman leicht
Fehlschlüsse, wennman das gerade im Briefe vorliegendeMaterial für den ganzen Kle-
mens nimmt.Der Brief zeigt uns keineswegs die ganzeWelt religiöserVorstellungen, in
der der Verfasser lebte und dachte.”

19 See, for instance, the association of Noah with penitence at 1 Clem. 7:6; and the claim
that Isaac submitted himself knowingly and intentionally to being sacrificed at 31:3.

20 Inter alia see 1 Clem. 8:3 and the possible use of an Ezekiel Apocryphon. See also
1 Clem. 17:6; 23:3–4; 34:8; 46:2.

21 See esp. 1 Clem. 59–61; andH. Löhr, Studien zum frühchristlichenGebet: Untersuchun-
gen zu 1 Clem 59 bis 61 in seinem literarischen, historischen und theologischen Kontext
(WUNT 160; Tübingen, 2003).

22 See A. Jaubert, “Thèmes lévitiques dans la Prima Clementis,” VC 18 (1964), 193–203;
and ead.,Clément (see n. 16), esp. 48–50. See also Tomson, “Centrality” (see n. 16), 23–
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ham and especially with Jacob,23 and figures like Judith and Esther are re-
garded as part of its history.24 Those addressed are identified with Israel,25

and the language of its scriptures, in the form of the Septuagint, influences
themanner in which the author expresses himself.26Moreover, the author
sees the Jewish scriptures, understood principally as the Septuagint, as in-
spired documents,27 and citation from them, almost always understood
literally, dominates the epistle.28

Attempts to counter this set of data bypointing to clear evidence ofHel-
lenistic influence, whether from Stoicism or elsewhere, are normally ac-
commodated by referring to the now well-known viewpoint that distin-
guishing between Judaism and Hellenism in some absolute way is ill-ad-
vised. Just as Philo, the Jew, could accommodate views of an apparently

27, who focuses on 1 Clem. 40–41. He notes the specialized character of the language
used for sacrifices, 1 Clement’s use in 40:5 of kazj|r, which occurs for the first time here
in Christian literature, and probably betrays Jewish usage (arguing that it corresponds
to Israelites in the ancient halakhic division of Israel into priests, Levites and Israelites);
and the reference to the precise place where sacrifices aremade, “facing the temple near
the altar” (41:2), which comports almost exactly with m. Mid. 3.5, noting how this dif-
fers from what we find in Joel 2:17 and Ezek 8:16. Tomson refers also to the word at
1 Clem. 41:2, losjopgh´m, translated as “having been inspected for blemishes,” noting
that this goes beyond the biblical claim that sacrifices should be without blemish (Exod
12:5; Lev 1:3), referring instead to a reference in m. Tamid 3.4, where the officiating
priest must inspect the daily sacrifice of a lamb before slaughtering it. He also argues
that the reference to the death penalty being inflicted upon those who do not carry
out the sacrifices precisely is also non-biblical, here following Jaubert, but disagreeing
with her efforts to explain such a claim by reference to 11QTa 35:1–8.

23 See esp. 1 Clem. 4:8 and the reference to Jacob as “our father”. See also 1 Clem. 31:4–
32:2.

24 1 Clem. 55:1–6.
25 See 1 Clem. 29:2–30:1 and discussion below.
26 See esp. 1 Clem. 59–61:3, but see also such phrases as “walk according to the precepts of

God” (1:3); “to do justice and truth” (31:2): “what is good,what is agreeable in the face of
him who has made us” (7:3; see also 21:1; 60:2; 61:2).

27 See 1 Clem. 45:2.
28 See O. Knoch, “Die Stellung der Apostolischen Väter zu Israel und zum Judentum,” in

Begegnungmit demWort (ed. J. Zmijewski andE.Nellessen; Bonn, 1980), 347–378, here
348–349: “Es ist einerseits das prophetische Offenbarungsbuch, das die Verheißungen
Gottes enthält und auf Christus als den Vollender und universalen Mittler der Offen-
barungszeit hinweist; andererseits das Buch der sittlichen und kirchlichen Vorschrif-
ten, die Gott erlassen hat.” See alsoD.A. Hagner,The Use of the NewTestament in Clem-
ent of Rome (NovTSup 34; Leiden, 1973), 120–121, reflecting sentiments found in Har-
nack: “For Clement the Old Testament is a thoroughly Christian book […]. Indeed so
timeless is the Old Testament revelation for Clement that the adjective ‘Old’ would
doubtless have seemed singularly inappropriate to him.”
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Greek origin in his own interpretation of scripture, so could the author of
1 Clement.29

Whether this indicates that Clement is a Jew, however, is a different
matter. Some prefer to argue that the epistle gives voice to the strong in-
fluence of the Jewish synagogue upon the development of earliest Chris-
tianity in Rome rather than to the origins of its author, which are more
likely to be gentile.30 Clement, then, betrays the importance of Jewish in-
fluence but at a certain distance, though some contend that he may have
been a god-fearer before he became a Christian.

However we assess these arguments about the origins of 1 Clement, the
atmosphere of his epistle is both Jewish and strongly scriptural, and is so in
an untroubled and confident manner with no sense that the Christian ap-
propriation of the scriptures is a problem.

This comes out especially in what Clement implies about his under-
standing of Christian identity. Those he addresses have a direct associa-
tion with Jacob, Abraham and other patriarchs, and this in spite of the
fact that at least some of his addressees were probably gentiles with little
sense of an alternative position.31 This is especially striking in the case of
the claim to being related to Jacob, himself the father of twelve children
understood as the originators of the twelve tribes of Israel (1 Clement is
the first Christian text to lay claim to Jacob as a father of the Christians).32

1 Clement makes this claim without engaging explicitly in arguments
which exploit the younger status of Jacob to advocate the view that Chris-
tians are the rightful inheritors of the covenant, and not the Jews, whose
status approximates to that of Esau. Such an argument is implied in Rom
9:10–13, but becomes explicit in Barnabas,33 Irenaeus34 and many later

29 Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 28–50.
30 Cf. esp. 1 Clem. 59:2, referring to the fact that we have been called from darkness to

light, from ignorance to knowledge of the glory of his name. For the view that the author
is a gentile who betrays the strength of Jewish influence upon earliest Christianity in
Rome, see P. Lampe, From Paul to Valentinus: Christians at Rome in the First Two Cen-
turies (London, 2003), 76; and Spence, Parting (see n. 2), 337–338. For an earlier dis-
cussion seeWrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 107–111, here refuting Lightfoot’s claim
that the author was a Jew.

31 1 Clem. 4:8 (Jacob); 31:2 (Abraham).
32 “Clément ne songe pas, suivant le raisonnement de l’épître aux Galates, à faire direc-

tement de Jésus l’héritier de la benediction d’Abraham. La benediction suit les chemins
auxquels est habitué le judaïsme; d’Abraham, Isaac et Jacob aux douze tribus d’Israël”
(Jaubert, “Thèmes” [see n. 22], 200).

33 Barn. 13:2–3.
34 Irenaeus, Haer. 4.21–23.
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Christian writers.35 Consistent with this view, Clement understands that
the Christians are the people of God (kaºr)36 and the chosen (1jkejtºr),37

terms reserved in the Septuagint for Israel.
This sense of identity between Israel and the church is strikingly ex-

pressed in 1 Clem. 29 and 30, where Clement, after emphasizing the
all-seeing nature of God and the fact that no one can escape his judgment,
asserts the need to approach him in the holiness of the soul because God
has made “us” (the Christians), what Clement, using a term that is not
found in any literature up to this time, calls his chosen portion
(1jkoc/r l´qor), perhaps picking up on language which Paul uses in Ro-
mans to describe the Jews.38 This assertion is supported with a quotation
fromDeut 32:8–9: “When themost high divided the nations, whenhe dis-
persed the sons of Adam, he fixed the boundaries of the nations according
to the number of the angels of God. His people, Jacob, became the Lord’s
portion, and Israel inherited his allotment.” There then followswhat looks
like a mixed citation (Clement appears not to know where it comes from,
introducing it with the vague reference to “in another place”).39 “Behold,
the Lord takes for himself a nation out of the midst of nations (1j l´sou
1hm_m), as aman takes the first fruits of his threshing floor; and theHoly of
Holies will come forth from the nations.” The first citation from Deuter-
onomy is left uninterpreted, and could be understood, as as referring to
Israel in its present actuality; but the mixed citation which follows it
with its reference to “the holy of holies” coming out of its midst,40

35 On this see Lanfranchi and Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau” (see n. 16), 307–113.
36 See 1 Clem. 8:3 (only in Codex Hierosolymitanus); 15:2; 16:9; 16:15; 29:2; 53:2; 55:5,

6; 59:4; 64:1). In 1 Clem. 59:4 and 64:1 it is used to refer to the Christians.Elsewhere its
application seems to be to the Israel of old, or to lack specificity (cf. 16:15), though in
some places it could apply to Christians (see 15:2). Löhr, Studien (see n. 21), 214–215,
discusses these references. Noting that they are related to Israel and its history as rep-
resented in the Bible, he draws attention to the absence in any of them of reflection on
the relationship of the church to contemporary Jews. See also the use of theword “flock”
(poilm¸om) at 1 Clem. 16:1; 44:3; 54:2; 57:2; 61:6.

37 See 1 Clem. 1:1; 2:4; 6:1; 46:3, 4, 8; 49:5; 58:2; 59:2. See also 50:7; 59:3.
38 Cf. Rom 9:11; 11:5, 7 and 28. Note also the importance of the designation “chosen”

(1jkejtºr) for Clement (see n. 37). The background to this term may be Jewish but
the interest lies in Clement’s use of the term to describe the Christians. On all of this
see Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 50, esp. n. 3.

39 See Lona, Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 328, for discussion of this passage.
40 The phrase “holy of holies” (ûcia "c¸ym) comes from the unknown citation in

1 Clem. 29:2. What it meant in the original citation cannot be known but it seems to
refer to a new entity of holiness, and the reference to it “going out” (1neke¼setai)
must imply some kind of a remnant. Jaubert, “Thèmes” (see n. 22), 202, suggested
that the best parallel comes from 1QS 8:5 where we read that the community council
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makes the reference unambiguously one to Christians, a point confirmed
by 1 Clem. 30:1, where, reflecting 29:2, the author asserts that “we” (poi¶-
sylem) are the portion of the holy one. The apparent assertion that the
Christians are somehow chosen out of Israel, a restatement of the earlier
claim that the Christians have become the portion of the holy one, ismade
without any sense that it might be opposed by those whowould not accept
such an assertion.41 Indeed, as Oskar Skarsaune has noted, “The continu-
ity between the two peoples is so complete as if to exclude the idea that
therewere ever twopeoples”42– and related to this, there is little indication
of how the others (the Jews) have forfeited that position, should such for-
feiture be assumed.43 Put differently, there is no explicit engagement with
the idea of substitution in 1 Clement’s view of salvation.44

“shall be founded on truth […] to be an everlasting foundation, a holy house for Israel
and the foundation of the holy of holies for Aaron.” Strictly speaking, the reference to
“holy of holies” here does not refer to the community but the phrase comes close to as-
serting that, especially given its proximity to the phrase “holy house of Israel,” and the
description at 1QS 9:6 of the community as “a holy house for Aaron.” See also 4Q174
and the reference to “the sanctuaryofmen that sendup smoke.”Tomson,Centrality (see
n. 16), 23,makes this point, suggesting that the term resonates with such phrases as “the
elect” and the “first fruitswhich are holy” of Rom11:7 and 16 respectively, which, some-
what speculatively, he takes along with Rev 7:4–8 and its reference to the 144,000, to
refer to Jewish Christians.

41 See Lona, Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 326: “Typisch für 1 Klem. ist die selbstverständlich
anmutende Übernahme von solchen heilsgeschichtlichen Kategorien, ohne offenbar
[…] das Verhältnis zu Israel als Problem zu empfinden.” Lona emphasizes the strange-
ness of 1 Clement’s failure to engage with the “problem” of election by noting that the
word 1jkoc^ is used by Paul to describe the Jewish people, and in the context of an in-
tense discussion of their ongoing status in a post-Christum setting (for references in
Romans see n. 38 above).

42 See O. Skarsaune, “Ethnic Discourse in Early Christianity,” in The Christian Second
Century (ed. J. Carleton Paget and J. Lieu; Cambridge, forthcoming). See also Hagner,
Use (see n. 28), 127–128: “The exact relation between Israel and the Church is nowhere
expressed, but the implication of Clement’s use of the OT is that the Church is virtually
equated with Israel, and what is perhaps evenmore important, the religion of the OT is
regarded as virtually identical with that of the Church.” Note also Schreckenberg, Ad-
versus-Judaeos-Texte (see n. 16), 171: “Das AT ist hier schon so ganz und gar ein Buch
der Kirche geworden, dass dem vorchristlichen jüdischen Kultritual keinerlei ei-
genständige Bedeutung mehr geblieben ist, wie sie eine Schriftexegese vermitteln
würde, die ein Gegenüber von Altem und Neuem Bund voraussetzt.”

43 As a possible exception to this statement see 1Clem. 16:9, but herewe are dealingwith a
quotation from scripture (Isa 53) whose contents are not developed.

44 See Lanfranchi andVerheyden, “Jacob and Esau” (see n. 16), 304. Note alsoWrede,Un-
tersuchungen (see n. 13), 89, who assumes an appropriation of language about Israel for
the Christian church, but without any indication that what he terms a “Übertragung”
has taken place.
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Finally, and related to the preceding point, in making these assertions
about scripture and Christian identity, the author gives no indication of a
sense of salvation-historical progress, that is, there is no attempt to argue
for a difference between what was and what now is, except in a mild and
pallid way.While Christ has mediated salvation, associated with his death
(7:4; 12:7; 21:6; 49:6) and with his resurrection (though this only in a
muted way), he has not introduced a new and distinctive period in the
world’s history understood as liberating its beneficiaries from a previous
condition or set of difficulties, associated with the law45 or sin or some re-
lated entity.46 The age post-Christum is broadly in accord with the best of
what preceded it47 and the qualities exemplified in Moses, or Noah or in-
deed Enoch, are exemplified in Christ,48 even if all the prophets may look
forward to his coming (17:1). Indeed, the values of the time before Christ
seem to be continuouswith the values of Christ (cf. 50:3; 55:3). Admitted-
ly, the author at one point speaks of the time after Christ as exemplified by
“a fuller knowledge” (41:4), and, as noted, assumes the sacrificial efficacy
of Christ.49 But the transition between times, the time before and after
Christ, is only minimally highlighted in the epistle,50 and there is no at-
tempt to characterize that world before Christ by reference to a concept
like law (in fact the law is notmentioned at all, though the commandments
are, and here apparently uncritically, cf. 2:8b, 43:1 and 58:2),51 as we find
in Paul, or the flawed cult as we find in Hebrews, or by reference to the
word for covenant. The last stage of the history of salvation is in continuity
with what has preceded.52When 1 Clement speaks, then, about the norms

45 According to Jaubert, the law appears totally outside the horizon of the epistle (see Jau-
bert Clément [see n. 16], 60).

46 See Jaubert,Clément (see n. 16), 74: “[L]e Christ ne libère pas du régime ancien. La der-
nière étape de l’histoire du salut est en harmonieuse continuité avec ce qui l’a precedée.”

47 Note 1 Clem. 7:4f. where Christ’s precious blood is said to have brought with it “the gift
of repentance” (letamo¸ar w²qim), but in what follows the author seems to imply the
possibility of that gift in previous generations associated with Noah and Jonah.

48 See 1 Clem. 9:2whereClement instructs his addressees to fix their eyes on those (in this
instance on Enoch and Noah) who perfectly (teke¸yr) fulfill his glory.

49 See 1 Clem. 7:4; 12:7; 21:6; 49:6. See 1 Clem. 2:1d for a reference to Christ’s suffering
without soteriological implications.

50 SeeWrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 99: “Der Glaube ist das ewig giltige Prinzip des
Heiles. Sein Objekt wird nicht spezifisch christlich bestimmt.” The same point is put
more provocatively by Lemme, “Judenchristenthum” (see n. 12), 408, where he de-
scribes the text as “reformirtes Judenthum.”

51 See Harnack, Clemensbrief (see n. 14), 55.
52 This is well exemplified in 1 Clem. 42:5 where Clement is clear that the introduction of

bishops and deacons is “not new,” and he goes on to quote a notoriously discrepant ver-
sion of Isa 60:17.
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of our tradition (7:2), these should be understood in terms of the language
of continuity, not of rupture. That sense of a single electionmay lie behind
the presentation of the Christians’chosen status from 1 Clem. 29:2–30:1,
where, as has been shown, there is no attempt to outline why the church
has been chosen or whether Israel has been rejected. That sense of conti-
nuity can also be thought to be witnessed in the generally literal way in
which scripture is interpreted.53 In all of this the idea of two covenants
seems muted, if not non-existent.54

1 Clement, then, would appear to be concerned with topics, which
often elicited anti-Jewish sentiment among Christians (interpretation
of scripture, identity of the people of God etc.) but lacks, at least explicitly,
any sign of the latter.55AsAnnie Jaubert has noted, the Jews in the letter are
“comme inexistant.”56 But in spite of this, the author seems to assume the

53 On the striking literal hermeneutic of Clement, see Hagner,Use (see n. 28), 128, though
he notes that “(t)hemost likely explanation of Clement’s predominantly literal interpre-
tation is the paraenetic purpose of his epistle” (ibid. , 131).

54 For different characterizations ofwhat I havewritten above seeWrede,Untersuchungen
(see n. 13), 98: “Es giebt für ihn überhaupt keine Geschichte, keine Entwicklung des
Heils; die Gerechtigkeit eines Abrahams ist nicht eine Vorstufe des höheren christli-
chen; sie ist die christliche.” See Harnack, Clemensbrief (see n. 14), 55, who states
that “von einem effektiven Heilsbundmit diesemVolke, dem dann ein neuer Bund ge-
folgt sei, ist keine Rede.” In a footnote Harnack goes on to note that we do not know
about the circumstances in which such an opinion could have been formed but it
canbe assumed that theywere ones inwhich the argumentswhichPaul hadparticipated
in are past. Knoch, “Stellung” (see n. 28), 349, argues for some kind of “Heilsgeschichte”
but notes: “Aber zugleich bezieht er dieVerheißungen an Israel unmittelbar auf dieKir-
che und beschreibt dieKirchemit atl Kategorien als dasVolkGottes, das Israel der End-
zeit. Er tut dies aber keineswegs polemisch oder antithetisch, vielmehr synthetisch.” He
thennotes,modifying his idea of a “Heilsgeschichte,” that “Gott, derHerr undSchöpfer,
ist Träger der Heilsgeschichte; Jesus Christus ist lediglich das letzte Werkzeug des
Heilswillens Gottes.” In such a view of “Heilsgeschichte,” there is no break, only an ex-
tension, and Knoch argues against Harnack’s view that 1 Clement ignores Judaism,
playing up the point that there is no break in salvation history between the old and
the new covenant but merely an unfolding of God’s salvation. “Dadurch wird die heils-
geschichtliche Stellung Israels nicht negiert, sondern relativiert.” The lack of an insist-
ence on a break between the two religions arises, paceKnoch, fromClement’s identity as
aGod-fearer. See also S.Moll,TheArch-HereticMarcion (WUNT250;Tübingen, 2010),
142–143: “nowhere in his letter dowe find a reflective distinction between two different
covenants/testaments.”

55 See Lona’s description of “das unbelastete Verhältnis zum Judentum” (Lona, Clemens-
brief [see n. 8], 77). See also Walters, “Romans” (see n. 2), 194: “Whereas the common
approach to theOldTestament for the earlyChristianwriterswas to claim the traditions
while attacking the Jewish institutions, 1 Clement used both and attacked neither. He
seems completely unconcerned that his approach might blur the boundary between
Christianity and Judaism and result in defections to the synagogues or open doors
to Judaizers.”

56 Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 30.
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heritage of Israel and to do so in a positive manner, that is, there is no ex-
plicit indication that Israel has lost her status as God’s people, and indeed
no indication that Christians have ever been in dispute with Jews.57

3 Different Approaches to 1 Clement, Jews, and Judaism

3.1 Negative Assessments

Inevitably, different conclusions have beendrawn from the data presented
above. Some have assumed that they imply that for the author Judaism is
no longer an entity worthy of consideration, that it can simply be ignored.
Adolf von Harnack, for instance, noted that while the position that
1 Clement adopted towards theOld Testament (one can aswell read Juda-
ism here) was different from that of Paul or the writer of the epistle to the
Hebrews or Barnabas, “It represents the attempt […] simply to ignore
Judaism as it had not been present in the past and was not present in
the future, as if the church had been exclusively given the Holy Scriptures,
and the ceremonial law need not be acknowledged.”58 In such a schema
there was no longer any room for Judaism and so questions relating to
it need not be considered.59 The adoption of such a position, Harnack
maintained, could only be the case if Christianity was fully separated
from Judaism and if every national Jewish element, understood especially
in terms of legal observance, had disappeared from the church.60 But for
Harnack such an assertion did not mean that the epistle was ideologically
separate from Judaism – its essentially ethical-scriptural understanding of
Christianity made it, at least in part, the product of what he termed
“Spätjudentum.”61

57 “In 1 Klem. ist keinerlei jüdische Polemik zu erkennen” (Lona, Clemensbrief [see n. 8],
47 n. 2). Some have seen the possibility that reference to zeal in relation to the deaths of
Peter and Paul in 1 Clem. 5might point to Jewish complicity in these actions and betray
an anti-Jewish apologetic. See Jaubert,Clément (see n. 16), 30–31, esp. n. 5; and Lampe,
“Grievous Wolves” (see n. 16), 265–266. On this passage see discussion below.

58 Harnack, Clemensbrief (see n. 14), 56.
59 Harnack can talk about Judaism as “kräftig abgestoßen” and “ganz und gar verschwun-

den” (Harnack, Clemensbrief [see n. 14], 57).
60 SeeHarnack,Clemensbrief (see n. 14), 55 n. 27: “Anders lässt sich dieHaltung des Briefs

nicht verstehen. Wie weit in der römischen Gemeinde das Verhalten gegenüber dem
Judentum zurückgeht, ihm den Besitz des A.T. und den Bund mit Gott abzuerkennen,
lässt sich nicht ermitteln.”

61 Harnack,Clemensbrief (see n. 14), 57: “Dieses römische Schreiben gehört seinerGrund-
lage und seiner religiösenHaltung nach in die Geschichte der atlichenReligion und des
Spätjudentums.”
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Wrede, likeHarnack, assumes that there is a division between Jews and
Christians, that the biblical text only has a Christian referent and that Is-
rael is the true Israel, the church. But he can highlight the respect that
1 Clement has towards elements of Israel’s past, including the cult,62

and contrast this with other Christian writers like Barnabas, explaining
the absence of polemic partly through the fact that Jews are not considered
rivals, though he is clear that that past has lost its national aspect.63 The
tension in Wrede’s comments reflect his own view that the relationship
between the eternal Christian meaning of the past and its national Jewish
one is not worked out by the author.64 Horacio Lona is more definite. He
assumes that the absence of anti-Jewish polemic and the kinds of concerns
we find in the Pauline epistles and elsewhere, imply that separation from
Judaism is a longway in the past. The Jews are no longer a problem for this
writer.65

Theposition represented byHarnack andothers has been taken further
by Jos Verheyden. In a provocative article,66 he is much clearer than the
former about the implied polemical attitude of 1 Clement to Judaism
and the Jews.67

Verheydenmakes his case by examining the places in 1 Clement where
the word “Israel” is mentioned. There are only six instances (4:13; 8:3;
29:2; 31:4; 43:5; 55:6) but each, in his opinion, has clear polemical reso-
nance, especially when the context in which they appear is considered. So
the reference in 1 Clem. 4:13 occurs as part of Clement’s argument against

62 “Er lässt im Gegensatze zu Barnabas den jüdischen Gottesdienst als einen wirklichen
und seiner Zeit berechtigten Gottesdienst gelten und redet von nationaljüdischenDin-
gen mit großer Achtung” (Wrede, Untersuchungen [see n. 13], 95).

63 Wrede, Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 96.
64 Wrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 97, noting that the Israelite past is neither abolished

nor preserved.
65 “DieTrennung vonder römischenSynagoge liegt schonweit zurück undhat einen end-

gültigenCharakter angenommen, so daßdas an sich problematisch gebliebeneVerhält-
nis zum Judentum nicht mehr im Vordergrund steht. Nirgendwo läßt sich das Echo
einer antijüdischen Polemik vernehmen. An keiner Stelle würde der unwissende
Leser vermuten, daß Träger und Akteure dieser Geschichte, die mit der Schöpfung
der Welt und der Bildung des Menschen anfängt […] und die vielen Wohltaten des
Schöpfers bezeugt […], nicht dieChristen sind, sonderndieAngehörigendes jüdischen
Volkes, über die keinWort gesagt wird” (Lona, Clemensbrief [see n. 8], 65). For similar
sentiments see Schreckenberg, Adversus-Judaeos-Texte (see n. 16), 171.

66 Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 237–262.
67 Harnack,Clemensbrief (see n. 15), 55, remains agnostic on the question of howClement

viewed the Jews. Verheyden’s position finds some parallels in Lampe, “Grievous
Wolves” (see n. 16), who argues for the view that 1 Clement gives voice to a resurgent
Jewish mission against the church, a phenomenon he sees evidenced in Acts, 2 Peter,
Jude, Hebrews and the Pastoral Epistles.
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those who have rebelled against the existing governing authorities in Cor-
inth, an argument he begins by showing the negative qualities of zeal or
jealousy in the history of Israel, from the story of Jacob and Esau to
that of David, persecuted by Saul, “the King of Israel.” While Verheyden
admits that this is not the whole story of Israel, it evokes scenes which are
crucial to that history for “the reader must feel somewhat uncomfortable
with the whole presentation, as if Israel and its history can only be recalled
and told in a negative way.”68 Verheyden avers that such a presentation
might bring to mind the fact that Israel did eventually fall.

Similar interpretations follow. The quotation at 1 Clem. 8:3, from a
passage sometimes attributed to an Ezekiel Apocryphon69 (“Repent, O
house of Israel, of your iniquity; say to the children of my people: Though
your sins reach from earth to heaven, and though they be redder than scar-
let and blacker than sackcloth, yet if you turn tome with your whole heart
and say ‘Father,’ I will listen to you as a holy people”), presents Israel in a
negative light, not least when it is followed by a quotation from Isa 1:16–
20. Verheyden shows how we move from a citation addressed to an indi-
vidual sinner (1 Clem. 8:2 and the quotation from Jonah 3), to one ad-
dressed to Israel, and how by the climax of the section the decision to re-
pent is placed firmly in the hands of the people, with the outcome being
described in negative terms if the wrong choice is made (the reference to
the concluding words from the Isaiah quotation, “a sword will devour
you”). For Verheyden attention to the context of the scriptural passages
concerned indicates that in fact judgment has been passed,70 as is clearly
the case in Ezek 33:21 and Isa 1:24–27. While Verheyden concedes that it
is not easy to know the extent to which the author wishes his addressees to
read the passages cited within a wider context (clearly he leaves open the
possibility of their own repentance),71 he is clear that “Israel’s fate looms

68 Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 241. Although Verheyden’s argument supporting
the anti-Jewish aspect of this chapter are distinctive, they reflect arguments in Lampe,
“GrievousWolves” (see n. 16). He argues that the examples of jealousy in 1 Clem. 4 find
an echo in Stephen’s speech in Acts 7, noting that Joseph’s brothers, the Israelite oppo-
nent ofMoses, andAaron appear in Stephen’s false succession list, andDavid in his pos-
itive one. At Acts 7:9 opposition to Joseph is associated with zeal. Stephen’s speech con-
cerns itself with a kind of anti-Jewish apologetic, which Lampe sees as implied in
1 Clement.

69 See Lona, Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 187–188.
70 Cf. Ezek 18 and 33; Isa 1:16–20.
71 “[…] they are not yet condemned and this is not a verdict but still a warning” (Verhey-

den, “Israel’s Fate” [see n. 16], 242).
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largely over them. What happened in the past will happen again. Israel’s
fate and history are used paedagogically; it is not evoked to undo it.”72

Verheyden is clear that 1 Clem. 29:2–30:1, to which we have already
referred, assumes the passing of the status of Israel to the Christian
church,73 finding suggestive the fact that the two previous chapters
(1 Clem. 27 and 28) have been taken upwith the theme of God’s inevitable
judgment. “Israel’s fate is not the subject, but it is the preliminary for what
has been made possible, and […] it remains […] a warning for those who
now enjoy the Lord’s favour.”74

The reference in 1 Clem. 31:4 to the obscure “scepter of the twelve
tribes of Israel” is thought to have ominous resonances,75 and to compro-
mise the potentially more positive presentation of Jesus in 1 Clem. 32
where he is presented as related to the descendants of Jacob. And referenc-
es in 1 Clem. 43, citing Num 17, but apparently highlighting Israel’s jeal-
ousy, and in 1 Clem. 55:6, its potential to fall, prevented by Esther, is also
seen to give voice to a negative understanding of Israel and her history.

For Verheyden Israel’s fate may not be an issue for 1 Clement but the
author implies that it is a negative one. The Jews are judged and the Chris-
tians are now the chosen people and exclusively so. Such a view, Verhey-
den asserts, comes close to the kind of opinionwe find in Barnabas, even if
the latter expresses the matter more vituperatively.76

Verheyden’s argument could be supplemented. Oskar Skarsaune, for instance, has ar-
gued, albeit tentatively, that there may be signs of anti-Jewish traditions elsewhere in
the epistle, some of which crop up later in the Christian tradition.77 In this context he
notes that 1 Clem. 51 contains a warning against hardening the heart like the transgres-
sors of Num 16, and 1 Clem. 52 cites the argument that God does not require sacrifice
but confession of sins, quoting a set of anti-cultic testimonies (Ps 69:31–33; 50:14f./
51:19a). First Clement 53 presents a rewritten version of the story of the Israelites wor-
shipping of the Golden Calf (see above), quoting fromDeut 9:12–14 on the stiff-necked
character of the Israelites. Skarsaune suggests that such a sequence of texts might orig-

72 Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 242.
73 See similar claims by Lampe, “GrievousWolves” (see n. 16), 267, adding other evidence

relating to appropriation of ideas of descent associated with Jews.
74 See Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 243.
75 Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 244, refers to the passage in 3 Kgdms 11:30–36

where the prophet Ahijah informs Jeroboam that his kingdom will be torn apart and
that ten scepters will be given to him and two will be left over for the king, “because
he has forsaken me,” words which Verheyden takes to be ominous. He also suggests
that the reference to twelve tribes might lead Clement’s readers to recall Matt 19:28
and Luke 22:28–30, where judgment upon the twelve tribes is assumed.

76 See Verheyden, “Israel’s Fate” (see n. 16), 261–262.
77 O. Skarsaune, Proof from Prophecy: A Study in Justin Martyr’s Proof-Text Tradition;

Text-Type, Provenance, Theological Profile (NovTSup 56; Leiden, 1987), 314–315.
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inally have expressed a theory, first explicitly mentioned by Justin, that cultic practices
were given to the Jews as an accommodation to the idolatrous tendencies they demon-
strated in worshipping the golden calf.78The argument is hypothetical, as Skarsaune ad-
mits, but it supports Verheyden’s position, and even if its specific claim is speculative, it
pinpoints additional passageswhich implynegative things about the Jews, their practices
and their history. A similar case, for instance, could be made for an originally polemical
and possibly anti-Jewish setting for 1 Clem. 15,79 as well as other chapters.80

How, then, to assess the positions outlined above? Both seem problematic
but especiallyVerheyden’smore radical position.Canwe assumewithhim
that the passages he discusses imply a negative view of Jewish history? As
Cilliers Breytenbach has shown (and others),81 the business of using exem-
pla tomake specific ethical points was a well-knownHellenistic trope and
the employment of exempla from scripture would follow naturally from
that. The use of such exempla need not be seen as a sign of a negative
view of Israel’s history but rather of a positive view of the didactic value
of scripture. Jews, after all, made use of such exempla,82 and Jewish
works, not least the prophetic writing, are filled with negative accounts
of what the Jews have done in their history without a sense of final judg-
ment being passed. Indeed had 1 Clement wished to, given the circum-
stances he was addressing, it would have been helpful to his cause to
show how final judgment had fallen upon Israel;83 and certainly if he

78 See Justin, Dial. 19.5f. ; 20.4; 22.127.2; 43.1; 67.8; 73.6; 102.6; 131.4. Skarsaune, Proof
(see n. 77), 315, states that his theory remains pure hypothesis.

79 Note the combination here of Isa 29:13 (quoted in Matt 15:8 and Mark 7:6); Ps 62:4;
78:36–37; and Ps 12:3–5. See Lampe, “Grievous Wolves” (see n. 16), 267, for the view
that “(t)he language of 1 Clement 15, and its selection of Old Testament texts, suggests
that these leaders may be dissembling Judaizers.”

80 E.g., 1 Clem. 29. On this see esp. Skarsaune, Proof (see n. 77), 29–30, 189 and 348. He
notes that when Justin quotes Deut 32:7–9, he does so probably from a Deuteronomy
scroll, reading 32:8 “according to the number of the sons of Israel,” as in the Septuagint.
Justin does, however, know of another reading, “according to the numbers of the an-
gels,” and mentions it. As 1 Clement witnesses the latter reading (see 29:2), Skarsaune
suggests that Justin may have gained knowledge of this non-Septuagint reading by ref-
erence to a source known to 1 Clement, not least because inDial. 130.3, before his quo-
tation of the Deuteronomy passage, he writes that from all the nations of the earth, he
chose you for himself, words which come close to what we find in 1 Clem. 29:3. This
could imply that 1 Clement had knowledge of such a source, which apparently claimed
the status of God’s people for the Christians.

81 C. Breytenbach, “The Historical Example in 1 Clement,” ZAC 18 (2014), 22–33.
82 See also Lona, Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 153–154, who notes that use of exempla is typ-

ically Jewish.
83 Thismight have been especially easy to do at the endof the list of citations in 1 Clem. 8:4

where Isa 1:16–20 is cited. Two further points need to be made in relation to this cita-
tion. First, the quotation is introduced vaguely implying that the kind of knowledge of
the context which Verheyden assumes cannot be presumed. Second, when we look at
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had believed such a thing, there was, if Verheyden is right, nothing to con-
strain him from making that sentiment explicit.84 Barnabas, after all, is
clear about the judgment passed upon Israel and uses it as an example
to show what might happen to the Christians.85 Furthermore, in spite
of Verheyden’s efforts, it is difficult to take a passage like 1 Clem. 55:6
which praises Esther for saving “the twelve tribes of Israel” when they
“were about to fall” (l´kkom !pok´shai) as anything other than positive.
After all if one knew the story of Esther (Verheyden assumes a good bib-
lical knowledge on the part of Clement’s congregation), then one would
have known that Israel’s salvation was merited because its travails were
not its own fault.86

Moreover, if Verheyden’s interpretation is right, it is striking that not
even a gratuitously negative comment about Jews is forthcoming, some-
thingwhichwemight expect if the tradition hewas usingwas so lacedwith
anti-Jewish sentiment; and equally rarely is the author concerned with
collective misdeeds. The strength of Verheyden’s case lies more in the ob-
servation that the author implies that the Christians are now the rightful
people of God, a point indicated by 1 Clem. 29 and 30.87 If this is right,
surely we have to consider how it was that that occurred and here judg-
ment upon Israel must be assumed. This, of course, remains a possibility
but is it an inevitability? The author is firstly clear that the church is more
like Israel (there is no emphasis upon an identification with the nations);
he makes no reference to the unfaithfulness of the “original” nation; and
themanner inwhich he presents the idea of extraction plays up continuity
(“a nation out of the midst of the nations”).88 The ring of supersessionism

uses of this citation subsequently, we see that the chronologically nearest reference oc-
curs in Justin, 1 Apol. 44 and 61, references which are not anti-Jewish (one relates to
choice, the other to a call to baptism). Tertullian gives the earliest evidence of an
anti-Jewish usage of this passage (Tertullian, Adv. Jud. 13; Marc. 3.23.4).

84 E.g., in 1 Clem. 27 and 28, or in the passages on repentance.
85 See Barn. 4:14.Note also the interpretation of Barnabas recently advanced by J. Rhodes,

The Epistle of Barnabas and the Deuteronomic Tradition: Polemics, Paraenesis, and the
Legacy of the Golden Calf Incident (WUNT 2/188; Tübingen, 2004), where the anti-
Judaism of the text is seen as a kind of warning to Christians against complacency.

86 Note also how in 1 Clem. 12:1–7, Rahab, without comment, is praised for the help she
gives Israel.

87 1 Clem. 32:2 could be taken to be a positive catalogue of Jewish advantages, not dissim-
ilar to what we find in Rom 9:5, which may be echoed here when Clement refers to
“Christ according to the flesh.” For an attempt to contrast this passage with Rom 9,
see Lanfranchi and Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau” (see n. 16).

88 See also Richardson, Israel (see n. 16), 15, who argues that the introduction at 1 Clem.
29:2 of the name Israel is incidental to 1Clement’s argument; and that the assertion that
the Christians are Israel is not made explicit. In 1 Clem. 30 a part of the quotation is
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seems mild. Moreover, need the author, simply because he identifies
Christians with the elected part, to quote his own distinctive language
(29:1; 30:1), assume non-Christian Jews to be judged?89 If his is the lan-
guage of remnantology, then, as noted, it is not a remnantology allied to
explicit judgment, as, for instance,we find inRom10.Continuitymight be
assumed in an interpretation of 1 Clem. 32, where Jesus appears in almost
undifferentiated style among kings and rulers and priests. To understand
this passage negatively, as Verheyden does, involves much reading be-
tween the lines, and assumptions about the resonances of various refer-
ences, not least “the scepters of the twelve tribes of Israel.” But the passage,
I would suggest, is striking precisely because it places Jesus where it does
and in the manner it does.90

explicitly applied to theChristians (“seeing that we aremade a special portion”), but not
the reference to Israel. Richardson goes on to draw attention to 1 Clem. 8 where “all his
beloved”whomhewants to repent includeboth Israel from thepreceding sentences and
theChristian flock in 1 Clem. 9. That the harsh quotation of Isa 29:13 in 1 Clem. 15:2 is
not applied to Israel but the Christians, and the reference in 1 Clem. 59:4 to “wanderers
of thy people,” is a reference to Israel, further indicates respect for the historic people of
God. Richardson’s view that “Israel” is not referred to in 1 Clem. 30:1 could be thought
questionable as both Israel and the Christians are described as l´qir (in the latter case at
the beginning of 1 Clem. 29 and 30), and there is no obvious transition between verses 1
and 2, and 2 and 3. The question is, is verse 2 predictive of the identity of the Christians
as God’s portion or an indication that God makes these kinds of choices. All the diffi-
culties arise from the failure of 1 Clement to describe any kind of transition from Israel
to the church, in contrast to Justin. For Lemme, “Judenchristenthum” (see n. 12), 450,
the Christians are a remnant out of Israel but in continuity with Israel, whose choice
from among the nations remains, a view that comes closest to Richardson’s.

89 Of some relevance here is the fact that Justinmakes use ofDeut 32:7f. atDial. 131.Aswe
have seen (n. 80 above), Skarsaune, Proof (see n. 77), 29–30 and 189, has suggested that
the citationmay indicate knowledge of a similar testimony collection in favor of Chris-
tians being the people of God. Justin, interestingly, gives Deut 32:9 a double reference,
both to the Jewand the gentile (i. e. , Christians). But, as Skarsaunenotes, he is not able to
argue this point from the text itself but the double reference depends on previous ar-
guments he has made (ibid., 348). Skarsaune argues that Justin is only able to make
the case he does by using an argument from lesser to greater. If God could elect the un-
worthy and disbelieving Jews to become Jacob and Israel, how much more so the be-
lieving Christians (ibid. , 189). The fact that 1 Clement, in contradistinction to Justin,
Dial. 130–131, does not sense the passage’s difficulty could point either to absolute ap-
propriation, or to the sense that the Christians were a part of Israel. Lona, Clemensbrief
(see n. 8), 327, points to the regular appearance of Deut 32 in Christian writings (see
Clement, Strom. 7.6.4; andTertullian,Prax. 17.3) and suggests, like Skarsaune, the pos-
sibility that the citation could have come from a collection, which was used in a catech-
etical or apologetic context.

90 It is interesting that in this chapter Clement shows knowledge of Rom 9. So the expres-
sion “from (Jacob) came the Lord Jesus according to the flesh” (1n aqtoO a j¼qior Yg-
soOr t¹ jat± s²qja, 1 Clem. 32:2) is close to Paul’s “to them belong the Patriarchs, and
of their race according to the flesh, is the Christ.” Also the reference to “the priests and
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The sense that there is a potentially muchmilder language of appropri-
ation in 1 Clement is not only problematic for Verheyden’s view, but also
for the view of Harnack, Lona and others, which assume that 1 Clement
simply ignores Judaism because it is no longer an issue for him. His is the
silence of contempt because the Jewish-Christian question has somehow
been resolved with the Christians assumed to be the exclusive rightful in-
heritors of Jewish promises.

This observation leads to anothermore general one. Verheyden in par-
ticular, but also Harnack and others, are only able to make the kind of in-
ferences they do by assuming a good deal about the relationship between
the author and the Jews which is extra-textual (to a much greater extent
than is the case with Barnabas, with whom Verheyden sees a number of
similarities) – namely that Jews and Christians in Rome have separated
and that conceptions of their prior relationshipwould have been negative.
But this is precisely the question.

Against this background, it is worth finishing this assessment of one
approach to the question of 1 Clement’s attitude to Jews and Judaism
by examining the implications of 1 Clem. 5. Some have argued that the
manner in which the deaths of Peter and Paul are reported in that chapter
implies the complicity of non-Christian Jews. Supportive of this view is the
claim that both apostles died di± f/kom in verses 2 and 3, a concept, which
especially in Acts, is associated with the action of Jews against Christian
missionaries.91 Further support for this position is found by noting the
context of the claim made, which Geoffrey Lampe thinks betrays similar-
ities with what we find in Stephen’s speech in Acts 7;92 by the claim that
hostility on the part of Jews towards Christians is witnessed in Rome,
not only in Suetonius’s account of their expulsion impulsore Chresto but
by Luke’s account of Paul’s encounter with the Jews in Acts 28; and by

the Levites that serve at the altar of God” recalls one of the gifts that Paul claims that the
Israelites have received from God (Rom 9:4 and its reference to “worship” [katqe¸a]),
and the “no small glory” of the twelve tribes could be seen as an allusion to Paul’s “glory.”
“Promises” also takes up a gift referred to by Paul. What is important is that, in spite of
showing knowledge of Rom 9, perhaps further supported when we note what he writes
at 1 Clem. 32:4 about Christians as “being not justified through ourselves or through
our own wisdom and understanding,” Clement gives little hint of endorsing Paul’s ty-
pological understanding of the story of Jacob and Easu as we find that in Rom 9:10–13,
possibly supporting our view of a less appropriative view of Christians’ identity as chil-
dren of Jacob. For this view see Lanfranchi andVerheyden, “Jacob andEsau” (see n. 16),
303–304. The fact thatVerheyden is co-author of this article shows that his views on this
matter have changed.

91 See Acts 5:17; 7:9; 13:45 and 17:5.
92 See Lampe, “Grievous Wolves” (see n. 16), 265–266.
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claims in some later Christian literature that Jews were involved in the ex-
ecution of Peter andPaul.93 If such a view is right, it follows that Clement is
aware of Jewish opposition to Christians, and that should incline readers
to a more negative understanding of his views of Jews, making plain that
any reconstructed background for his views would have been negative.94

But there are difficulties. An exclusive association of zeal with the Jews
in this passage is not warranted. As David Eastman has shown, if one ex-
amines the context of the passage, one notes that in discussing the negative
effect of zeal in 1 Clem. 4, there are four examples of it operating within
families and three of conflict within the Israelite community, supporting
the idea, advanced in detail first by Oscar Cullmann,95 that the zeal is an
inner-Christian, and not external, Jewish one,96 a position Eastman sup-
ports with some additional arguments.97 Furthermore, the passages cited
as supporting Jewish hostility towardsChristians are either overdone (as is
the case with Acts 28:18–28) or favor a different interpretation.98

It is equally possible that the reference is to gentile zeal. This would
comport with the well-established tradition that Peter and Paul died at
the hands of Nero. Moreover, with the exception of Stephen and James,
Jesus’s brother, most of the executions of Christians were carried out by
Roman authorities. And the text itself may justify such a view. Without
the ja· 6yr ham²tou Ehkgsam at the end, the statement di± f/kom ja·
vhºmom oR l´cistoi ja· dijaiºtatoi st¼koi 1di¾whgsam could most natu-
rally be read as referring to Jewish (non-fatal) persecution, but with the
addition of reference to what must be executions, this could include the
Roman legal system as well. In 1 Clem. 5:4 Peter’s hardships are included
in the ja· ovty laqtuq¶sar, which seem to have led to his death (1po-
qe¼hg eQr t¹m aveikºlemom tºpom t/r dºngr). And then one can take
the whole ofP´tqom dr di± f/kom %dijom oqw 6ma oqd³ d¼o !kk± pke¸omar

93 See Commodian, Carm. apol. 845. For a presentation of this argument see H.W. Tajra,
The Martyrdom of St. Paul: Historical and Judicial Context, Traditions, and Legends
(WUNT 2/67; Tübingen, 1994), 79–84.

94 I am grateful for this point to Professor Adela Yarbro Collins and others in the seminar
on 1 Clement held at SNTS 2015 in Amsterdam.

95 O. Cullmann, Peter : Disciple, Apostle, Martyr; A Historical and Theological Study (2nd
ed.; London, 1962), 91–110.

96 See D.L. Eastman, “Jealousy, Internal Strife and the Death of Peter and Paul,” ZAC 18
(2014), 34–53, here 43–47.He goes on to show that such inner-strife is reflected in Paul’s
life both in his epistles andActs, arguing in particular for the importance of 2 Tim4:14–
15.

97 Eastman, “Jealousy” (see n. 96), 49–53.
98 See Eastman’s interpretation of the passage in Suetonius,Claud. 25.4, in “Jealousy” (see

n. 96), 49–51.
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rp¶mecjem pºmour ja· ovty laqtuq¶sar 1poqe¼hg eQr t¹m aveikºlemom
tºpom t/r dºngr to mean: “Because of unrighteous zeal Peter endured
not one, not two, but many labors, and these are the means by which
or context within which (ja· ovty) he made the testimony which led to
his travelling to the place of glory he deserved.” Again it seems that Clem-
ent is saying that Roman executionwas the consequence of his bearing the
testimony exemplified in the hardships – the ovty links the two halves of
the sentence, the first half with the zeal and the second half with the exe-
cution. Theremay be Jewish involvement in both halves, but the execution
is a Roman one. It is also the case that in the examples of zeal referred to
1 Clem. 4:10 and 13, it is the zeal of non-Israelites which is referred to.99

What is clear is that the passage is too ambiguous to sit clearly with one
interpretation.

3.2 A More Positive Assessment

If there are difficulties with the broadly negative assessment of the evi-
dence, can a more positive view be presented? Possibly. First, I draw at-
tention to the points I have made above about the mild character of the
language of inheritance in 1 Clem. 29, which need not be interpreted as
appropriative in the traditionally negative sense.100

My second point relates to the issue of the temple. In chapters 40 and 41
of his epistle, Clement, in arguing for the need for order, points to the serv-
ices held in the temple and the orderedmanner in which these are carried
out. The language is warm-hearted: “Those therefore who make their of-
ferings at the appointed times are acceptable and blessed, for those who
follow the example of the Master cannot go wrong. For to the High Priest
the proper services have been given, and to the priests the proper office has
been assigned, and upon the Levites the proper ministries have been im-
posed” (40:4). The section goes into some detail about the character of the
offerings, and is clear about the need for these offerings only to be per-
formed in the temple in Jerusalem.101 Strikingly, the author understands
these practices as still taking place,102 and he interprets them literally.103

99 My thanks to Simon Gathercole for some of these points.
100 See pp. 234–235 above.
101 See Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 48, noting the remarkable nature of what is asserted.
102 The use of the present tense in these two chapters has been the subject of much dis-

cussion, and led some to posit a pre-70 date for the epistle (e. g. , Herron, Clement
[see n. 8], 11–21). As Lightfoot indicates, determining whether the use of the present
here is an historic present, or an actual present, will be dictated by one’s viewof the date
of the epistle on the basis of other sections of the epistle (J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic
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Indeed, there is a great respect shown towards Jewish cultic activity. No
sign here of any negative critique of the temple cult as we find in Barnabas
(see esp. Barn. 2:1f. and 16:1f.) ; no sense that the Levitical priesthood or
the cult has been superseded as in Hebrews;104 no hint of a typological or
allegorical interpretation of the cult, together with its practices and festi-
vals;105 or that the reality being described is entirely secondary to themore

Fathers, pt. 1: S. Clement of Rome [2 vols.; London, 1890], 2.124–125). Certainly there
are examples of the use of the present tense in discussions of the temple inworkswhich
are written after 70 (e. g. , Josephus,A.J 3.151f. ;C. Ap. 2.77 and 102f. [in the latter pas-
sage past and present tensesmix together]; Barn. 7 and 8, andDiogn. 3:3–5. A number
of passages in theMishnah could also bementioned).Others solve the problembynot-
ing that, just aswith Philo’s discussionof the cult, in Spec. 1, there is little real interest in
the cult itself (it points to another reality), so this is the case with 1 Clement’s usage (it
points simply to the need for order, regardless of the reality of an actual cult; Lona,
Clemensbrief [see n. 8], 439–440, partially following Wrede, Untersuchungen [see n.
13], 91, who argues that Clement doesn’t expect his readers to recognize the value
of the cult in itself but that when one understands its deepermeaning, it is not without
importance). Löhr, Studien (see n. 21), 82–23, argues that the use of the present tense
here need not support a pre-70 date. The temple in this section serves as a timeless
example for the ordering of the Christian community, and it is especially noticeable
that nothing in the text goes beyond what could have been read in the Bible, though
this last observation is not strictly true (see our reference to Tomson, “Centrality” [see
n. 16]). Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 167–168 n. 6, speculates that Clement could be
reflecting the tense in which a source he was using was written, or some form of on-
going continuity of the law.Herron, however, insists that Clementmust be pointing to
an actual reality for when he speaks of order he is appealing to enduring and peren-
nially valid examples of order (as he is in 1 Clem. 20 when referring to the Roman
army). “Applying this to his reference to the Temple, one would have to admit that
if the Temple, once quite an ordered affair, lay in ruins, 1 Clement would have been
better advised not even to mention the Temple in the first place” (Herron, Clement
[see n. 8], 17). Herron takes too little account of Josephus’s use of the present tense
(along with Barn. 7 and 8, Diogn. 3 and the Mishnah) for his temporal point to
stand but by referring to the reality of Clement’s reference (here in comparison
with Roman army in 1 Clem. 20), he draws attention to the fact that Clement surely
takes the reality to which he is referring seriously.

103 The idea that Clement is presenting the new order of the Christians as a replacement,
or more likely in continuity with the order of the temple, as described in threefold
terms in 1 Clem. 40:5, seems unwarranted. On this see Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers
(see n. 102), 2.123; Lemme, “Judenchristenthum” (see n. 12), 418–419; and Lona,
Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 436–437.

104 “WhenClement proposes a comparison between the Levitical hierarchy and the order
of the church, he does not suggest that the latter has replaced the old institutions” (Lan-
franchi and Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau” [see n. 16], 304).

105 It is true that at 1 Clem. 41:4 Clement relates what he is saying about the cult to “fuller
knowledge” (pke¸omor […] cm¾seyr) but there is no sense in which such knowledge
implies an understanding of the text which is somehow typological or allegorical. It is
precisely the existence of a hierarchy in the temple which is so important to the author
and this constitutes the “fuller knowledge.”
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general point being made about order.106 The tone and the manner of de-
scription seems closer to 1 Clement’s likely contemporary, Josephus.107 If
Clement was living in a Rome dominated by images of Jewish defeat in
which the temple and symbols associated with it played a significant
role, whether on the arch of Titus or in the Temple of Peace where the
priestly garments were displayed, his referencing of the temple shows little
sign of that, just as Josephus’s referencing of it showed little sign that the
temple was destroyed and its destruction had, to some extent, become a
kind of totem of the new Flavian regime.108 In fact, Martin Goodman’s as-
sertion that Christians would have reacted negatively to such an assumed
anti-Jewish environment by distancing themselves from non-Christian
Jews is called into question by Clement’s apparently warm endorsement
of the temple. His presentation implies ongoing vitality and respect for
customs still thought important and about which he, or the traditions
he is following, appears to know a good deal.109 Are these traits straight-
forwardly compatible with the ideas attributed by Verheyden to 1 Clem-
ent, or those ofHarnack andotherswho assume that Judaismhas ceased to
exist for 1 Clement? Would we not expect the glimmer of an indication
that the temple had fallen, or that it had been misunderstood by those
who ran it? To some the calmness of the reference reflects the confidence
of Clement’s appropriation,110 but even assuming that, would we expect
such a positive reference,111 and one that contrasts with references in

106 See n. 102. The attempts made by Lona and Löhr to explain away the present tense of
1 Clem. 40 and 41 by noting the precedence of its timelessmeaning over anything spe-
cific, are equally attempts to scotch the idea that the author is attributing any value to
the temple in itself, a point hinted at byWrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 90. But this
viewcanonlybe arrived at through assumption,not by a straightforward readingof the
text, whose delineation of the running of the temple in such uncritical detail, remains
striking.

107 See Josephus,A.J. 3.151f. ;C. Ap. 2.77, 102f. For comments see J.M.G. Barclay,Against
Apion: Translation and Commentary, vol. 10 of Flavius Josephus: Translation and
Commentary (ed. S. Mason; Leiden, 2007), 210 n. 267.

108 For this view see F. Millar, “Last Year in Jerusalem: Monuments of the Jewish War in
Rome,” in Flavius Josephus and Flavian Rome (ed. J. Edmondson, S. Mason, and J.
Rives; New York, 2005), 101–128; and Goodman, Rome and Jerusalem (see n. 10),
449–463.

109 See Tomson, “Centrality” (see n. 16).
110 See Green, Christianity (see n. 2), 55.
111 Some have emptied the passage of any significant “Jewish” content by arguing that

Clement is borrowing the idea of order in ritual from pagan writing on the subject.
But such a view fails to take account of evidence in Jewish sources of the importance
of order in the temple cult. On this see Jaubert, “Thèmes” (see n. 22), 194f. , who argues
for a Levitical background to ideas of order. She points to post-biblical passages like
3 Esd 1:5; Let. Aris. 92–95, as well as passages in the Dead Sea Scrolls (cf. 1QS 1:23;
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Paul andHebrews to cultic times?112 It is also true thatClement can refer to
a set of testimonies, already mentioned (see 1 Clem. 52), that seem anti-
cultic. But in his hands they are not so, becoming exhortations to certain
forms of behavior.Had the anti-cultic aspect been to the fore, surelyClem-
entwould have found it difficult towrite chapters 40 and 41, orwould have
at least given some indication that he no longer adhered to a literal inter-
pretation of the passage?113

A third point in favor of a more positive understanding of the impli-
cations of 1Clement for the attitude of its author to Jews and Judaism con-
cerns sources. We have already referred to the possibility that 1 Clement
had access to an anti-Jewish source which argued for the view of the law as
an accommodation to the idolatrous tendencies of the Jews manifested at
the incident of the Golden Calf. If he did, then he has very successfully de-
nuded it of its anti-Jewish hue, transforming it into a call for repentance or
something equivalent. The case is speculative and, even if correct, neednot
mean thatClement disagreedwith the anti-Jewish character of the original
source, simply that he was able to adapt such sources to very different cir-
cumstances.

The issue raised becomesmore interesting in the case of someNewTes-
tament texts. The author of 1 Clement knows some of Paul’s letters.114 He
explicitly refers to 1 Corinthians (1 Clem. 47:1) and on a number of occa-
sions seems to show knowledge of Romans.115 What form this knowledge

2:14; 2:22). In the first two of these passages there is a particular emphasis on the Le-
vites as regulating matters. See n. 22.

112 See Gal 4:10; Col 2:16 and Rom 14:5–6, where Paul claims the liberty of Christians
from fixed days. On this see Jaubert, “Thèmes” (see n. 22), 198.

113 NoteTomson’s pithy characterization of the argument in 1 Clem. 40 and 41: “Thiswas
Rome correctingCorinth –with Jerusalemat the centre” (Tomson, “Centrality” [see n.
16], 103).

114 See discussions inHagner,Use (see n. 28), 195–237, for amaximalist position in which
the author is seen as showing knowledgeof a collection of Pauline letters. A.F.Gregory,
“1Clement and theWritings That Later Formed theNewTestament,” inTheReception
of the New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers (ed. A.F. Gregory and C.M. Tuckett; Ox-
ford, 2005), 129–157, here 142–151, argues for knowledge of Romans and 1 Corinthi-
ans, but thinks that knowledge of other Pauline letters is sparse. Lona, Clemensbrief
(see n. 8), 48–51, posits knowledge of Romans and 1 Corinthians and the Pastorals,
at least in terms of religious atmosphere, but not of other Pauline letters. A relatively
uncontroversial list of parallels might look like this: 1 Clem. 47:1–4 = 1 Cor 1:12;
1 Clem. 37:5–38:2 = 1 Cor 12:12, 14 = 1 Cor 12:20–28; 1 Clem. 49:5 = 1 Cor
13:4–7; 1 Clem. 24:1 = 1 Cor 15:20, 23; 1 Clem. 10:6 = Rom 4:3; 1 Clem. 35:5–6
= Rom 1:29–32; 1 Clem. 32:4–33:1 = Rom 5:21–6:2a; 1 Clem. 32:2 = Rom 9:5.

115 For the most recent discussion see A.F. Gregory, “Disturbing Trajectories: 1 Clement,
the Shepherd of Hermas and the Development of Early Roman Christianity,” in Rome
in the Bible and the Early Church (ed. P.Oakes; Carlisle, 2004), 142–166, here 148–151.
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took,whether it implied an intimate knowledgeof those texts, is difficult to
say.116 In discussion of the text, and in spite of this apparent knowledge of
Paul, many have urged that 1 Clement should not be read as if somehow
linked to Paul because, for various reasons, this would give a false reading
of the epistle.117At one level this is correct just as it might be correct not to
read James as if it is a debased form of Paulinism, especially when judg-
ments are made on the type of religiosity witnessed in the epistle.118

What is interesting, however, is that the author shows knowledge of
Paul’s doctrine of justification, in 1 Clem. 32:4, as manifested in Rom 5,
and seems to show knowledge, at least in terms of the manner in which
he argues, of Rom 6, where he seeks to head off the implication that be-
cause we are justified by faith we should somehow fall into sinfulness
(1 Clem. 33:1). This may imply a level of knowledge of Paul that is
more expansive than some have thought. What is interesting is that if
Clement knows Paul’s doctrine of justification, he does not relate it to
the question of Jews and gentiles nor to the law. In fact, as already
noted, he nowhere refers disparagingly to the law, or seeks to differentiate
between the era of Christ and the era preceding it in nomistic terms.119He
may see Christians as a remnant like Paul, chosen from Israel, but he does
so with little of Paul’s polemic as found in Rom 10. Hementions the figure
of Jacob on a number of occasions (see 1 Clem. 4:8 and 31:4), but without
apparent knowledge of Paul’s typological interpretation of the story of

116 See C. Rothschild, “Reception of First Corinthians in First Clement,” inNew Essays on
theApostolic Fathers (WUNT;Tübingen, forthcoming),where she argues that 1 Clem-
ent knew 1 Corinthians well and frequently alludes to it.

117 See Lona, Clemensbrief (see n. 8), 62, esp. n. 3, here taking to task those who would
judge the author in relation to Paul and so distort his theology.

118 BothBaur,History (seen. 12), 140–141, andBaur’s pupil,Albert Schwegler, alongwith a
number of others, compare 1 Clement directly with Paul in coming to their judgment
that he stands somewhere between a “Jewish Christian” position, as reconstructed by
themselves, and a Pauline one. See Schwegler’s judgment: “Diese äusserliche unver-
mittelte Verknüpfung der Gegensätze, diese alternirende Betonung bald der p_stir,
bald der 5qca, die Halbheit, beiden Parteien zugleich Recht zu geben, macht die Ei-
gentümlichkeit unseres Briefs aus, dessen dogmatische Gepräge man nur als ein ver-
waschenes, abgestumpftes, charakter- und individualitätsloses bezeichnen kann”
(Schwegler, Zeitalter [see n. 12], 129). For a strongly “Jewish Christian” interpretation
of 1 Clement, see Lemme, “Judenchristenthum” (see n. 12).

119 Healso does not repeat, in strict terms, Paul’s doctrine of justification by faith as he fails
consummately to refer to Christ as the object of that faith. The faith rather is a gift of
God who has justified people in such a way since the beginning. As Jaubert, “Thèmes”
(see n. 22), has argued, thismakes his view of faith closer to onewewould identify with
the wisdom tradition. His ideas are perhaps closer to those of the writer of Hebrews in
ch. 11. Note how for this author it is not only Abraham who is magnified by faith but
also Rahab and Esther.
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Jacob and Esau in Rom 9:10–13, and this in spite of betraying knowledge
of Rom 9.120 Clement seems to know of Paul’s use of Abraham but again
shows little knowledge of the polemical edgewithwhich Paul used this fig-
ure in his battles with the so-called Judaizers.121 Like Paul in Rom 4:7–8,
Clement cites Ps 32:1–2 (here adding the final line of verse 2, omitted by
Paul), but rather than concluding like Paul, by referring to the blessedness
of the circumcised and the uncircumcised, he talks more generally about
blessings coming to those who have been chosen by God.122

What does all this imply? That 1 Clement reads Paul for what is impor-
tant to him in his very specific context?123 Or that there were aspects of
Paul which he did not find conducive?124 Or that the arguments of Paul

120 For the evidence see n. 89, following Lanfranchis and Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau”
(see n. 16).

121 At 1 Clem. 10:2, the author refers to Abraham as someone who inherits the promises
of God (this is in fact the purpose of him leaving his home). The language could be said
to reflect Gal 3:18 and more particularly Rom 4:13. But the issue of Christian inher-
itance is not developed andcan appear as at best “Sprachreste” (Lona,Clemensbrief [see
n. 8], 197), which is distant from its original context. A similar argument could be ad-
vanced to explainClement’s use at 1 Clem. 10:6 ofGen15:6, so important toPaul in his
argument with so-called Judaizers, but lacking any such character in 1 Clement.
Lampe, “Grievous Wolves” (see n. 16), 265, takes a different view. Referring to Acts
7:2–8, he notes that, in contrast to that passage, Clement does not want to emphasize
thatAbraham left a settled abode tobecomeahomelesswanderer, “but that hewent out
from ‘a scanty land, a feeble kindred, and amean house’ to inherit the richness of God’s
promise,” and Lampe asserts that the implication of this is that the true Christian de-
scendant of Abraham has left the poverty of Judaism to gain the riches promised to the
true Israel of faith, and, pace Lampe, it is to be inferred should not be tempted back to
them (here alluding to his own view that 1Clement is addressed to a crisis caused by an
insurgent anti-Christian Jewish mission). Ingenious interpretations of Lot (1 Clem.
11) andRahab (1 Clem. 12) follow.Elsewhere in the same article (ibid. , 267), after enu-
merating places in the epistle where the Christians appear to be the true Israel
(cf. 29:2–3; 31:2–4; 30:6–7; and 32:2), Lampe notes that Clement seeks to defend
the view, found in Romans, that “the authentic Israel are those who share Abraham’s
true righteousness of faith.” But if Lampe is right, the absence of any of Paul’s polemical
language in relation to the law, circumcision and other matters, is strange.

122 Wrede,Untersuchungen (see n. 13), 89, who notes the failure of 1 Clement to indicate
how those blessings come to him.

123 This is the viewofHagner,Use (see n. 28), 349,which could equally be applied toClem-
ent’s knowledge of any other New Testament or Old Testament text: “Clement’s use of
the writings of the Apostles is controlled […] by the immediate purpose of his epistle.”

124 Lemme, “Judenchristentum” (see n. 12), 418–423, after noting that “[j]edes Sensorium
für die paulinische Gedankenwelt fehlt ihm [Clement],” thinks that the high status ac-
corded to Moses (43:1, 6; 53:5), and the predominant sense, as he sees it, of the scrip-
tures as a law book (see 2:8; 3:4; 20:5; 35:7; 37:1; 40:5; 50:5; 58:2), implies a conserv-
ative attitude to the law. The term mºlor does not occur in the letter, and Lemme can
only arrive at the position he does through a good deal of eisegesis but his position is
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were irrelevant to the changed situation in which he found himself, either
because Christians and Jews were no longer in communication (Harnack
and others’ position), or because he conceived of the relationship with
non-Christian Jewsmore eirenically.125Ormight it be the case that he sim-
ply displays his only partial knowledge of Paul?126 Or all, or some of
these?127

The same questions are relevant to 1 Clement’s use of Hebrews. The ar-
guments about the dependence of 1 Clement upon this text have rumbled
on with no absolute resolution. The best evidence for dependence lies in
the parallels between 1 Clem. 36:1–5 and Heb 1:3f. While “the pattern of
striking parallels and possible allusions, but only limited verbal identity,
means that it is difficult to exclude altogether the possibility that Clement
and the author of the letter to the Hebrews might each have drawn on a
common source or tradition, most would see some level of literary de-
pendence,”128 a view which receives support when we examine the
other list of possible allusions toHebrews.129Butwhatmight be the impor-
tance of this observation? It may lie in the fact that if Clement knew He-
brews, while keen to affirm the High Priestly identity of Jesus, he does not
follow Hebrews in asserting such an identity through an attack upon the
Jewish cult. In fact, as we have indicated, the contrary is true, a point seen
not only in what Clement says about the temple but also in what he asserts

correct insofar as 1 Clement’s attitude to the Jewish law cannot be understood nega-
tively.

125 Broadly the position of Lanfranchi and Verheyden, “Jacob and Esau” (see n. 16).
126 See Lona’s idea of “Sprachreste,” referred to in n. 121 above.
127 See Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 65, noting that Clement does not follow Paul in his

insistence on the opposition of two regimes, that of law and that of faith, going on
to argue that Clement ismore like theman of tradition and that this tradition is Jewish
conveyed through sapiential values honed in contactwithwhat she terms “Hellenism.”

128 See Gregory, “1 Clement” (see n. 114), 149, and P. Ellingworth, “Hebrews and 1 Clem-
ent: Literary Dependence or CommonTraditions?” BZ 23 (1979), 262–269, here 265–
267, who examines the parallels, arguing in favor of literary dependence (rather than
dependence of thought) and accounting for differences by reference to different the-
ological positions.

129 See Hagner, Use (see n. 28), 179–195, esp. 179: “It seems certain that Clement read,
loved,was taught by, andmadeuse of, theEpistle to theHebrews inwriting his pastoral
letter to the church at Corinth.” He rejects Goodspeed’s suggestion that 1 Clementwas
written in response to the rebuke found in Heb 5:12, preferring to see the use of the
epistle as determined by the circumstances of the Corinthian community (ibid., 195).
A conventional list of citations or allusions by 1 Clement to Hebrews might look like
this: 1 Clem. 36:2–5 and Heb 1:3f. ; and 1 Clem. 36:1–2 and Heb 9:8; 10:20. Other
passages: 1 Clem. 17:1 = Heb 11:37; 1 Clem. 17:5 = Heb 3:2; 1 Clem. 19:2 = Heb
12:1; 1 Clem. 27:1 = Heb 10:23; 1 Clem. 27:2 = Heb 6:18; 1 Clem. 36:1; 61:3;
64 = Heb 2:18; 3:1.
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about the relationship of Jesus to theLevites, and indeed thewarm-hearted
way in which he refers to the Levites.130 This may, as Paul Ellingworth has
suggested, account for his failure to refer toMelchizedek in his account of
Jesus’s High Priesthood.131 The failure to indicate that Jesus has brought
about a form of forgiveness better than the cult, the failure to assert
that this constitutes a better covenant, the failure, as we noted in the
case of a comparison with Paul, to make plain the difference between
the current dispensation and the previous one, stands in striking contrast
to Hebrews.132

Again we need to be cautious before drawing any conclusions. What
precisely of Hebrews the writer of 1 Clement knew is not clear. Andreas
Lindemann has suggested that he only knew Heb 1, or even an interme-
diary source, a point apparently supported by the supposed differences in
theology between the two writings.133 But this, of course, merely begs the
question and one might wonder whether it is believable to posit such an
intermediary source. Again, however, even if we accept that 1 Clement
knewHebrews, it is difficult to knowwhether he was judging the theology
of that text or simplymaking use of it in amannerwhich suited his specific
purposes. Ellingworth’s view that 1 Clement is literarily dependent upon
Hebrews, but displays no dependence of thought,134 presents more diffi-
culties than it solves.

What is clear, however, is that 1 Clement potentially presents us with a
different set of assumptions about scripture, the Jewish cult and the cov-
enant to Hebrews, and so with the possibility that different views on this
matterwere present amongChristians in theRomeof the late first century,
even among Christians who shared traditions in common. Peter Lampe

130 See esp. 1 Clem. 43:2 and reference to the glorious title, which goes to Aaron and so to
the Levitical priesthood.

131 Ellingworth, “Hebrews” (seen. 128), 266–267, noting thatMelchizedek is on the side of
Jesus and over against the Levitical priesthood, whereas Hebrews approach to the Lev-
itical priesthood is comparative (1 Clem. 40–41), not contrastive.

132 See Jaubert’s comments on their respective attitudes to the cult: “Les deux régimes ne
sont pas definés par contraste [as in Hebrews] mais par resemblance” (Jaubert,
“Thèmes” [see n. 22], 199). A similar comment could bemade aboutClement’s attitude
to Moses. So, while in Heb 3:4–6, where the author contrasts Moses’ role as a servant
(h´qapym) with that of Christ’s role as a son, Clement’s reference to Moses’ role as a
faithful servant in 1 Clem. 43:1 (again h´qapym is used) is understood positively,
and he is seen as the primal figure whom the prophets bearing witness to the laws
he enacted. See also 1 Clem. 53:5.

133 A. Lindemann,Die Apostolischen Väter, vol. 1:Die Clemensbriefe (HNT 17; Tübingen,
1992), 17–19.

134 See Ellingworth, “Hebrews” (see n. 128), 262.
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has spoken of a fractionalized community in Rome and sought in various
ways to justify that view.135 This is certainly a possibility. Unless we are to
assume that the epistle to the Hebrews spawned no theological followers,
that his views withered on the vine, then its attitude to the Jewish heritage
of Christianity and that of 1 Clement constitute a study in contrasts, con-
trasts perhaps implying distinct and separate groups, which could share
each other’s opinions while not precisely reflecting them. Some have ar-
gued, not without reason, that the kind of position evidenced in 1 Clem-
ent, that is one that shows no awareness of the presence of Jews, assumes a
single covenant, or at least feels no need to discuss this matter, is also wit-
nessed in Hermas,136 implying a more widely held position.137

The thesis argued above is vulnerable, not least in relation to the ques-
tion of 1 Clement’s supposed use of his sources. But it highlights the degree
to which the opposing position, in its different forms, arises from a set of
presuppositions, which assumes a particular, and questionable, trajectory
of Jewish-Christian interaction in Rome. This paper has done little more
than ask what happens if 1 Clement is read differently, without reference
to the supposed development of Jewish-Christian relations in Rome gen-
erally assumed, whether on the basis of assumptions drawn from scraps of
information in ill-informed pagan sources (ill-informed that is about
Christianity, and probably Judaism) or particular interpretations of the
epistle to the Romans, or on the basis of what we believe was the inevitable
trajectory of Jewish-Christian relations more generally (that is, an essen-
tially negative view)?138 What, for instance, would a comparison of the
epistle with Josephus reveal? Would the two not seem more like each
other thandifferent? Both loathed “stasis,” saw theRomanorder as broad-
ly beneficial, had an elevated view of the Jewish scriptures and apparently
of the Jewish cult. Andhowmight that affect thewaywe look at the implied
identity of the author of 1 Clement? Could we see 1 Clement as an inner-
Jewish work, for instance, or as a Jewish Christian one with all the caveats

135 Lampe, Paul (see n. 30).
136 Hermas makes no mention of the Jews at all and seems, like Clement, to show almost

no evidence of a distinction between the age before and after Christ. At Herm. 8.3.2
there is no distinction between the law and Christ; at Herm. 9.17.1 the twelve tribes
and the Christian church appear to be one; and at Herm. 9.15.4 the prophets who pre-
cede Christ with no sense of disruption between the two. The same kinds of questions
raised about 1 Clement are raised here, too.

137 Gregory, “Disturbing Trajectories” (see n. 115), esp. 161, for the idea that 1 Clement
and Hermas give voice to different conceptions of authority and the possibility that
they witness to contrasting views of different house churches.

138 For such a reading see Schreckenberg, Adversus-Judaeos-Texte (see n. 16), 171.
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and ryders that go with the use of such a term? It is worth recalling that
Clement was to become the hero of the Pseudo-Clementine corpus. Why
hewas selected for such a role is not immediately clear, though some have,
inter alia, suggested a church-political purpose, inspired by his position as
first bishop of Rome.139But it could also have been because hewas seen as a
law-abiding early Christian, as in fact a “Jewish Christian,” a position in-
spired by now unknown traditions about him, and even, and here we be-
come perhaps unduly speculative, by the contents of his first eponymous
letter?140 And even if we reject such an identity, what might his epistle
imply about his relationship with the non-Christian Jewish community?
As closer and more eirenic than usually assumed, embodying perhaps an
aspect of what Paul implies in Rom 11? I don’t propose to answer those
questions but they reveal the difficulty that arises from assuming too
much, and then interpreting a text on thebasis of such fragile assumptions.

4 Conclusion

This paper could be attacked for addressing a non-subject. After all,
1 Clement is clearly not about Jews or Christians in Rome, but about
the problem of the governance of the Christian church in Corinth.141

What it might, then, tell the reader about the attitude of the author to
Jews and so by extension the state of Jewish-Christian relations in
Rome is ostensibly minimal. Yet that has not stopped scholars frommak-
ing observations on this matter, and using the epistle as part of a more all-
consuming narrative about Jewish-Christian interaction in that city.
Prima facie there may be some justification for such an approach, not

139 See F.S. Jones, “Clement of Rome and the Pseudo-Clementines,” in Pseudoclementina
Elchasaiticaque inter Judaeochristiana: Collected Essays (Leuven, 2012), 172–193, here
187–191. He argues that Clement is presented, especially in the so-called Epistula
Clementis, as the guarantor of the genuineness of the “Jewish Christian” tradition
the author is commending to his readers.

140 Jones, “Clement” (see n. 139), does not consider the possibility that earlier works at-
tributed to Clement may have influenced decisions to make Clement the hero of the
theological novel. In fact, according to him (ibid., 172), 1 Clement, 2 Clement and the
Epistle to the Virgins have “little or nothing to do with” the Pseudo-Clementines.

141 This is not the position of Lemme, “Judenchristentum” (see n. 12), or Lampe, “Griev-
ous Wolves” (see n. 16). Both think that 1 Clement is either an attempt to wrest Co-
rinthianChristianity back for the JewishChristian cause (Lemme), or thediametrically
opposite position in the case of Lampe, to argue a case against anti-Christian Jewish
missionaries. The fact that we can have two scholars arguing for such different posi-
tions is an indication of the complexity of the subject.
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least because the essentially parenetic 1 Clement makes extensive use of
the Jewish scriptures and by doing such a thing, hints at an attitude to-
wards Jewish-Christian interaction.

What is striking about 1 Clement’s approach to scripture is that he
views it in Christian terms with little sense of an alternative view, even
when, for instance, he claims that the Christians are God’s chosen portion
(29:2). And he gives little sense of a transition between the time before
Christ and the time after, omitting, for instance, any reference to the
issue of law and covenant. Comparative language in the context of a dis-
cussion of a period before and after Christ is absent, a striking fact given
the author’s apparent knowledge of Paul and the epistle to the Hebrews,
texts intent upon articulating a difference between a pre-Christian and
Christian dispensation. This point becomes more telling when it is real-
ized that 1 Clement is a text which hints at a deeper Christological profile
even if it lacks discursive Christological passages,142 in contrast to a text
like Theophilus’s Ad Autolycum. Assertions about Christ do not lead to
negative assertions about those who do not believe in him or negative ref-
erences to what he has saved us from.

Interpretations of these data have differed. For many they point to the
absolute character of the separation between Christianity and Judaism, to
a set of changed circumstanceswhichmake the need to discuss the law, the
covenant and related subjects unnecessary, superfluous. In such a view ap-
propriation is absolute and, for some, a careful reading beneath the surface
of the text, not least in relation to themanner in which Jews are presented
in Old Testament citations in the epistle, can reveal a negative picture of
Judaism.143

Others have argued differently. They have seen the absence of any overt
polemic as striking, in part because the author appears to know some po-
lemical traditions, or at least to imply knowledge of them.Moreover, even
though he may be able to use some negative exempla from Jewish history,
he never throws in a polemical remark about the Jews, and never, where he
might have done, does he declare a final judgment upon them, indicating a
break with a covenant they once possessed or a dispensation they once en-

142 Christ appears to be pre-existent (16:2; 22:1) and the sonofGod (36:4) andLord (12:7;
16:17; 23:5), is proclaimed by the prophets (17:1), and himself proclaims scripture
(22:1–8), has looked into the heavenlies (36:2); and having arrived in the flesh
(32:2), has given his blood for us (7:4; 12:7; 21:6; 49:6). Note also his presence within
doxologies (58:2; 61:3; 64; 65:2).

143 This position is implied to some extent in Harnack and others, but asserted boldly by
Verheyden.
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joyed (something the circumstances he was addressingmight have tempt-
edhim todo).What is striking about his references to JacoborAbrahamas
the Christians’ father is that he does not assert that they were once the fa-
ther of the Jews who have now forfeited the right to that relationship. In
spite of the fact that he may have been a reader of the epistle to the He-
brews, he speaks of the Jewish cult in positive tones, assuming its ongoing
existence, andnever hinting at its destruction.He does this, supposedly, in
aRomewhere the temple’s destruction had become a part of a triumphalist
anti-Jewish iconography, an image along with other images that aggran-
dized the reputation of the upstart Flavian dynasty. When this is coupled
with the evident openness of the text both to the Jewish heritage of Chris-
tianity, and indeed to pagan influences, 1 Clement looks less like a polem-
icist and more like a man of eirenic character, a possible erstwhile God-
fearer, who retained a respect for his Jewish heritage and whose disposi-
tion approximatedmore to that of Paul inRom11, than to the sameman in
1 Thess 2, Galatians or other parts of Romans.144 How he understood the
relationship of the church to non-Christian Judaism is not easy to catego-
rize but ideas of supersession, and those related to them, seem inappropri-
ate ways of describing his understanding of this matter.

Adjudication between these positions is difficult, and prudence might
incline one to suspend judgment. I would, however, support thosewho see
Clement’s view as less negative, who interpret the silence less polemically,
and who would prefer not to speak of a kind of contemptuous ignoring of
Judaism. I think this position better accounts for the tone and content of
1 Clem. 40 and 41, for the absence of gratuitous polemic, or even the
slightest reflection of a Pauline or Hebrews-like comment on the previous
covenant and its deficiencies, textswhichwere known to the author. But in
the end certainty is not possible for we are dealing with the implications of
a text which does not directly address the question under discussion; and
the same investigation could be played out with 1 Peter,145 2 Clement,146

144 This position is adopted by Knoch, “Stellung” (see n. 28), 349–350, who presents his
reader with a picture of a Clement, who was grateful both to the synagogue and to the
Christian church. This in a sense accounts for his synthetic thinking when it comes to
Jews andChristians, best seen in the less ruptured vision ofHeilsgeschichte. First Clem-
ent is proof of the fact that there were at the time in Rome leading men who took a
positive and benign attitude towards Judaism, which picked up on views found in
Rom 9–11.

145 See n. 7 above.
146 C.Tuckett, 2 Clement: Introduction, Text, andCommentary (Oxford, 2012), 74–75 and

140–141, touches upon thismatter in relation to 2 Clement. He notes the total absence
of Jews from the text and at the same time the untroubled appropriation of scripture by
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Hermas, and even Theophilus of Antioch’s Ad Autolycum, all of which
seem to appropriate Jewish categories for themselves without ever engag-
ing overtly in anti-Jewish polemic.

What all this shows is that it is more difficult than some have suggested
to fit 1 Clement into a particular history of Roman Jewish-Christian rela-
tions, the supporting pillars of which are in any case secure than is often
recognized.147 In the end the epistle’s content is too ambiguous to allow us
to speak with certainty on this matter and can only be made to support
such a narrative on the basis of a number of assumptions, all of which
are questionable. Certainly what we have with 1 Clement is a snapshot
of the views of its author, views which can only be partially and fragmen-
tarily represented, not only on this subject but others, too;148 and only one
voice among anumber of voices on the subject of Jews, not least if we are to
assume the fractionalized community ofChristians, posited byLampe and
supported by others. Understanding what he thought is in the end deter-
mined by other wider considerations about Jewish and Christian interac-
tion in this period, in Rome, ormore widely in the empire, considerations
which themselves will always be contending with inadequate evidence.

James Carleton Paget
Peterhouse
Cambridge, CB2 1RD
UK
jncp@cam.ac.uk

the author of the epistle. This can appear striking in some places (e. g. , 2 Clem. 2:1
where Isa 54:1, a verse which in Paul and Justin is used in an aggressive way to defend
a Christian position against a non-Christian Jewish one [see Gal 4:27; Justin, 1 Apol.
53.5; Dial. 13.8], is quoted but with no trace of such a polemical usage). Tuckett con-
cludes from this that the author of the epistle is living in a contextwhere non-Christian
Jewishmembers were almost non-existent and where scripture could be used without
any need being felt to defend it against non-Christian Jewish interpretation (ibid., 75).

147 See n. 11 above.
148 Jaubert, Clément (see n. 16), 69 and n. 19. For instance, 1 Clem. 12:7 implies a more

complex hermeneutical background than might seem to be the case.
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Zachary B. Smith

Of Firstfruits and Social Fixtures
How Didache 13 Uses Torah to Reform Roman Patronage1

Der Artikel vertritt die These, dass Did. 13 (über die Versorgung von Propheten) die
Bestimmungen der Tora über die Erstlingsgabe aufgreift, um die soziale Hierarchie
des römischen Patronatssystems umzukehren, was zur Umstrittenheit der Leitungs-
struktur in derGemeindederDidache führt. Imersten TeilwirdDid. 13mit Ciceround
Seneca verglichen, um zu zeigen, dass die Erstlingsgabe an die Propheten eine Form
des Patronats ist. Der zweite Teil widmet sich der Frage, wie die herkömmliche Sozi-
alstruktur des Patronatssystems durch die Bestimmungender Tora ins Gegenteil ver-
kehrt wird. Im dritten Teil wird behauptet, dass die Unterstützung der Propheten zu
Konflikten um die Leitung (durch Propheten und Bischöfe) in der Gemeinde der Di-
dache geführt hat.

Keywords: Didache, patronage, prophets, firstfruits, Cicero, Seneca, Torah

1 Introduction

The social structure of patronage permeated the Mediterranean world
during the early Roman Empire.2 Public displays and inscriptions of pa-

1 This article has benefited from the counsel of several people. Larry Welborn, Clayton
Jefford, Ron Simkins, Clare Rothschild, andMargaret Gurewitz Smith provided sugges-
tions and critiques at various stages.

2 I rely on the rough outline of the parameters of patronage by R.P. Saller, Personal Patron-
age under the Early Empire (New York, 1982), 1: it was a non-commercial, personal ex-
change of goods or services that created an extended relationship between two socially
unequal individuals. This understanding relies on examining the activities of patronage
instead of a technical vocabulary (e. g. , patronus and cliens), since no truly technical vo-
cabulary exists due to the fluidity of the terms and the euphemisms employed (ibid., 7–
39; R.P. Saller, “Patronage and Friendship in Early Imperial Rome: Drawing theDistinc-
tion,” in Patronage in Ancient Society [ed. A. Wallace-Hadrill ; Leicester-Nottingham
Studies in Ancient Society 1; New York, 1989], 49–62). S.N. Eisenstadt and L. Roniger,
Patrons, Clients, and Friends: Interpersonal Relations and the Structure of Trust in Society
(Cambridge, 1984), 43–49, use thirteen brief case studies from across the modern world
to create a definition similar to Saller’s (to Eisenstadt and Roniger’s point regard the [at
best] semi-legal status of patronage, see P.Garnsey andG.Woolf, “Patronageof theRural
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tronage were scattered throughout the cities of the empire.3 The very lay-
out of the homes of wealthyRomanpatrons speaks to thewidespread ideal
and practice of patronage.4Given its pervasiveness in the cities of the em-
pire, it is nowonder that earlyChristianity – and Judaism in theHellenistic
and Roman eras – adopted forms of the patronage system.5 Uniquely,
Did. 13, a passage on the maintenance of prophets, presents a new kind
of patronage, one that is reformed byTorah precepts and inverts the social
structure of traditional Roman patronage.6 Comparing the precepts of

Poor in theRomanWorld,” inPatronage inAncient Society, 153–170, and their argument
that patronage was not enforceable in the ancient world).

3 F.W. Danker, Benefactor : Epigraphic Study of a Graeco-Roman and New Testament Se-
mantic Field (St. Louis, Mo., 1982).

4 A.Wallace-Hadrill, “Patronage inRoman Society: FromRepublic to Empire,” inPatron-
age in Ancient Society (see n. 2), 63–65; id.,Houses and Society in Pompeii and Hercula-
neum (Princeton, 1994), 10–12, 29–30, 38–61.

5 Examples from theNewTestament include Prisca andAquila patronizing a Roman con-
gregation (Rom 16:3–5 and 1 Cor 16:19; Rom 16:23 mentions another individual pa-
tronizing a church), Lydia purportedly patronizing Paul’s preaching in Thyatira (Acts
16:14–15), and the Philippian Christians patronizing Paul (Phil 4:10–19). B.W. Winter,
Seek theWelfare of the City: Christians as Benefactors and Citizens (Grand Rapids,Mich.,
1994), argues that Christians were highly socially and politically engaged, and that many
passages in theNewTestament should be interpreted in light of patronage. J.A.Kelhoffer,
“Reciprocity as Salvation: Christ as Salvific Patron and the Corresponding ‘Payback’ Ex-
pected of Christ’s Earthly Clients according to the Second Letter of Clement,” NTS 59
(2013), 433–456, interprets reciprocity in 2Clement as reflecting the culture of patronage
present in theMediterranean.Bishops eventually take over as patrons for theneedyof the
Christian community (cf. C. Rapp, Holy Bishops in Late Antiquity: The Nature of Chris-
tian Leadership in an Age of Transition [Transformation of the Classical Heritage 37;
Berkeley, 2005], 172–234). Jews in the Hellenistic and Roman eras patronized both
their local communities or synagogues and their local civic structures; see the inscrip-
tions and literary evidence, with select commentary, in M.H. Williams (ed.), The Jews
among the Greeks and Romans: A Diasporan Sourcebook (Baltimore, Md., 1998),
II.68–75 (47–48), IV.21–22 (92), V.18–19 (112), V.38 (119), VI.31–39 (150–151),
VII.17 (168); B.J. Brooten analyzes specifically women’s patronage of their synagogue
communities in Women Leaders in the Ancient Synagogue: Inscriptional Evidence and
Background Issues (BJS 36; Chico, Calif. , 1982), 141–144 (analysis), 157–165 (inscrip-
tions). The evidence for Jewish adoptionofRomanpatronage, however, is not as straight-
forward as the inscriptions seem to indicate (cf. S. Schwartz,Were the Jews a Mediterra-
nean Society? Reciprocity and Solidarity in Ancient Judaism [Princeton, 2010]).

6 For the text of the Didache, I use the edition in B.D. Ehrman (LCL 24). A. Milavec, The
Didache: Text, Translation, Analysis, and Commentary (Collegeville, Minn., 2003),
xi–xvi, displays significant reluctance to edit the single Greekmanuscript of theDidache
from other translations or fragments, an exercise that Ehrman undertakes in the Loeb
edition. I do not findMilavec’s argument particularly convincing. In either case, accord-
ing to both Ehrman’s edition and the analysis of the potential sources by K. Niederwim-
mer, “Der Didachist und seine Quellen,” in The Didache in Context: Essays on Its Text,
History and Transmission (ed. C.N. Jefford; NovTSup 77; New York, 1995), 15–36, there
are no substantive changes to the rules concerning prophets in Did. 13:1–7 in any of the
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Did. 13 to prescriptive treatises on patronage by Cicero (De officiis) and
Seneca (De beneficiis) demonstrates how Did. 13 functions as a prescrip-
tive text on patronage in the new Christian pokite_a.7 The ubiquity of
Roman social structures during the time of the Didache’s production in-
fluenced Christian communities; thus the presence of patronage in Did.
13 is not unpredictable.8 The surprise lies in the author’s inversion of pa-

fragments or translations. All translations from the Didache are my own. N. Pardee, The
Genre and Development of the Didache: AText-Linguistic Analysis (WUNT 2/339; Tü-
bingen, 2012), 92–93, 140, argues that Did. 13:1–7 is a cohesive unit that ends a larger
section starting with Did. 11:4 on hospitality toward itinerants and how to treat itiner-
ants who choose to settle. A. Milavec, The Didache: Faith, Hope, & Life of the Earliest
Christian Communities, 50–70 C.E. (New York, 2003), 41, 58–59, 426–525, separates
Did. 13:1–2 and posits 13:3–7 as the cohesive conceptual unit. I follow Pardee, Genre
and Development, 184–185, who argues based on her textual-linguistic reading of the
Didache that even if 13:1–7 has undergone redaction, the entirety of Did. 13 is linked
conceptually and should be taken together. While Pardee does not assign Did. 13:1–7
any particular date, she does place it in the third (and final major) stage of the Didache’s
redaction history in the late first or early second century (ibid., 100, 157–58 n. 64, 159,
184–90).

7 The edition ofCicero,Deofficiis isH.A.Holden’s (8th ed.; Cambridge, 1899). The edition
of Seneca, De beneficiis is the Budé edition (ed. F. Préchac; 2 vols. ; Paris, 1926; repr.
2003). All translations fromCicero and Seneca aremy own. Cicero, as a senator and con-
sul during theRepublic andCivilWar,was intimately familiarwith the patronage system.
Influential patrons helped the novus homoCicero to attain the highest level of the Roman
cursus honorum, thoughhe did not choose themost direct path to the consulship, nor did
he always choose themost obvious (or important) patrons (cf. T.N.Mitchell,Cicero: The
Ascending Years [New Haven, 1979]; id., Cicero: The Senior Statesman [New Haven,
1991]). Seneca was an eminent political figure in the early empire, serving for a period
as an advisor toNero. That Senecawas extremely wealthy and patronized others put him
in a good position to prescribe forms of patronage, though his prescriptions on benefits
maybe abstracted fromhis ownpolitical reality (cf.M.T.Griffin,Seneca:APhilosopher in
Politics [Oxford, 1976], 286–314; ead., Seneca on Society: A Guide toDe Beneficiis [New
York, 2013], 15–87). These prescriptionsmay indicate instead his viewof his ownwealth,
his reception of imperial patronage, and his conflicts over his role in the imperial court
(cf. E. Wilson, The Greatest Empire: A Life of Seneca [New York, 2014], 140–153).

8 I amnot the first to argue that patronage is in view inDid. 13.Milavec,Faith,Hope,&Life
(see n. 6), 176–227, views the directions on giving in the Didache as creating a new eco-
nomic system cut off from and in opposition to exploitative imperial economics, such as
patronage. Contrary toMilavec, the restructuring of intellectual, social, economic, or re-
ligious systems was not always in opposition to Hellenistic or Roman structures. The ev-
idence fromLateAntiquity (as demonstrated, e. g., byKelhoffer,Winter, andRapp; seen.
5) indicates that many Christians continued to operate within these systems, sometimes
wholesale and sometimes reformed. It is not necessary to see restructuring as rejection,
nor is it true to the evidence of Christian communities participating in the economic and
social systems of the empire, including patronage. There is a small body of literature that
examines the issues of firstfruits and prophets inDid. 13, such as:D.E. Aune,Prophecy in
EarlyChristianity and theAncientMediterraneanWorld (Eugene,Oreg., 2003), 208–209;
M. Del Verme, Didache and Judaism: Jewish Roots of an Ancient Christian-Jewish Work
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tronage’s implicit social order, which he supports by incorporating Torah
– in theDidache’s patronage of prophets, the client supersedes the patron.9

Privileging the prophet makes him a new source of authority for a Chris-
tian community that can no longer rely on Jewish sources of authority or
the authorities from the Jesusmovement. By reforming Roman patronage
withTorah commandments, the author of Did. 13 grounds the Christian
prophet’s support in two established systems (Roman patronage and Jew-
ishTorah), granting theDidache community amechanism for supporting
external spiritual authorities.

In outlining a new type of authority, Did. 13 inadvertently undermines
the more traditional authority of bishops and deacons. Didache 15 at-
tempts to resolve this potential conflict by reminding its readers of
their obligation to the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Uncovering Roman pa-
tronage in the text of Did. 13 reveals some of the conflicts over authority
that occurred in the Didache community.

2 Reading Patronage in Did. 13

(Did. 13:1) P÷r d³ pqov¶tgr !kghim¹r, h´kym jah/shai pq¹r rl÷r %niºr 1sti t/r
tqov/r aqtoO. (2) ¢sa¼tyr did²sjakor !kghimºr 1stim %nior ja· aqt¹r ¦speq b
1qc²tgr t/r tqov/r aqtoO. (3) p÷sam owm !paqwµm cemmgl²tym kgmoO ja· ûkymor,
bo_m te ja· pqob²tym kab½m d¾seir tµm !paqwµm to?r pqov¶tair7 aqto· c²q eQsim
oR !qwieqe?r rl_m. (4) 1±m d³ lµ 5wgte pqov¶tgm, dºte to?r ptywo?r. (5) 1±m sit¸am
poi0r, tµm !paqwµm kab½m d¹r jat± tµm 1mtok¶m. (6) ¢sa¼tyr jeq²liom oUmou C
1ka¸ou !mo¸nar, tµm !paqwµm kab½m d¹r to?r pqov¶tair7 (7) !qcuq¸ou d³ ja· RlatisloO
ja· pamt¹r jt¶lator kab½m tµm !paqwµm ¢r #m soi dºn,, d¹r jat± tµm 1mtok¶m.

(New York, 2004), 189–220; J.A. Draper, “First-Fruits and the Support of Prophets,
Teachers, and the Poor in Didache 13 in Relation to New Testament Parallels,” in Tra-
jectories through the New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers (ed. A. Gregory and C.
Tuckett; New York, 2006), 223–243; id., “Social Ambiguity and the Production of
Text: Prophets, Teachers, Bishops, and Deacons and the Development of the Jesus Tra-
dition in the Community of theDidache,” in Didache in Context (see n. 6), 284–312; S.J.
Patterson, “Didache11–13:TheLegacy ofRadical Itinerancy inEarlyChristianity,” ibid.,
313–329. Surprisingly, only Milavec explores the patronage connection in Did. 13.

9 Winter, Seek the Welfare (see n. 5), 15–23, similarly approaches a passage from 1 Peter,
arguing that the author of 1 Peter draws on the command in Jer 29:7 to tend to the well-
being of the diaspora community’s city in order to suggest that Christians in the Roman
Empire should do the same. Tending to the welfare of their environment, Winter notes,
would include Christian participation in patronage. Danker, Benefactor (see n. 3), 317–
392, likewise, demonstrates that Christians shared in the collective Mediterranean con-
sciousness of honoring patrons and encoded the language of patronage in thewritings of
theNewTestament.Moreover,Danker ties the language of virtuous patrons to theChris-
tian melding (from Judaism) of personal virtue with religion (ibid., 26–29).
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(1) Each true prophet whowishes to settle with you isworthy of his food, (2) just as a true
teacher isworthyof his food, like theworkerwho isworthyof his food. (3)Therefore take
every firstfruit of whatever is produced from the winevat and threshing floor, and the
firstfruit of cattle and sheep, and you should give the firstfruit to the prophets. For
they are your high priests. (4) But, if you have no prophet, give them to the poor. (5)
If you bake bread, take the firstfruit and give it according to the commandment. (6)
In the same way, when opening a jar of wine or oil, take the firstfruit and give it to
the prophets. (7) But take – as you see fit – the firstfruit of money, clothing, and all pos-
sessions, and give it according to the commandment.

The portrayal of the patronage of prophets in Did. 13 strongly resembles
Cicero and Seneca’s prescriptions on patronage.10 Differences arise be-
tween the Didache and the Roman writers when the author of Did. 13
melds Torah commandments to the Roman patronage system. In its
basic orientation, patronage in Roman society entailed the giving of
gifts or favors from one person to another, thereby placing the recipient
in a subordinate relationship to the giver and creating the necessity of rec-
iprocity. An unequal relationship is intrinsic to the act of giving. If two
parties previously had no ties but were socially unequal, the act of giving
creates a relationship. If a relationship already existed between social
equals, the act of giving creates disparity and inequality between the
two. Wherever there is a non-commercial exchange of goods or services,
we can find (as in Saller and in Eisenstadt and Roniger) the reciprocal sys-
tem defined as patronage.11

10 Some scholars differentiate between “Greek” and “Roman” patronage systems in the
early Roman Empire; see the arguments, with rebuttal, outlined by C. Osiek, “The Pol-
itics of Patronage and the Politics of Kinship: TheMeeting of theWays,”BTB 39 (2009),
144–146. FollowingOsiek, Kelhoffer, “Reciprocity as Salvation” (see n. 5), 433–456, and
P. Millet, “Patronage and Its Avoidance in Classical Athens,” in Patronage in Ancient
Society (see n. 2), 15–47, I reject the strong distinction between the Greek East and
Latin West in the Roman imperial period of the Didache’s composition. Moreover,
Did. 13 participates in the structure of patronage because its activities are either iden-
tical or analogous to Roman social and political patronage as found in Cicero and Se-
neca, the prescriptive authors on the subject.

11 Patronage remains difficult to define, both in modernity and antiquity, and difficult to
identify in a text; however, with the borders outlined by Saller, Eisenstadt, and Roniger
(see n. 2), we can say that patronage exists wherever there is an exchange between un-
equal parties even if the inequality exists as a result of the good or service being given by
the first party to the second party with the expectation of reciprocity. Some have argued
that the reciprocal exchange between friends – at the heart of much of the literary (Ci-
cero’sDe officiis and Seneca’sDe beneficiis) and epistolary evidence for patronage – was
not “patronage” as such, but instead represented a deeper relationship (e. g., Griffin,
Seneca on Society [see n. 7], 30–87). However, at the point at which one person
needs something from another person, their dynamic shifts to one of an unequal rela-
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InCicero’sDeofficiis andSeneca’sDebeneficiis, generosity towards oth-
ers – the euphemism for the act of the patron toward the client in the pa-
tronage system – is both a function of virtue and a necessary part of pre-
serving the social order and performing one’s duties to Roman society. Be-
cause it is the virtuous thing to do and because it is part of what holds
society together, the proper giving and receiving of benefits forms a crucial
aspect of Roman life. In Cicero and Seneca, patronage is expressed in
terms of the giver, gift, and recipient, and the relationship between the
three.

Cicero viewed patronage, the giving the receiving of benefits, as an ex-
pression of personal integrity that derives from society’s organization and
preservation.12 In other words, patronage is a fundamental part of the
Roman social order, and participating in this system is a form of virtuous
living. In fact, patronage is the highest form of personal virtue and should
be prioritized above all other forms of personal virtue.13 Cicero outlined
three criteria for giving benefits to others:14 (1) the benefit must be benign
to both the recipient and to others; (2) the benefit must lie within the
means of the giver (i. e. , the patron ought not to offer more than he can
responsibly give after he considers his duties first to country and parents,
then to children and household, and finally to neighbors15); (3) the benefit
should match the merit of the client (i. e. , the giver should consider the
morals of the recipient, the recipient’s attitude toward the giver, the recip-
ient’s position in the giver’s circles of acquaintances, whatmutual relation-
ships they share, andwhat favors the recipientmayhaveprovided the giver
in the past16).

Moreover, Cicero wrote, the giver should consider the recipient’s
need.17 Cicero also advocated giving favors over money – favors are the-
oretically inexhaustible – but considered both valid forms of patronage.18

tionship, regardless of their previous state. The act of giving, even between friends of
equal social station, creates disparity. Moreover, as Saller asserts in response to criti-
cisms of his definition of patronage, the lines between “friend,” “patron,” and “client”
are not clearly defined, and a variety of friendly relationships (even using the term ami-
cus) constitute patronage (“Patronage and Friendship” [see n. 2], 49–62).

12 Off. 1.5.15, 1.7.20, 1.14.42–18.60, 1.43.152.
13 Off. 1.43.152–45.160.
14 Off. 1.14.42.
15 Off. 1.17.58.
16 Off. 1.14.45.
17 Off. 1.15.49.
18 Off. 2.15.52–53.
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Favors are also preferable since they are more easily repaid,19 even though
the recipient’s ability to repay the gift should not be a consideration when
giving a gift.20

Seneca, like Cicero, wrote that the giver should give only within his
means,21 and should consider both the character and the need of the re-
cipient.22 Seneca expanded on the idea of givingwhat is necessary, writing,
“We ought to give necessary things first, then useful things, then things
that delight – at any rate, things that endure.”23The emphasis on enduring
gifts owes to Seneca’s preoccupation inDebeneficiiswith the ideal of prop-
er repayment – a benefit was, for Seneca, both the gift itself (either a phys-
ical object or a favor with a physical representation) and the mental shift
that takes place in the recipient as a result of the gift.24 However much he
emphasized repayment, Seneca wrote that repayment should not be ex-
pected by the giver.25 Participation in this reciprocal exchange was, for
Seneca as for Cicero, an expression of personal virtue.26

Roman society treated patronage as an expression of virtue with three
primary concerns: the gift, the giver, and the recipient. The gift should be
useful andnot harmful to the recipient; the patron should not give beyond
his means and should consider the worthiness of the client; the client
should feel compelled to reciprocate the gift. Participating in the patron-
age system of the Roman Empire ensured the proper functioning and
preservation of the social order. Seneca’s extreme emphasis on repayment
and one’s proper attitude when repaying a gift likely reflects his belief that
the correct ordering of society requires the correct operation of patron-
age.27 These elements find expression in the rules concerning the support
of prophets in Did. 13.

19 Off. 2.20.69–70.
20 Off. 2.15.52–53, 2.6.21.
21 Ben. 2.15.1.
22 Ben. 4.9.5, 1.2.4.
23 Ben. 1.11.1: Prima demus necessaria, deinde utilia, deinde iocunda, utique mansura.
24 Ben. 1.4.3, 1.5.2, 1.12.1, 2.25.3, 2.34.5.
25 Ben. 1.1.9, 1.10.5, 2.33.1.
26 Ben. 4.
27 A brief examination of a few letters of Cicero (D.R. Shackleton Bailey, LCL 205, 216,

230) andPliny theYounger (B. Radice, LCL55, 59) demonstrates the reality of the ideals
presented inDe officiis andDe beneficiis. Pliny asks for votes for a client (ep. 2.9, 6.9; see
also his complaint in 4.25 that an unknown person has filled in his ballot with the name
of the candidate’s patron instead of the candidate), patronizes an entire province (3.4),
indicates that there is the indebtedness involved in patronage (4.15, 7.31, 10.4, 10.13),
pays for a client’s elevation to knighthood (1.19), and praises one who gives patronage
with no thought of the debt’s repayment (9.30; in this letter Pliny gradates giving in a
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Rules and suggestions concerningprophets, both genuine and false, ap-
pear throughout the Didache, and the rules in Did. 13 parallel the pre-
scriptions on patronage detailed by Cicero and Seneca.28 The Didache’s
first mention of prophets appears at the end of two sections on the Eucha-
rist, whenDid. 10:7 exempts prophets from the rules regarding theEucha-
ristic celebration. Didache 11:7–12 considers the reception of true and
false prophets. Apart from their behavior and doctrine – always the test
for a true or false prophet according toDid. 11:8–10– false prophets reveal
themselves by their requests. If a prophet asks formoney29 or orders ameal
“in the spirit”30 and then proceeds to eat it, that person is a false prophet.
Given thatDid. 11:1–6 (on traveling teachers andapostles) and12:1–2 (on
traveling Christians) frame the rules for prophets in 11:7–12, it is likely
that the prophets under consideration there are itinerant. The rules in
Did. 11 and 12 on traveling leaders and Christians, including prophets,
demonstrate a willingness on the part of the Didache to support apparent
members of the broader Christian movement until they either continue
traveling or decide to remain with the community.

Whereas Did. 12 asserts that Christians who move to another location
must find a way to support themselves, Did. 13 establishes a system of
rules for allowing prophets to remainwith the community, adopting a sys-
tem of patronage. Didache 13:3 prescribes giving the firstfruits of recently
harvested and slaughtered foodstuffs to the prophets, while Did. 13:5–7
expands this to include prepared foods, clothes, money, and all other pos-
sessions. The local prophet of Did. 13 receives anything that will ensure
the maintenance of his prophetic lifestyle – food, clothes, money – for
as long as he lives with the community.

manner similar to Cicero: first to country, then those close to him, then those bound to
him, then friends). Cicero’s letters contain an entire grouping that outlines the recip-
rocal exchange of favors and debts between Cicero, his clients, and his friends
(Fam. 13.1–79). When Cicero requests something on another person’s behalf, he high-
lights the individual’smoralworth as a client. Cicero also frequentlywrites that granting
a favor to a third party at Cicero’s behest puts both the recipient and Cicero in the gran-
tor’s debt.

28 Aune’s Prophecy in Early Christianity (see n. 8) is an excellent treatment of the devel-
opment, role, and work of prophets in Late Antiquity. Aune notes that the categories
“prophet” and “prophecy” are difficult to define in late antique Christianity (ibid. , 231).
It is sufficient that the individuals and communities involved in the production and
consumption of the Didache knew what they meant by “prophet,” such that they
could legislate for the prophet’s patronage.

29 Did. 11:12.
30 Did. 11:9: 1m pme}lati.
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Patronage in both theDidache andRoman society involves a reciprocal
exchange, though the repayment is not always identical to the patronage
provided.While the patron inDid. 13 provided the prophet with goods or
money, the prophet provided thepatron and the communitywith a variety
of intangible items: access to the divine, enhanced communal status, per-
haps even esoteric knowledge. Likewise, in Roman patronage, the client
might provide intangible services to the patron, such as the enhancement
of the patron’s station or the honor of underwriting an artistic production.
The relationship was reciprocal, with the prophet providing the patron
with a variety of services or intangible goods in exchange formaterial sus-
tenance.31 The reciprocal relationship that represents the client’s concern
is implied by the context of Did. 13. Didache 12:3–4 explains that it is nec-
essary for a Christian visitor whowishes to remain with the community to
findwork, either to provide for his or her own sustenance or to prevent the
individual from falling into the sin and vice of idleness. Since Did. 12:4–5
condemns idleness for the non-prophetic Christian, it must also be con-
demned for the prophet. Thus, the prophetmust provide something to the
patron or community as a function of his prophetic position. The recip-
rocal exchange of goods and services between patron and prophet is nec-
essary to prevent idleness, though (as is often the case in Cicero and Sen-
eca) the gift returned does not match exactly the gift given.

31 Literary patronage is perhaps analogous to the relationship betweenprophet andpatron
inDid. 13. The patron provided the client with themeans necessary to produce or pres-
ent his literary products (e. g., money, protection, social standing), and the client pro-
duced literature that praised the patron to those who heard, read, or saw performed the
literary product. The benefitswere of a very different kind– the client generally received
material goods (e. g.,money, housing) or services (e. g., support for reading or perform-
ance), and the patron received an immaterial benefit of prestige, public acclaim, or lit-
erarily secured immortality; see esp. B.K. Gold, Literary Patronage in Greece and Rome
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1987); P. White, Promised Verse: Poets in the Society of Augustan
Rome (Cambridge, Mass., 1993); and P.L. Bowditch, Horace and the Gift Economy of
Patronage (Classics and Contemporary Thought 7; Berkeley, 2001). Likewise, the
prophet receivesmaterial support in exchange for providing his patronwith something
immaterial (Georg Schöllgen, reading theDidache as an institutional rule, acknowledg-
es that the contribution of the prophet to the community is unmentioned in the text and
lost to history: “TheDidache as Church Order : An Examination of the Purpose for the
Composition of theDidache and Its Consequences for Interpretation,” inTheDidache
in Modern Research [ed. J.A. Draper; AGJU 37; New York, 1996], 43–71, here 59). I am
not convinced by Gold’s contention that literary patronage differed substantially from
other forms of patronage, based largely on her perception of “public” and “private” re-
lationships (Literary Patronage, 39–40). Saller, Personal Patronage (see n. 2), 41–78, in-
cludes relationships that operated primarily in the public sphere, especially those that
feature the emperor as patron.
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As in Cicero and Seneca, the gifts given to the prophet are useful – in-
deed, it is only items used for the maintenance of daily life that the patron
gives to the client-prophet (wine, grain, meat, bread, oil ; also money,
clothing, and possessions as the patron deems proper). The caveat
given to money, clothing, and possessions (that these are given according
to what the patron considers right) may reflect both Cicero’s concern that
the gift should do no harm and Seneca’s hierarchy of giving the necessary,
then the useful, then the delightful. Food is necessary and reasonably
harmless. Money, clothing, and possessions are useful or delightful, but
could cause vice if given in too great of quantities or without considering
the actual need of the prophet.

In both Roman andDid. 13 patronage, the giver alsomust consider the
worthiness of his potential client. However, Did. 13 expresses this worthi-
ness not in Roman social terms (as in Cicero and Seneca), but in terms of
the client’s adherence to the common beliefs of the community. The test
for a prophet’s suitability for patronage is not one of social relations (fam-
ily, friend, or acquaintance) or of hierarchy in the social setting, but of the
orthodoxy of his teachings and rightness of his conduct.32 Thus, the
prophet receiving patronage could be a complete stranger in personal
terms, but he merits patronage by virtue of his prophetic position and or-
thodox conduct and teachings.33A test of orthodoxy, like the character of a
Roman client (in Seneca) or his worthiness based on social station (in Cic-
ero), forms the analogously careful consideration in the Christian system.

Thus, the commandments regarding patronage in Did. 13 reflect the
three concerns (gift, giver, recipient) found in Cicero and Seneca, as
well as their emphasis on patronage as an expression of virtue and social
order. Virtue, as Christianized in Did. 13, means adherence to the com-
mandment referenced in Did. 13:5, 7. That patronizing prophets main-
tains the community’s social order is demonstrated by the fact that patron-
age is owed (%ni|r 1sti) to the “true prophet” (pqov^tgr !kghim|r) of
Did. 13:1 because he wishes to remain with the society, with “society” de-
fined as the community adhering to the Didache’s precepts. The Didache
expresses the giving of patronage as something owed to the prophet who
wishes to remain, implying that this system is how the Didache commu-

32 Did. 11:7–12.
33 Roman clients could also be unknown to their potential patrons, receiving introduction

from a mutual friend (cf. Saller, Personal Patronage [see n. 2], 24–25). However, giving
and receiving goods and services creates intimate relationshipswhere none existed pre-
viously, relationships that carry with them duties and requirements for support and re-
payment (cf. M. Griffin, “De Beneficiis and Roman Society,” JRS 93 [2003], 97–113).
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nity must operate. Even the very language of Did. 13 implies patronage –
by using j\hglai in 13:1, the author prescribes that the prophet “settles”
or “sits” with the community and “is worthy of his food” (%ni|r 1sti t/r
tqov/r aqtoO).

Despite these many similarities, Did. 13 diverges from Roman patron-
age in its subordinate relationship of patron to client, and in prescribing
patronage regardless of the financial and social considerations outlined by
Cicero and Seneca. Both of these differences stem from Did. 13’s analogy
between the prophet and the Torah priest. The Roman patron-client re-
lationship accordedmore power to the patron, whereas the Didache’s sys-
tem places the client (the prophet) above the patron (the one supporting
the prophet) with the command to give the best of all goods to the prophet.
The prophet assumes an honored position, even though he serves as the
client in this relationship. Because of this inversion of the social dynamic
of patronage, Did. 13’s author does not limit the patron to giving only
within his means, as Cicero and Seneca both advocate. Indeed, with the
command to give the first portion to the prophet, the primary Christian
consideration when examining one’s wealth should be how to give first to
the prophet. The command to give the first portion jat± tµm 1mtok^m34

and comparing the prophets to high priests35 invite the patron to consider
Torah commandments that modify the social dynamic of patronage by
placing the client-prophet above the patron in preference of provision.

3 Reforming Did. 13’s Patronage with Torah

The adjustment of the Roman patronage system in Did. 13 relies on the
introduction of a new element: the Jewish commandments. By identifying
the prophet with the high priests, and by prescribing the firstfruit gift jat±
tµm 1mtok^m, Did. 13 induces the reader to remember the Torah com-
mandments regarding the support of priests and Levites.36 The firstfruits

34 Did. 13:5, 7.
35 Did. 13:3: aqto· c\q eQsim oR !qwieqe?r rl_m.
36 The location of the “commandment” is disputed. The appeal to authority jat± tµm

1mtok^m in Did. 13:5, 7 may refer to a logion of Jesus in Did. 13:1, here as !ni|r 1sti
t/r tqov/r aqtoO; see, e. g. , K. Niederwimmer, “An Examination of the Development
of Itinerant Radicalism in the Environment and Tradition of theDidache,” in Didache
in Modern Research (see n. 31), 321–339, here 336; the logion is part of the Q tradition
and found in Matt 10:10; Luke 10:7; and Dial. Sav. 53 from Nag Hammadi; for a con-
sideration of the variedmeanings of this logion in the early Christian tradition, see A.E.
Harvey, “‘The Workman Is Worthy of His Hire’: Fortunes of a Proverb in the Early
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offering is prescribed in Exod 22:29–30, expanded in Num 18:12–20,
given specific rubrics in Lev 23:9–14, and summarized in Deut 18:4–5.
Rules regarding firstfruits comprise part of the general rules for support-
ing the priests and Levites – a portion of what was offered on the altar was
reserved for the consumption of the priests, and priests and Levites re-
ceived a yearly portion of all agricultural profits.37Although some scholars
dispute the nature of “firstfruits” inDid. 13,38understandingDid. 13 as an
inversion of the social hierarchy of Roman patronage helps explain how
the passage’s author viewed and used the Torah precepts on firstfruits
and tithes.39

By placing the prophets in an analogous position to the high priests, the
author of the Didache impresses upon his readers the importance of a
prophet’s place in the Christian community – prophets stand as a link be-
tween the people and the divine. High priests in the Torah managed the
tabernacle and directed temple worship, and it was the high priest who
yearly interceded with God on behalf of the people in the innermost sanc-

Church,” NovT 24 (1982), 209–221. It could also refer to the rules of Torah regarding
firstfruits (cf.Milavec,Faith,Hope,&Life [see n. 6], 494–498).Another possibility is that
the reader is intended to understand what s/he wishes from jat± tµm 1mtok^m, with the
Jewish-Christian reader seeingTorah and the gentile-Christian reader seeing the logion
(cf.DelVerme,Didacheand Judaism [see n. 8], 192;DelVerme, though, emphasizes the
Torah connection).Given the references to firstfruits and priests inDid. 13, I agreewith
Milavec and Del Verme that the commandment invites the reader to remember Torah.

37 E.g., Lev 2:3, 10; 6:15–18, 26, 29; 7:6–36; Num 18:8–32; Deut 18:1–8.
38 Milavec, Faith, Hope, & Life (see n. 6), 494–508, argues that the firstfruits offerings were

distinct from the tithe offerings in the Second Temple period, and that only a token of-
fering is intended in Did. 13; Milavec does not want the prophets supported beyond
subsistence. However, Aune, Prophecy (see n. 8), 208–209; Del Verme, Didache and
Judaism (see n. 8), 190–198; andH. van de Sandt andD. Flusser,TheDidache: Its Jewish
Sources and Its Place inEarly JudaismandChristianity (CRINT3/5;Minneapolis, 2002),
360–364, link the tithe offering and firstfruit offering in the Didache, and demonstrate
how they have expanded to include non-agricultural and commercial products. Draper,
“First-Fruits” (see n. 8), argues that the firstfruits in theDidache gave gentile-Christians
a way to mirror Jewish-Christian practices of sending firstfruits offerings to the temple
in Jerusalem.

39 The divergences from Torah in Did. 13 support the contention that it relies on both
Roman patronage and Torah commandments. Whereas firstfruits in Torah were the
products of agricultural or livestock production, Did. 13:5–7 expands giving firstfruits
to already prepared foods (bread, bottled wine just opened, and bottled oil just opened
in Did. 13:5–6) and to non-foodstuffs (money, clothes, and all other things in
Did. 13:7). All of these items were what patrons provided for their lowest-classed cli-
ents, not what Torah commanded for support of the priests. Whereas the priests and
Levites took both food and skins from the sacrifices for their support, these were not
necessarily part of the firstfruits offering.
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tuary on Yom Kippur.40 The Christian prophet likewise serves as a con-
nection between his society and the divine.

The Christian prophet’s connection with the divine explains why the
Didache inverts the Roman patronage system with the application of
Torah precepts. A client-prophet provides, through his connection to
God, something greater than the Christian patron can offer for the main-
tenance of the prophetic life. Because the client’s repayment dwarfs the pa-
tron’s gift, Christianity inverts the social hierarchy of patronage. As a re-
sult, the rules inDid. 13 prioritize the client over the patron or the patron’s
family, further undermining theRoman ideal found inCicero and Seneca.
Moreover, the connection to the firstfruits gift recalls the harvest festival in
Torah, during which Israelites presented the perfect portion of the first
part of the harvest to the priests for sacrifice.41 This presentation instan-
tiated the precept that all sacrificial offerings should be perfect.42

The commandment inTorah to sacrifice, then, translates into the giv-
ing of an inverted patronage: as sacrifices were perfect in Torah, so also
should the gifts of patronage to prophets be perfect. The priests derived
their sustenance from the sacrificial offerings presented by the Jewish peo-
ple. In like fashion, the author of Did. 13 commands that the prophets, as
analogous to the priests, receive the same treatment.43The use of firstfruits
is neither a token gift to subsisting itinerants44 nor a halakhic maneuver
aroundgentiles giving possibly tainted offerings toGod,45because the pas-
sage induces the patron to remember the perfect gifts given to priests for
the maintenance of their religious life.46 The firstfruits of Did. 13 reveal
how prophets survived on a patronage that inverted the Roman social
norms by appealing to Torah.

As a consequence of inverting the Roman social hierarchy, theDidache
also redraws the political landscape of the patronage system. Cicero’s ar-
gument for withholding patronage beyond one’s means is that it does in-

40 Lev 16.
41 Lev 23:9–14.
42 E.g., Lev 1:3, 10; 2:1, 4–7; 3:1, 6; 4:3.
43 As prophets received their clothing fromChristian patrons, Lev 7:8 allows the priests to

take the skins from the sacrifices for their own use. Such skins could be traded or used,
and provided for the priests beyond just their daily food. The Didache is not alone in
drawing analogies between Jewish and Christian leaders – a letter, supposedly from the
emperor Hadrian, identifies parallels between the leaders of Jewish and Christian com-
munities (cf. Brooten, Women Leaders [see n. 5], 23).

44 As Milavec, Faith, Hope, & Life (see n. 6), 494–508.
45 As Draper, “First-Fruits” (see n. 8).
46 AsAune,Prophecy (see n. 8), 208–209;DelVerme,Didache and Judaism (see n. 8), 190–

198; and van de Sandt and Flusser, Didache (see n. 38), 360–364.
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justice to those for whom prior duty is due, namely, the patron’s own fam-
ily. The patronage system in Did. 13 upends this hierarchy of duties. In-
stead of first considering the inheritance that the patron owes his children
or what should be fed to his family and household, the Christian patron
gives first to the prophet. The author of Did. 13 does not question the con-
cept of duties, but his prioritization of duty-requiring institutions diverges
from the traditional Roman prioritization. The first duty of a Roman was
to his country, according to Cicero. InDid. 13’s reformation of patronage,
duty to one’s country and countrymen is replaced by duty to the new body
politic – the Christian community broadly construed. Therefore, the duty
to patronize prophets takes precedence over the consideration of inherit-
ance or household.

4 Who Were the Patrons?

Who were these inverted patrons of prophets in Did. 13? There is no ev-
idence from antiquity that a community patronized individuals (the op-
posite, however, occurred frequently). Since we understand the Didache
as a composite community rule, two possibilities exist : prophets were pa-
tronized by individuals within the community (following the usual order
of patronage), or prophets were patronized by the entire community (an
innovation in patronage). The textmay identify the patrons by revealing a
communal problem inDid. 15:1–2, which instructs the community not to
disregard the leadership of bishops and deacons, identified by Draper as
the community’s existing wealthy patrons, who were threatened by the
newly arrived prophets.47 Apparently bishops and deacons had fallen in
the esteem of the community, which needed reminding that these leaders
shared in the ministry of prophets and teachers,48 and were, like prophets
and teachers, worthy of honor.49 It appears that the community, in honor-
ing the prophets, failed to honor fully its original leadership, the bishops
and deacons. Perhaps because the community’s leaders served as the
prophets’ patrons, the new inversion of patronage’s social hierarchy grant-

47 Draper, “Social Ambiguity” (see n. 8), 291–294. Pardee,Genre and Development (see n.
6), 185, datesDid. 15:1–2 to the same redactional stage asDid. 13, a stage inwhich com-
munity issues require codified solutions, though she also cites an early iteration of Mi-
lavec’s work to argue that Did. 15:1–2may be later than this third redactional stage and
represent a further layer of issues in the community.

48 Did. 15:1.
49 Did. 15:2.
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edmore honor to the prophets, thereby undermining the ecclesiastical hi-
erarchy in the eyes of the community. The previously honored bishop,
when becoming patron to a prophet, places himself in a socially subordi-
nate position by remembering theTorah precepts andputting the needs of
the prophet before all else.

Understanding Did. 13 as a melding of Roman patronage and Torah
solves Draper’s problem of the “ambiguous position” of the community’s
bishops in the face of the patronized prophets.50 The complicated power
dynamics between prophets and their patrons does not necessarily mean
that prophets were the new source of leadership for the communities.51

However, the honor ascribed to the prophet-clients by the inverted social
dynamic of Did. 13 clearly presented the community with a problematic
relationship between patron and client. While the application of Torah
precepts inverts the social dynamics of Roman patronage, it does not in-
vert the basic reciprocal relationship – one side gives to another side and
receives something in return. Should the patron decide to withdraw ben-
efaction from the prophet, then the prophet has no recourse because he
has neither inherent power nor ascribed authority within the community.
The prophet’s circumscribed authority was charismatic, granting him
some privilege without necessarily giving him leadership. Moreover, the
community policed the teachings of the prophet, demonstrating that
while Did. 13 inverts some of the dynamics of patronage, the prophet
still performs a function in the community that is subject to oversight.
The prophet is not necessarily a leader, but is necessarily a client of
both the divine and his patron.

50 Draper, “Social Ambiguity” (see n. 8), 292. Draper elsewhere argues that the differences
between the rules concerning prophets in Did. 11 (itinerant) and 13 (located) are ex-
plained if the author of Did. 13 wrote “at a time when prophets have obtained an in-
creased importance in the community” (“Apostles, Teachers, and Evangelists: Stability
and Movement of Functionaries in Matthew, James, and the Didache,” in Matthew,
James, and Didache: Three Related Documents in Their Jewish and Christian Setting
[ed. J.K. Zangenberg andH.W.M. vande Sandt;Atlanta, 2008], 139–176, here 161). Par-
dee,Genre andDevelopment (see n. 6), 92–93, 133–140, 156–186, argues thatDid. 11:4–
13:7 are from a thematically consistent literary unit from the same redactional period.
Pardee also provides a plausible historical setting (questions over authority in the com-
munity) that unites Did. 11 and 13 (ibid., 185, 189–90). In either case, Draper’s basic
point remains valid – prophets and the local leaders of the Didache community
found themselves at odds, which I argue is because of the inverted social order of pa-
tronage.

51 A viewpoint argued by D. Horrell, “Leadership Patterns and the Development of Ide-
ology in Early Christianity,” Sociology of Religion 58 (1997), 327–328.
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Although Did. 13 does not prescribe leadership roles for prophets, it
inadvertently removes honor from the patrons, who were the established
leaders of the community. The community, then, needs to be reminded in
Did. 15 that these bishops and deacons are as honorable as the prophets
whom they patronize.Moreover, bishops, deacons, prophets, and teachers
all form part of the same ministry and service in the community, and all
deserve the same honor. By inverting the social dynamic of Roman pa-
tronage with the application of Torah precepts, Did. 13 creates a situation
in which the community needs to be reminded of the honor it owes to its
established leaders – and of the authority that these leaders hold.

5 Conclusion

If we take AndrewWallace-Hadrill’s argument that patronage functioned
“to provide a connection between the centre of power and the peripheries
which the centre sought to control,”52 then the inversion of the social dy-
namic becomes even more striking in Did. 13. Patronage of prophets
serves to relocate power and authority in the prophet from its origin in
the patron, possibly a bishop or deacon. The admonitions to honor bish-
ops and deacons inDid. 15:1–2, then, represent a complete collapse of the
power dynamic that Roman patronage instilled in society, a collapse
brought about by the application of Torah and the inversion of the social
hierarchy.

Didache 13 reflects its community’s reassessment of authority. The
support of authority figures preoccupiedwriters in even the earliest period
ofChristian development, as evidenced byPaul’s defense of his support for
himself.53Christians eventually hold bishops –mainly fromwealthy back-
grounds, thus able to support themselves and their bishoprics – as their
primary authorities.54 The synthesis of Jewish (priesthood) and Roman
(patronage) models in Did. 13 represents a unique development along
this trajectory of authority, a development that suggests the pressures of
a community trying to locate the source of its legitimacy in the face of a
changing social and political landscape. The new Christian pokite_a in-
verts the Roman social order and supersedes (at least in the mind of the
Didache’s redactor) the Jewish religious hierarchy. Didache 13 demon-

52 Wallace-Hadrill, “Patronage in Roman Society” (see n. 4), 85.
53 1 Cor 9:1–18; 2 Cor 11:7–11; 12:13–15.
54 Rapp, Holy Bishops (see n. 5), 172–234.
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strates the syncretic capability of early Christianity to hybridize a Roman
social fixturewith Jewish firstfruits commandments to create a newChris-
tian patronage of prophets. Client-prophet replaces priest and patron as
one stage in the evolving landscape of Christian authority.

Early Christian communities worked to locate sources of authority and
legitimacy. Admitting gentiles intoChristian communities – coupledwith
the destruction of the Jewish temple – necessitated an early reassessment
of authority in Christian communities. Christianity here reconsidered its
links to Judaism and ultimately found itself as the heir to Jewish tradi-
tion.55But Christians needed leaders separate from the leaders of Judaism,
and it found them in the apostles (among other first-generation Chris-
tians) who knew the earliest Jesus movement. As these leaders died in
the late first and early second centuries, Christians again had to reassess
their sources of authority. Because Christianity required a link to the past,
it established the texts of the apostles and early followers of the Jesusmove-
ment as the location of authority, and further established rules for under-
standing who could interpret these texts. Here the Gospel accounts devel-
op that tie Jesus to Jewish antiquity through fulfilled prophecy (Matthew,
in particular), the Pastoral Epistles are written with their rules for deter-
mining authority inChristian communities (authorities that are appropri-
ate for interpreting the texts), and 2 Pet 3:15–16 links the authority of the
early apostles to the texts written by them or in their names. Didache 13
likely slots into this period as well.

The author of Did. 13, in trying to establish rules for supporting spir-
itual leaderswhooriginate outside the community, reaches into the Jewish
past and analogizes the prophets to priests in order to establish their legit-
imacy in the Christian community. Likening prophets to priests may also
havedampenedpotential criticisms of the relative newness ofChristianity.
In establishing support for these prophets, the author of Did. 13 finds in
the Roman patronage system readily appropriable structures. Blending
Torah and the Roman system creates the unique Christian patronage of
prophets found in the Didache, fulfilling Christianity’s need to develop
new authority figures and textual interpreters. Eventually, the prophets
supplant the existing leadership (bishops and deacons) in the eyes of
the Didache community, and the community needs to be reminded of
the leaders’ honor and ministry among them.

55 Indeed, as L.H. Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World: Attitudes and Interac-
tions from Alexander to Justinian (Princeton, 1993), 196–200, notes, Christianity need-
ed tomaintain certain links to Judaism in order to fend off attacks that Christianity was
inferior because it had no link to the past.
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TheChristian client-prophet in theDidache receives his patronage in a
fashion similar to the high priests in Torah: as the best was given to the
sacrifice (and, in turn, consumed by the priests), so the best is given to
the prophet. While appropriating the Roman patronage system, Did. 13
reforms it by melding it with the ancient Jewish laws regarding sacrifices,
thereby creating a Christian patronage of prophets. Didache 13 demon-
strates that Christianity’s roots in Judaism were a driving force in early
Christian reformations of Greco-Roman culture. By appropriating and
melding both patronage and priestly systems, Christianity created a
new hybrid commandment for the patronage of the Christian priestly cli-
ent-prophet.

Zachary B. Smith
Creighton University
Department of Theology
2500 California Plaza
Omaha, NE 68178
USA
zacharybsmith@creighton.edu
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George M. Hollenback

An Overlooked Backdrop to the Coining of
!!qqsseemmoojjoo__ttggrr

Der Artikel untersucht die umstrittene Bedeutung des Wortes !qsemojo_tgr in 1 Kor
6,9 und 1 Tim 1,10 durch Analyse und Vergleich mit dem ähnlichen Ausdruck !mdqo-
joit]y, der älter ist und in Rechtsverträgen im römischen Ägypten Verwendung fin-
det.

Keywords: 1 Cor. 6:9, 1 Tim 1:10, wet nurse contracts, !mdqojoit]y, !qsemojo_tgr

Many authorities believe that the word !qsemojo_tgr, which occurs in the
vice lists of 1 Cor 6:9–10 and 1 Tim 1:9–11,may have been coined by Paul
himself or earlier by someotherHellenized Jewbasedon the occurrence of
the constituent parts of the word – !qsemo- (“male”) and jo_tg (“a lying
down”) – in the Levitical prohibitions of male-on-male sex in the Septu-
agint:1

ja· let± %qsemor oq joilgh^s, jo_tgm cumaij|r7 bd]kucla c\q 1stim.
And with a male you shall not lie down a lying down of a woman; for it is an abomina-
tion. (Lev 18:22)

ja_ dr #m joilgh0 let± %qsemor jo_tgm cumaij|r, bd]kucla 1po_gsam !lv|teqoi7 hama-
to}shysam, 5mowo_ eQsim.
And if a male lies down with a male a lying down of a woman, they have both done an
abomination. Let them be put to death; they are guilty. (Lev 20:13)

In addition to its literal meaning of “bed,” jo_tgmay also mean the act of
going to bed, sleeping, or lying down, sometimes with a sexual connota-
tion. Thus an !qsemojo_tgrwould be amale who goes to bed with amale,

1 For discussion of the Hebrew on which the fairly literal Septuagint translation is based,
see S. Olyan, “‘And with a Male You Shall Not Lie the Lying Down of aWoman’: On the
Meaning and Significance of Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13,” Journal of the History of Sexu-
ality5.2 (1994), 179–206, and J.T.Walsh, “Leviticus 18:22 and20:13:Who isDoingWhat
to Whom?” JBL 120.2 (2001), 201–209.
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sleepswith amale, or lies downwith amale, the connotation being that of a
male who has sex with another male.

Although the meaning of the word would appear to be fairly straight-
forward and to fit the contexts of the cited New Testament passages, that
meaninghas been challenged.According to JohnBoswell, for example, the
!qsemo- prefix doesn’t represent the object of what the word describes but
rather the subject: An !qsemojo_tgr isn’t someone who has sex with a
male but rather a male who has sex with someone else, an “active male
prostitute” who services both female and passive male clientele.2 Taking
another approach, Dale B. Martin maintains that any definition of !qse-
mojo_tgr that derives its meaning from its components is “naïve and in-
defensible” and that no one really knows what the word actually meant.
Because it occurs in some vice lists purportedly dealing with sins of eco-
nomic exploitation apart from specifically sexual sins, Martin concludes
that it may have had something to do with some sort of economic exploi-
tation by means of sex.3

This short paper calls attention to another word and its usage which
very likely could have served as the backdrop for the coining of !qsemo-
jo_tgr. The lexical form of the word is !mdqojoit]y (“sleep with a man,”
LSJ), a combination of !mdqo- (“man”) and the joit- stem suffixed with a
verbal ending. The word is well attested in wet nursing contracts from the
first century BCE into the second century CE inwhich a household taking
in an abandoned infant to raise as a slave contracts with a wet nurse or
leases a lactating female slave from another household to nurse the infant.
Conditions in most of these contracts specify that the wet nurse is not to
sleep with a man or become pregnant during the term of the contract, the
context here leaving no doubt that sleeping with a man means having sex
with a man. Of the dozen extant contracts employing some form of the

2 J. Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality (Chicago, 1980), 344; for a
critique of this view, see D.F. Wright, “Homosexuals or Prostitutes? The Meaning of
!qsemojo?tai (1 Cor. 6:9, 1 Tim. 1:10),” VC 38.2 (1984), 125–153. While essentially
agreeing withWright’s critique of Boswell, W.L. Peterson, “Can !qsemojo?tai Be Trans-
lated by ‘Homosexuals’? (1 Cor. 6.9; 1 Tim. 1.10),” VC 40.2 (1986), 187–191, takes issue
with translating !qsemojo?tai as “homosexuals.”

3 D.B.Martin, “Arsenokoitês andMalakos:Meanings andConsequences,” inBiblical Eth-
ics and Homosexuality: Listening to Scripture (ed. R.L. Brawley; Louisville, Ky., 1996),
117–136, here 119–120; for a critique of this view, see G.R. Jepsen, “Dale Martin’s ‘Arse-
nokoitēs and Malakos’ Tried and Found Wanting,” CurTM 33 (2006), 397–405.
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word, eight were dated well before the first known appearance of !qsemo-
jo_tgr in 1 Cor 6:9.4

Themost common contractual formula employs the participial formof
!mdqojoit]y, six of those usages dated before 1 Corinthians, two after :5

l^d’ !mdqojoitoOsam l^d’ 1pijoOsam l^d’ 6teqom paqahgk\fousam paid_om
and not having sex with a man, and not becoming pregnant, and not nursing another
child.

Two contracts, both dated before 1 Corinthians, employ the infinitive:6

ja· auj 1n]stai […] !mdqojoite?m oqd³ oqd³m dus]mhetom pqosv]eim
and it will not be allowed […] to have sex with a man or to take any additional child

ja· lµ !mdqojoite?m […] l^d’ 1pijue?m lgd³ 6teqom syl\tiom paqahgk\feim
and not to have sex with a man and not to become pregnant and not to nurse another
child

The last two contracts, both dated after 1 Corinthians, employ the finite
form of the verb:7

ja· auj !mdqojoit^sei […] aud’ %kko paid_om sumcakajtotqov^sei
and she will not have sex with a man […] and she will not nurse another child

4 Contracts are fromM.Masciadri andO.Montevecchi (eds.), I contratti di baliatico (Cor-
poraPapyrorumGraecarum1;Milan, 1984), also accessible online in theDukeDatabank
of Documentary Papyri. Excerpts are referenced as C.Pap.Gr. 1 followed by document
number, line number, page number, date, and parenthetical notation of any known Eng-
lish translation. Other sources consulted on the subject of wet nurse contracts include
K.R. Bradley, “Sexual Regulations in Wet-Nursing Contracts from Roman Egypt,”
Klio 62.2 (1980), 321–325, and A. Aly, “The Wet Nurse: A Study in Ancient Medicine
and Greek Papyri,” Vesalius 2.2 (1996), 86–97.

5 C.Pap.Gr. 1.4.30–31 (p. 58), 13 BCE (J. Rowlandson [ed.],Women and Society in Greek
andRoman Egypt: ASourcebook [Cambridge, 1998], 275); 5.29–31 (p. 62), 13 BCE (M.R.
Lefkowitz andM.B. Fant [eds.],Women’s Life inGreece andRome:ASourcebook inTrans-
lation [3rd ed.: Baltimore, 2005], 270); 6.13–14 (p. 66), 13 BCE (Lefkowitz and Fant,
Women’s Life, 271); 9.14–15 (p. 81), 5 BCE; 10.18–19 (p. 87), 5 BCE; 13.18–19 (p.
95), 30 BCE–14 CE; 22.22–23 (p. 125), 70 CE; and 26.26–27 (p. 135), 111 CE (commen-
tary onGreek text in G.A. Petropoulos, “A[n]UnpublishedGreek Papyrus of the Athens
Collection,”Aeg 13.3/4 [1933], 563–568). There are slight variations in the formula:%kko
may take the place of 6teqom; paid_ommay precede rather than follow paqahgk\fousam;
and l^d’ 1pijoOsam may be omitted altogether (perhaps considered superfluous since
becoming pregnant would be the result of already having violated the terms of the con-
tract by having sex with a man).

6 C.Pap.Gr. 1.30.74 (p. 145), 140 CE; 31.316–317 (pp. 148–149), 140 CE.
7 C.Pap.Gr. 1.7.56–57 (p. 70), 8 BCE (S.M.E. van Lith, “Lease of Sheep and Goats/Nursing
Contract with Accompanying Receipt,” ZPE 14 [1974], 145–162, here 152); 14.18–19 (p.
98), 26 CE.
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The significance of these usages is that they indisputably show that the
!mdqo- portion of these!mdqojoit- stemwords is the object of theirmean-
ing and the joit- portion is a description of the activity of the subject of the
word – the wet nurse is not to have sex (joit-) with a man (!mdqo-). The
meaning of the words as indicating sexual congress between two parties is
straightforward and unambiguous.

The use of the participial form of the !mdqojoit- stem with a feminine
endingwouldhave suggested toGreek speakers of the time thepotentiality
of a participial formwith amasculine ending as well that would describe a
male having sex with a man; it would have also suggested the potentiality
of the coinage of noun forms that would have themeaning of a femalewho
has sex with a man or a male who has sex with a man. The question then
arises as to why Paul or whoever it was who coined !qsemojo_tgr simply
didn’t suffix the !mdqojoit- stem with the first declension masculine -gr
ending to get !mdqojo_tgr if it was an available option to describe male-
on-male sex. Although !mdqojo_tgr seems straightforward enough,
!mdqo- can also have themeaning of “husband,” and someof thewet nurs-
ing contracts actually mention the wet nurse’s husband by name. These
spousal, conjugal connotations of !mdqojoit-, along with its usage in
the specialized context of wet nurse contracts, perhaps made it a less suit-
able choice where a more generic connotation of maleness was called for,
especially in the context of male-on-male sex.8

The appropriate nuance could have been achieved by substituting
!qsemo- (“male”) for !mdqo- (“man”) and suffixing the joit- stem with
the -gr ending to give !qsemojo_tgr, which on the analogy of the !mdqo-
joit- stem words could have no other meaning than a male who has sex
with a male. The point is driven home all the more forcefully by the oc-
currence of thewords %qsemor and jo_tgm in conjunctionwith one anoth-
er in the Levitical prohibitions against male-on-male sex.

In conclusion, there is a well-attested usage of words based on the
!mdqojoit- stem, their meaning clearly and unambiguously indicating

8 Only centuries later does the word turn up describing male-on-male sex, the plural
!mdqojo?tai appearing in John Malalas 18.18 where severe penalties are meted out to
those engaging in the practice (J. Thurn [ed.], Ioannis Malalae Chronographia [CFHB
35; Berlin, 2000]). Commenting on the terminology in this passage, S.D. Smith, “Aga-
thias and Paul the Silentiary: Erotic Epigram and the Sublimation of Same-Sex Desire
in the Age of Justinian,” in Sex in Antiquity: Exploring Gender and Sexuality in the An-
cient World (ed. M. Masterson et al. ; London, 2015), 500–516, here 502, states that
!mdqojoit]y refers tomen sleeping with adultmen, paideqaste}y tomen having desire
for boys, and !qsemojoit]y to “sexual activity betweenmales, regardless of age or sexual
role.”
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that the party described by the word is having sex with a man. After the
establishment of the use of these !mdqojoit- stem words, someone look-
ing for a more generic word to describe a male who has sex with another
male – and well acquainted with the vocabulary of the Levitical prohibi-
tions in the Septuagint – could have simply substituted !qsem- for !mdqo-
and coined the noun !qsemojo_tgr.

George M. Hollenback
5401 Rampart St.
Houston, TX 77081
USA
gmh616@yahoo.com
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Peter J. Williams

The Greek New Testament, Produced at Tyndale
House

Since 2007, scholars at Tyndale House in Cambridge, UK, have been pre-
paring a new edition of the Greek New Testament. This edition presents a
new eclectic text which has been produced by a thorough revision of the
edition of Samuel Prideaux Tregelles, one of the most significant nine-
teenth-century editions to have no directly descendent editions in the
twentieth century.

The edition has been led by Dirk Jongkind as Editor, with Peter J.Will-
iams asAssociate Editor and PeterM.Head andPatrick James asAssistant
Editors. Head played a particular role in the conception of the edition and
in the decisions on the Pauline Corpus while James undertook with Will-
iams a major review of the spelling of the New Testament. Jongkind has
done the majority of the work, with all editorial decisions reviewed by
Williams. We also enlisted more than two dozen scholars to be involved
in the project as a whole in research and peer review.

The overall conception of the edition has been to combine eclecticism
with a radical documentary approach, defined as allowing the Greek doc-
uments themselves to play as significant a role as possible in the guiding of
an eclectic edition. The attempt to develop such an approach has resulted
in the following editorial choices:

(1) Using as a base text for revision the edition of Tregelles which of all
the nineteenth-century editions placed the greatest weight on proven an-
tiquity in deciding between variant readings.

(2) Seeking to decide between variant readings as far as possible on the
basis of scribal habit, preferring explanationswhich appeal to documented
scribal processes wherever possible.

(3) Insisting that any printed reading should be attested in more than
oneGreekwitness, to ensure that scribal aberrations are not treated as lec-
tiones (what was likely to have been read) and that readers can have con-
fidence in a certain minimal level of attestation across the entire edition.
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(4) Using Greek manuscript witnesses exclusively, while acknowledg-
ing great historical interest in both the ancient versions and patristic ci-
tations. After concluding our editorial work, while we maintain that ver-
sional and patristic citations add valuable geographical specificity to our
knowledge of transmission history, we still cannot think of any case where
their witness would actually have changed our textual decision.

(5) Placing the Catholic Epistles after Acts and before the Pauline Cor-
pus.

(6) Presenting only paragraph marks which are found in witnesses of
the fifth century and earlier. Outside theApocalypse we in fact only accept
paragraph marks attested by two such witnesses.

(7) Presenting forms of spelling which have never previously been
adopted in print.

(8) Rejecting the equation between the Hebrew letter aleph and a
smooth breathing in Greek and the Hebrew letters he, heth and ayin
and a rough breathing.

(9) Reviewing all accents against the manuscript tradition and making
significant revisions, especially in the area of enclitics.

(10) Assimilating somewhat the appearance of the printed page to that
of a manuscript, using ekthesis for paragraphmarks, limiting punctuation
and eliminating critical signs from the main text.

The editors believe that the main significance of the edition is its text,
not its apparatus. The apparatus is limited both as to the number of var-
iants considered and the rangeofwitnesses cited.Nevertheless, for the var-
iants covered it seeks to provide consistent positive citation of all extensive
papyri and majuscules, as well as of one of the earliest and one of the later
minuscule pandects: 1424 and 69 respectively. The apparatus often in-
cludes specific information on the lacunae or unique readings of these
manuscripts.

Wedonot claim to have achieved as thoroughgoing a documentary ap-
proach as we initially intended. Reintroducing nomina sacra and con-
forming all punctuation to documented systems have proven tasks too
large at this stage.

I shall now attempt to give three specific examples of these features so
that readers can gain some appreciation of the value of the new edition.
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1 Example Paragraph: Mark 4:3

In Mark 4:3 the Parable of the Sower begins !jo¼ete Qdo» 1n/khem b spe¸-
qym. Modern editions and translations often place punctuation after
!jo¼ete but do not generally treat it as a separate paragraph. However,
among our earliest witnesses we see that both Codex Sinaiticus and
Codex Alexandrinus treat Qdo¼ as beginning a new paragraph, and this
is probably also the intention of Codex Vaticanus. Our edition reflects
this division, which marks the perceived onset of the parable one word
later and allows a clearer distinction between the call to listen
(!jo¼ete) and the invitation to imagine (Qdo¼). While it is possible that
Mark’s Gospel was at first written without visible unit delimitation,
based on extant ancient documents generally and extant New Testament
manuscripts specifically this is less likely than that itwaswrittenwith some
paragraphmarking. This being the case, it should not be ruled out that the
agreement between two (or three) of our earliest witnesses in this para-
graph mark could be a shared inheritance from a much earlier point in
transmission. Even if this does not represent the paragraphing of an “au-
thorial” edition of the text, it does at least represent a way of dividing the
work far closer to its textual origins than any modern editor. The presen-
tation of such ancient boundary markers also presents an opportunity for
the training of modern exegetes to avoid anachronistic ways of thinking.

2 Example Spelling: ccee¸̧mmeettaaii in Luke 12:54–55

Luke 12:54–55 reads in NA28 : =kecem d³ ja· to?r ewkoir7 ftam Udgte [tµm]
mev´kgm !mat´kkousam 1p· dusl_m, eqh´yr k´cete fti elbqor 5qwetai,
ja· c¸metai ovtyr7 ja· ftam mºtom pm´omta, k´cete fti ja¼sym 5stai,
ja·c¸metai. Consider the sequencec¸metai…c¸metai, shared bynumerous
other editions, such asWestcott andHort, SBLGNTand theTextusRecep-
tus. Here our edition reads ceimetai… ceimetai. The first point to make is
that the letter sequence ceimetai is attested throughout the early tradition:
945975 4 A BDW, i. e. , our two earliest papyri (third cent.) and our four
earliest majuscules (fourth–fifth cent.), plus Codex Freerianus (W) (fifth–
eighth cent.). The secondpoint is that this is notmerely an isolated spelling
feature whereby a number of manuscripts coincidentally contain a shared
itacism. Rather this is part of a pattern for the entire Gospel of Luke, in
which instances of the verb c¸molai are overwhelmingly spelled with
the initial syllable ceim- in the earliest witnesses. In Luke 6:36; 13:17;
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15:10; 19:19; 20:33; 21:7, 28 none of these early witnesses has the spelling
with cim-. The third thing to note is that this pattern forms part of a yet
wider pattern whereby etymological long /i/ came to be spelled with
some consistency with ei for certain lexemes in Koine of the time of the
NewTestament – a patternwhich is reflected in some of our early witness-
es for some of the books of the New Testament. We will publish separate
documentation of this matter. However, this example is enough to dem-
onstrate that previous editions of the Greek New Testament have some-
times standardized spellings against the pattern of themanuscripts.While
we recognize that there ismuch senseless spelling variation shown inman-
uscripts, we nevertheless believe that amid the arbitrary variations some
patterns may be found which have a better chance than the spellings of
modern editions of reflecting spellings of the earliest authors, editors,
or amanuenses.

3 Example Breathing and Accents: John 8:58

In John 8:58 Jesus famously sayspq·m)bqa±l cem´shai 1c½ eQl¸ (Westcott
andHort; NA28 ; SBLGNT). Here our edition reads pq·m*bqa±l cem´shai
1c¾ eQli, furnishing Abrahamwith a rough breathing andmaking eQli en-
clitic so as to transfer its accent to the preceding word. Both of these de-
cisions are based on manuscript evidence. Although some weighty wit-
nesses (e. g. , CodexClaromontanus for the Pauline epistles andminuscule
1424) provide evidence for a smooth breathing on the nameAbraham, we
were more impressed by the quality of the witnesses for the rough breath-
ing (Baccentor 35 69) as well as by their numerical preponderance (we sam-
pled 44manuscripts). For the accentuation of ecy eiliwe sampled Baccentor

560 771 788 1424 and 2907 and found that they all took eQli as enclitic.
Having completed our decision making process we then observed that
our resultant text pq·m *bqa±l cem´shai 1c¾ eQli is not an innovation,
but simply what was earlier printed in Erasmus’s and Stephanus’s editions
of 1516 and 1550 respectively. Those editions were, of course, made at a
time when editors still sought to follow manuscripts in such matters.

Our edition is not intended to rival the Nestle-Aland edition, which will
generally have a fuller apparatus and an array of information on manu-
scripts, citations, and cross-references for which we offer no counterpart.
Nevertheless we believe that this edition is sufficiently different in its con-
ception and in the information it provides that it should be an essential
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part of the Neutestamentler’s reference library. For study of the orality or
poetics of theNewTestamentwe believe our edition should be the starting
point.

The edition is due for release by Crossway in November 2017 as well as
on the major platforms for Bible software. It will also be available freely
online.

Peter J. Williams
Tyndale House
36 Selwyn Gardens
Cambridge, CB3 9BA
UK
principal@tyndale.cam.ac.uk
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AnneMarie Luijendijk, Forbidden Oracles? The Gospel of the Lots of Mary (STAC
89; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014), xxi + 208 pp., ISBN 978-3-16-152859.

Forbidden Oracles is an outstanding contribution to the study of late an-
tique religion. Luijendijk focuses on a single codex, a miniature sortes
manuscript that provided ready answers to the inquiries of seekers of di-
vine advice, but her fascinating monograph has much broader implica-
tions, not only for the study of divination but also for the history of the
book, developing notions of “sacred scripture,” and our understanding
of the everyday lives of Christians in Egypt. The Gospel of the Lots of
Mary calls attention to the complexity of religious and scriptural author-
ity, demonstrating the wide appeal of sortilege and bibliomancy in Chris-
tian contexts and calling into question any simplistic linear account of
progress toward a single Christian “orthodoxy.”

The monograph begins with an introduction to sortilege and divina-
tion and then proceeds in two parts: Part one provides a detailed contex-
tual analysis that places this manuscript and its text within a broader ter-
minological, theological, codicological, palaeographical, and ecclesial
framework. The second part presents a critical edition of the manuscript,
complete with an edited Coptic text, English translation, and comprehen-
sive apparatus. A full set of images follows, after which one finds the bib-
liography, indices, and a vocabulary list that enables cross-checking of the
oracles for specific terms. The technical excellence of the edition is exem-
plary, a quality that is made even more valuable when combined with the
eloquent and thorough historical section found in the first half.

The Gospel of the Lots of Mary survives in only a single copy, but it il-
luminates a world of divinatory practices with a long history and an eager
clientele. Sortes books survive in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Syriac, Provençal,
and Coptic (4); they are mentioned by Lucian of Samosata (5–7), Augus-
tine of Hippo (9), and Athanasius (88–89), among others; and they were
employed by religious experts at numerous shrines, including at Christian
martyria (47–51). Comparable to ticket oracles (inquiries submitted at
shrines across Egypt and elsewhere) and 2qlgme_ai (sentences inserted
into manuscripts employed for divination), they were part of a rich reli-
gious heritage that extended from the Pharaonic periodwell into theMid-
dle Ages. Even so, thisminiature codex is unique: proclaiming its status as
a “gospel,” its oracles are attributed to Mary, the “author” of the revela-
tions, and linked to Christ by means of her role as Jesus’s mother (28–
32). The emphasis in the oracles themselves is on God as the ultimate
source of the promises or warnings that will, these oracles proclaim, cer-
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tainly take place. Individual oracles combine scriptural allusions with, for
example, admonitions about enemies, reassurances about the angels, cau-
tions against being of “twominds,” and exhortations to trust God (35–37,
98–144). The important fifth-century title heot|jor is omitted from the
introductory ascription to Mary (98), which may indicate either a late
fourth or early fifth-century date for the production of the manuscript
(31–32), but Luijendijk’s codicological, palaeographical, and socio-histor-
ical analysis pushes the date of the codex’s manufacture into the fifth or
sixth century.

Copied by a skilled scribe on deluxe parchment, the beauty of theman-
uscript’s execution, Luijendijk observes, likely enhanced its status as a sa-
cred and authoritative book (47). Quite small, it could easily be hidden,
which may have protected it from the disciplinary interventions of
those less inclined to welcome Christian divination (53–54). Still, this
Gospel resembles other tiny liturgical and biblical books, including a
copy of 4 Maccabees found at the Shrine of Saint Collutus in Antinoë
(45, 50). Miniature size could lend legitimacy to Christian books as easily
as point to their position as forbidden objects. Bishops reprimanded those
who engaged in private divination (54–55), an activity made convenient
by this manuscript’s small format, yet intimate consultation with a local
priest in a side chamber at a shrine ormonastery is an equally possible set-
ting for the use of this book (53). Indeed, material features, together with
theological and oracular content, makes a Christian shrine a promising
candidate for provenance, particularly the martyrium dedicated to
Saint Collutus (49–51). A popular pilgrimage destination known for ritual
bathing, dream incubation, and book and ticket divination, visitors to the
saint often sought healing and divine revelation from resident priests.
Other shrines, churches, ormonasteries are also possible; as David Frank-
furter and Arietta Papaconstantinou have shown, sortilege and ticket or-
acles were institutionalized Christian practices,1 despite denunciations of
“magic” in canon law and heresiological literature. Bishops objected to the
consultation of local “pagan” astrologers, diviners, and enchanters (80–
86) and associated the use of “magic” illicit books with “heretics” (88–
91), but they were well aware of the enduring popularity of bibliomancy,
which they also practiced (62–65). Sortilege may have been more contro-

1 D. Frankfurter, “Dynamics of Ritual Expertize in Antiquity and Beyond: Towards aNew
Taxonomy of ‘Magicians’,” inMagic and Ritual in the AncientWorld (ed. P. Mirecki and
M.Meyer; RGRW 141; Leiden, 2002), 159–178; id., Religion in Roman Egypt: Assimila-
tion andResistance (Princeton, 1998), 194–195;A. Papaconstantinou, “Oracles chrétiens
dans l’Égypte byzantine: Le témoignage des papyrus,” ZPE 104 (1994), 281–286.
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versial but, as the example of Bishop Anastasius of Sinai shows, it could
also be accepted as legitimately “Christian” if the circumstances were
right (86–88). The Gospel of the Lots of Mary, an object of significant
value painstakingly produced, confirms that divinationwas a central rath-
er than a peripheral activity, irrespective of institutional censure. Sortilege
worked.

Bymaking this previously unknown “Gospel” available to readers, Lui-
jendijk’s exceptional monograph adds to a growing body of scholarship
that challenges historians to avoid the traps left by bishops eager to enforce
their visions of “orthodoxy.” Instead of tracing the “development of
canon,” we might do better by investigating what David Brakke has called
“scriptural practices,” which could include the use of scriptural amulets,
sortes books like this Gospel, “apocryphal” works read as sacred texts, and
the composition of esoteric or philosophical literature designed to supple-
ment existing scripture.2 Instead of cataloging disparities between “here-
tics” and their “orthodox” counterparts, wemight notice striking commo-
nalities, overlapping interpretive commitments, and controversies that
were oftenmore rhetorical than real.3 Instead of viewing institutional con-
texts like monasteries, churches, and shrines as bastions of Christian ex-
clusivity anddifference,wemight attend to shared reading and education-
al practices,4 a collective appreciation for divination,5 and rites that were

2 D.Brakke, “Scriptural Practices in EarlyChristianity: Towards aNewHistory of theNew
Testament Canon,” in Invention, Rewriting, Usurpation: Discursive Fights over Religious
Traditions inAntiquity (ed. J. Rüpke,A.-C. Jacobsen, andD. Brakke; Frankfurt amMain,
2012), 263–280; cf. J. Knust, “Miscellany Manuscripts and the Christian Canonical Im-
aginary,” in Ritual Matters: Material Residues and Ancient Religions (ed. J. Knust and C.
Moser; Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome; Ann Arbor, Mich., forthcoming).

3 Important studies include: A. LeBoulluec, La notion d’hérésie dans la literature grecque,
IIe–IIIe siècles (2 vols.; Paris, 1985); D. Brakke, Gnostics: Myth, Ritual, and Diversity in
Early Christianity (Cambridge, 2011); K.L. King, What Is Gnosticism? (Cambridge,
2003); andM.A.Williams,Rethinking “Gnosticism”: AnArgument for Dismantling aDu-
bious Category (Princeton, 1996).

4 See, e. g. , E. Iricinschi, “‘Souvenez-vous aussi de moi dans vos prières’: Scribes et codex
dans l’Égypte du IVe siècle,” in Le savoir des religions: Fragments d’historiographie reli-
gieuse (ed. A.-C. Rendu Loisel et al. ; Geneva, 2014), 169–202; L. Larsen, “The Sayings
of the Desert Fathers and the Monostichs of Menander : Learning a New Alphabet
Using Classical Models,” in Early Monasticism and Classical Paideia (ed. S. Rubenson;
StPatr; Leuven, 2013); P. Rousseau, Pachomius: The Making of a Community in Fourth-
Century Egypt (Berkeley, 1985).

5 In addition toFrankfurter andPapaconstantinou (seen. 1), seeW.Klingshirn, “Christian
Divination in Late RomanGaul: The Sortes Sangallenses,” inMantikê: Studies in Ancient
Divination (ed. S.I. Johnston and P.T. Struck; RGRW 155; Leiden, 2005), 99–128, and
id., “Inventing the sortilegus: Lot Divination and Cultural Identity in Italy, Rome,
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remarkably similar to “pagan” precedents. As material artifacts, early
Christian books rarely, if ever, fit a priori beliefs about canon, liturgy,
and theology. Instead, they provide evidence of an ever-shifting repertoire
of local practices that invested anynumber of surprising bookswith sacred
significance.6 The Gospel of the Lots of Mary provides one particularly
striking example of this phenomenon. Professor Luijendijk is to be con-
gratulated for her important addition to this discussion.

Jennifer Knust
Boston University
745 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
USA
jknust@bu.edu

and the Provinces,” in Religion in Republican Italy (ed. P.B. Harvey and C.E. Schultz;
Cambridge, 2006), 137–161.

6 For further examples, see E.J. Epp, “TheOxyrhynchusNewTestamentPapyri : ‘Notwith-
out Honor except inTheir Hometown’?” JBL 123.1 (2004), 5–55, and A. Luijendijk, “Sa-
cred Scriptures as Trash: Biblical Papyri from Oxyrhynchus,” VC 64 (2010), 217–254.
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